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ABSTRACT
Pseudo-S£/(3) symmetry along with its simple symmetry-preserving and 
symmetry-breaking interactions is presented. This symmetry is a direct consequence of 
pseudo-spin symmetry which can be clearly seen in a single-particle shell model picture 
of heavy (A > 100) atomic nuclei. Good pseudo-spin symmetry is shown to have its 
origin at a more fundamental level by considering relativistic mean field results for the 
strength parameters of the spin-orbit and the orbit-orbit interactions. As long as the 
residual interaction is a pseudo-spin scalar interaction, the many-particle extension of 
the single-particle picture is also expected to have good total pseudo-spin symmetry.
The quadrupole-quadrupole interaction Q Q  can be approximated by its pseudo 
spin/space counterpart, Q Q ,  since it is approximately a good pseudo-spin scalar. 
Within a single major oscillator shell, this interaction possesses SU(3) (to be more 
precise pseudo-Sf/P)) symmetry. As a caveat, the notion of identical bands in normal 
deformed and superdeformed nuclei can be viewed a consequence of pseudo-S£/(3) 
dynamical symmetry.
The pairing interaction, on the other hand, is an exact pseudo-spin scalar; 
however, it severely breaks SU (3) symmetry. To perform SU (3) shell-model 
calculations which include a symmetry-breaking interaction like pairing requires SU(3) 
technologies that consist of two parts: the SU3 and SU3RME packages. Contrary to 
the traditionally held view that the pairing interaction washes away the deformation, our 
current results show that the interaction induces triaxial deformed configurations.
v
The combined interaction (known as the pairing-plus-quadrupole model) is 
systematically studied for even numbers of identical particles (either protons or 
neutrons) by varying the strength of each term in the interaction. Introducing a 
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction to a paired system pushes the ground state of the 
system away from a triaxial geometry to a more prolate (oblate) one if the number of 
particles is below (above) the mid-shell. Further studies on the pairing and SU(3) 
show that the pairing interaction breaks the SU(3) symmetry in a very special way.
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
For more than four decades the shell model, even in its simplest form, has been 
one of the most successful nuclear models for explaining a great proliferation of 
experimental data (May 49, HaxJen 49, May 50, May 50). This model is able to 
explain almost all the low energy physics of nuclei near the magic numbers (number of 
protons Z=2, 8 , 20, 28, 50 or 82 (also 114) and number of neutrons N=2, 8 , 20, 28, 
50, 82, or 126) as well as most of the static properties of ground states like their total 
angular momentum, magnetic moment, etc.
The gauge theory of the strong interaction, quantum chromodynamics (QCD), 
is believed to be the fundamental theory of the interaction between nuclear constituents, 
quarks and gluons (CheLi 84). These fundamental quantities make up protons and 
neutrons which are important entities for the low-energy structure of atomic nuclei. 
The interaction between nucleons (i.e., protons and neutrons) compared to the one 
between quarks and gluons in a crude sense is analogous to a comparison of the 
interatomic molecular interaction and the Coulomb interaction between electrons and 
nuclei in atoms. As long as the energy of interest is low, that is, on the order of or less 
than a few tens of MeV, viewing nucleons as fundamental particles seems to work 
reasonably well.
The shell model assumes that each nucleon orbits in an average (mean) field 
generated by all other nucleons. These orbits correspond to single-particle levels; thus, 
in its simplest form the shell model is a single-particle theory. As a consequence of the
1
2latter, the theory cannot describe collective states like those found in rotational and 
vibrational bands — which can be obtained easily from the other most successful model 
in the nuclear structure, the geometric collective model (Boh 52, BohMot 53). To 
overcome this limitation, one introduces residual interactions in the Hamiltonian that are 
usually in the form of up to two-body terms. A variety of residual interactions have 
been used, from simple ones like pairing, the surface delta interaction, and a 
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction to more complicated and realistic ones which are 
derived directly from experimental data on two-particle configurations (BruGla 77) or 
from the free nucleon-nucleon interaction as modified in the nuclear medium (KuoBro 
66).
By incorporating residual interactions, especially ones that possess good 
symmetries like the pairing and quadrupole-quadrupole interactions, the algebraic 
approach to the shell model arises (Rac 49, Ell 58, Ell 58, Ker 61). Specifically, the 
success of this approach is realized in light nuclei (mass number A < 28) where the 
three dimensional unimodular unitary group, SU(3), is the underlying symmetry of the 
many-particle shell model (Ell 58, Ell 58, EllHar 63, EllWil 6 8 , Har 6 8 ). The SU(3) 
group is resurrected for heavy nuclei (A > 100) (RatDra 73) when one exploits the so- 
called pseudo-spin “accidental” symmetry (AriHar 69, HecAdl 69) which has its origin 
in a particular ratio for the nucleon scalar and vector coupling constants in the nuclear 
medium (BahDra 92).
As mentioned earlier, the pairing and quadrupole-quadrupole interactions are 
important residual two-body terms in the Hamiltonian. Their importance is not only 
due to symmetry properties of the residual interactions but also to the fact that they are
3leading terms of the short-range and long-range parts1 of the effective nucleon-nucleon 
interaction. In fact, a pairing-plus-quadrupole scenario has become a standard 
approach in making shell model calculation (BesSor 69). Unfortunately, systematic 
studies of the pairing-plus-quadrupole model in heavy nuclei are based almost 
exclusively on mean field calculations because traditional shell model calculations are 
not feasible. One of the reasons for this is that the symmetry properties of these 
interactions are different from one another; for example, pairing breaks SU(3) while the 
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction preserves it. The exploitation of the symmetry of 
the pairing interaction, which is characterized by a unitary symplectic group Sp(2Q), 
where Q  indicates the degeneracy of the shell, is difficult to carry on because the 
required group technology is not that well developed. Nevertheless, due to the 
dominance of the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction, especially in mid-shell regions, as 
well as the availability of a complete SU(3) technology (AkiDra 73, BahDra 94) the 
usage of SU(3) symmetry in the shell model calculation is now practical, specifically, it 
can be used to truncate large shell model spaces down to reasonably sized subspaces 
and within these subspaces mixed representation calculations can be done.
This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 1 gives an outline of the 
contents and provides motivation for using a pairing-plus-quadrupole interaction in 
shell model calculations. In Chapter 2, we digress and give some basic information 
concerning the SU(3) group. The importance of this group is made transparent by 
giving a geometric interpretation of the SU(3) quantum numbers -  characterized by a
C h a ra c ter iz in g  the pairing interaction as the lead in g  term  o f  a  short-range potentia l, w h ich  can be  
described , for ex am p le, by a delta interaction , d o es not necessarily  im ply  that pairing is so le ly  a short- 
range e ffec t. S im ilar ly , the E llio tt quadrupole-quadrupole interaction , w h ich  generates quadrupole- 
quadrupole correlations w ithin a s in g le  m ajor sh ell, cannot be considered  as so le ly  a long-range term. 
In the ex trem e th ese  are m isn o m ers, e sp e c ia lly  w ith  regard to pa irin g , and th is lead s to w rong  
interpretations concern ing  its e ffec t, for exam ple, that pairing favors a spherical shape.
4pair of numbers, (Xfl). In this chapter we also revisit the connection between the rotor 
and sw(3) algebras, and this leads to an even deeper understanding of the geometric 
interpretation of {Xji). Chapter 3 motivates the pseudo-spin concept by showing that 
this symmetry is consistent with a relativistic mean-field description of the shell model 
potential. This leads to pseudo-spin dynamical symmetry as the favored scheme for 
shell model applications. An example of the pseudo-spin dynamical symmetry is the 
existence of L-rotor (to be more precise pseudo-L-rotor) structures that are described in 
Chapter 4. This L-rotor concept allows us to interpret identical bands in deformed 
nuclei as members of pseudo-spin multiplets. The general formulation for 5(7(3) shell 
model calculations is given in Chapter 5. This formulation is needed for the inclusion 
of S(7(3) symmetry-breaking interactions, like pairing, in the Hamiltonian. In this 
chapter we also show that the calculation of matrix elements of physical operators can 
be reduced to the calculation of a few reduced matrix elements of 5(7(3) tensor 
operators. Similarly, we show that many-particle shell model calculations can be 
reduced to the calculations of the reduced matrix elements of 5(7(3) unit tensors. The 
techniques for carrying out general calculations of this type are described in greater 
detail in Chapter 6 . Finally, shell model calculations for a pairing-plus-quadrupole 
interaction in a S(/(3) basis are presented in Chapter 7. We show that the pure pairing 
interaction does not favor spherical shell model configurations, as mean-field results 
suggest it should (BesSor 69); rather, the pairing interaction drives a system towards 
asymmetric configurations. Also, we discover an additional approximate symmetry for 
pairing by studying its decomposition in terms of 5(7(3) tensors.
CHAPTER 2 
SU(3) SYMMETRY IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS
Over the last forty years SU(3) has emerged as an important symmetry in sub­
atomic physics. It is the symmetry group of three dimensional isotropic harmonic 
oscillator, and since this is a good approximation to the mean-field of light nuclei, the 
early recognition of its importance in nuclear physics is not surprising (Ell 58, Ell 58, 
Har 6 8 , RatDra 73, Arilac 76). The recognition of pseudo-spin as a good symmetry in 
heavier nuclei came somewhat later, and with this arose an opportunity to exploit 5(7(3) 
in heavy nuclei as well, realized in this case in terms of the so-called pseudo-5(/(3) 
extension of the normal-5(/(3) symmetry that works well in light systems (RatDra 73). 
In elementary particle physics it enters whenever there are three distinguishable 
realizations of what can be classified as the same basic configuration, like with the 
flavor and color symmetries of the quarks (Nee 61, Gel 62, Gre 64, HanNam 65).
2.1 Dynamical Symmetry versus Exact Symmetry
Group theory has always been used in atomic and nuclear shell model 
applications (Rac 49). There are two basic types of symmetries that motivate its use. 
The first and most familiar one is called an exact symmetry. A system possesses an 
exact symmetry if it is unchanged (remains invariant) under the full set of 
transformations that generates the symmetry. In this case these transformations give 
rise to a degenerate multiplet of states that span a representation of the group. The 
spherical oscillator and the Mr (Coulomb) potentials are classical examples of this type
5
6of symmetry, with SU(3) and 5(9(4), respectively, being the underlying symmetry 
groups of these two systems. In these two cases the principal quantum number n, 
along with I and m of 50(3) that characterize the angular momenta of the system, are 
good quantum numbers. Exact symmetries also rise from fundamental considerations 
of physical systems. The rotation group 50(3) (or 50(2) if the system has intrinsic 
spin degrees of freedom) which arises because of the isotropy of space is the prime 
example in nonrelativistic physics. The 50(3) group in nuclear physics is not of this 
type because the harmonic oscillator potential is only an approximation to a more 
realistic, 50(3) non-invariant interaction. The only place where 50(3) is realized as an 
exact symmetry is in particle physics as the color symmetry group for quarks and 
gluons, the building blocks of hadrons which includes protons and neutrons (Gre 64, 
GreMes 65, HanNam 65).
The second symmetry type is what is usually called a dynamical symmetry. A 
system that possesses a dynamical symmetry is not necessarily left invariant under the 
symmetry operations of the group; however the eigenstates of such a system, which 
need not be degenerate, can all be associated with a single irreducible representation of 
the group. The lifting of the degeneracy in this case is generated by the occurrence of 
generators (or functions of generators) of the group — which does not alter the 
irreducible representation (irrep) of the eigenstates — in the Hamiltonian or in the 
Lagrangian characterizing the system. Many physical systems are of this type. After 
being developed mainly in the elementary particle physics (GelNee 64, Nee 67), the 
dynamical group concept gained its popularity in the nuclear physics following the 
advent of the Interacting Boson Model (Arilac 76). This approach — which 
emphasizes the importance of the Hamiltonian and/or Lagrangian of the system — is 
complementary to the traditional shell model approach which seeks to identify a
7preferred coupling scheme that bares the symmetry of calculated eigenstates (Rac 49). 
The basis states of such a coupling scheme are normally called symmetry-adapted basis 
states. The Zeeman effect can be used to illustrate the concept of a dynamical 
symmetry. In the presence of a uniform magnetic field the rotational invariance 
(SO(3) ) 2 of the Hamiltonian is lifted. Since the magnetic moment p  is proportional to 
the angular momentum, the interaction term in the Hamiltonian (p *B) prefers certain 
orientations over others and in so doing removes the degeneracy due to space isotropy; 
nevertheless, one can still ascribe a good angular momentum quantum number L  to the 
eigenstates because the interaction does not mix different L values. This means that 
SO(3) is a dynamical symmetry group for the system rather than an exact symmetry 
group.
Group theory is the mathematical framework to formalize the notion symmetry, 
either exact or dynamical. A continuous Lie group G has an infinite number of 
elements. Every element of G is characterized by n parameters. The quantities of 
interest are not the group elements themselves but rather operators X ,• that generate 
infinitesimal transformations of the group. These generators form the Lie algebra L of 
G and satisfy the following set of commutation relations (BarRac 8 6 ):
[ r , r ]  = E  4 x k, i j ,k  = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  n. (2 . 1 )
The numbers ef are called the structure constants of the group and as indicated n is also 
the dimension of the Lie algebra. Elements of the group are given by
2T he S U (2 ) group (so m etim es a lso  ca lled  S pin (3)) is  m ore appropriate for rotational sym m etry; hence, 
the Z eem an e ffect described  here can b e  either the norm al or anom alous one. T o  k eep  m atters sim ple , 
w e restrict this d iscu ssio n  to the norm al Z eem an e ffec t; and thus, so  long  as the intrinsic sp in  is a lso  
fix  to  be zero, w e  can consider  the relevant group to be S O (3).
8£/({$}) = ex p (X 0 ;X'), (2 .2)
where 0t- is the parameter associated with the X,- element of the Lie algebra.
A Lie group has one or more invariant operators that can be built from inner 
products of its generators. These operators are called the Casimir invariant operators of 
the Lie group. The Casimir invariant of order p  is given by
The order p  cannot exceed the rank of the group. The metric g is a symmetric tensor 
that contracts the indices of the generators, leaving the Cp as group invariants.
Another important group theoretical concept is that of a spectrum generating 
algebra which is also called an enveloping algebra. An element of the enveloping 
algebra of G can be written as3
p = 2 ,3 , . . . .  (2.3)
where Cp satisfies
[x‘,c p] = o, for all i. (2.4)
Xf1" 3 = X ' ' 1 X" 2 ... X \  s = 0, 1, 2, .... (2.5)
or in a more compact notation by
s = 0 , 1 , 2 .......
(2.5a)
s times
3T he defin ition  g iv en  here is a sim ple  and schem atic  defin ition  w hich  ignores a quotient w ith  respect to 
the tw o-sided  ideal generated by elem en ts o f  the form
in the m ore rigorous m athem atical treatm ent (BarRac 86).
9and the universal enveloping algebra of G is defined to be a polynomial of the 
operators defined by Eqn. (2.5). (The cross symbol of multiplication in Eqn. (2.5a) 
indicates a tensorial outer product.) Thus the Xs are constructed as tensorial outer 
products of the generators of G. The Casimir invariants are special members of the 
enveloping algebra. If we impose an additional group symmetry H, where HczG, to 
the enveloping algebra, we get the integrity bases of G with respect to H. A 
Hamiltonian with dynamical symmetry G and exact symmetry H  can be constructed 
from the integrity bases of G with respect to H. The group H  is normally 50(3) (or 
SU(2)).
2.2 Three Dimensional Isotropic Harmonic Oscillator
To underscore the importance of the harmonic oscillator, we will begin this 
section by digressing to a consideration of the single-particle Hamiltonian for the 
spherical shell model (Goe 49, HaxJen 49). The three-dimensional isotropic harmonic 
oscillator (Hq) augmented with the one-body spin-orbit (l-s) and orbit-orbit (I2) 
interactions,
H  = H o +vis l-s + vu 12, (2.6)
is a good first approximation for the nuclear single-particle Hamiltonian. The I2 term 
pushes high angular momentum states down (v// < 0 ) relative to those with lower I 
values while the l-s term (coupling spatial and spin degrees of freedom) is required to 
achieve shell closures (v/4 < 0 ) at the magic numbers.
A particle with mass M  that is bound by a three dimensional isotropic harmonic 
oscillator mean field has a Hamiltonian
H° ~ 2M + 2M °^x2 (2.7)
where co is the oscillator strength. In quantum mechanics, the coordinate *,■ and the 
momentum pj satisfy the commutation relation
[x„pj\ = ihSij. (2 .8 )
The eigenstates of this system can be specified by three quantum numbers — the 
number of quanta in each of the three Cartesian directions — and therefore can be 
represented as a 3-dimensional vector n. Hence,
/ / 0 |n) = £ n|n)
E„ = (n + V2)h(0,
where n is an integer that is equal to the total number of quanta: n = 0, 1,2, .... This 
quantum number is equal to the shell number3. Each energy level is ^2-fold degeneracy 
where Q={n+\){n+2)l2.
We define a dimensionless boson annihilation operator
( 2 ' 1 0 )
that reduces the number of oscillator phonons in the i-th direction by unity. Its 
Hermitian conjugate bft creates a phonon and in so doing increases the number of 
oscillator quanta in the i-th direction by one. By using the commutation relation (2.8) 
one can prove easily that
3T hough the notation for shell num ber is denoted  by n and 77 interchangeably  in this d issertation , the 
sym b ol 77 is norm ally used w hen considerin g  m any-particle configurations so  as not generate confusion  
w ith the num ber o f  particles, w h ich  m ay be labeled  by n as w ell as m.
11
H0 = hco (Z>+ • b + |) (2 . 11)
and
(2 . 12)
This harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian possesses 17(3) symmetry with
(2.13)
as its generators. If we remove the trace, which amounts to subtracting the boson 
number operator, we have the SU(3) generators:
These two formalisms are equivalent because the number operator gives at most an 
overall phase that does not change the physics. The boson creation (annihilation) 
operators act likq fundamental representations of SU(3), specifically M has (10) SU(3) 
tensor character. (A full discussion of SU(3) tensor operators can be found in Ch. 5.) 
The SU(3) generators have (11) tensor character — the adjoint representations of 
SU(3). The number operator of 17(3), on the other hand, is a SU(3) scalar, which 
means that it transforms as a (0 0 ) tensor.
(2.14)
Cartesian Representation
In Cartesian coordinates, the Hamiltonian can be written as
(2.15)
12
The eigenfunctions (coordinate representation of the eigenstates) of such a system are 
¥n^,(x,y,z) = (x,y,z |n>
_ . . {2, lo)
= Hn,(x/b) H„(y/b) HJzJb) ,
where the Hn(J;) are Hermite polynomials of order n, the normalization factor is
N,
[ T n x\n >\n .}n ™ b Y^ , 
b = 'J  mco >
(2.17)
and the eigenvalues are
n = nx + ny + nz,
E n w  =  ( f l x  +  ”, + n z + 3h ) h O J , (2.18)
with nx,ny,nz = 0 , 1 , 2 , n.
In the language of U(3) representations, the states are characterized by [nOO] 
and the projection quantum numbers n,- which are the eigenvalues of the c'a. If we 
remove the boson number operator, we have an SU(3) irrep (nO) and
£ = 3 nz -  n = 2 nz -  nx -  nx,
A  = {nx + ny)l2, (2.19)
mA = (nx -  ny)/2 ,
as the projection quantum numbers where e is for Uz( 1) and A  and mA are for 
SU±(2)z>U{\), respectively. For a given A, mA=-A, -A + l, ..., A. Here we choose 
the z-direction as preferred over the x-direction and the ^-direction as preferred over the 
y-direction in determining the highest weight states (DraWil 69).
13
In a Cartesian representation, the tensor properties of the boson creation 
operators bt  are given by
; tOO) _ , t 
0  200 “  °z>
b ' - u w  = b l  (2 .2 0 )
,  +( i° )  _  ,  t
V  -1.1/2.-1/2 -  °.v
The superscript denotes the 51/(3) tensor character and the subscript denotes the 
subgroup tensor character, eAm\.  The 5/7(3) generators can be constructed using the 
tensorial coupling method which is outlined in detail in Ch. 5, specifically
<2-2 »
Cylindrical Representation
In cylindrical coordinates, the Hamiltonian can be written as
H = - 2 M
1 d d L 1 d + ^ r l  + ±Mo?(p2 + z2). (2 .22 )
In this case the eigenfunctions are
Wn^nXP^Z) = (p,(p,z\n)
= Nnpmnz (plb)'"" L':*(p2/b2) e‘"0 H(z/b) e -(p2+z2)!2b 2
(2.23)
with normalization factors
2": {(« +lml)/2 }! nzl Km b2
1/2
(2.24)
14
and eigenvalues
n = np + nz,
Enpnz = («P + nz + Vi)fi(0,
where np,nz = 0 , 1 , 2 , n.
In this representation the system also has SU(3)z^SU±(2)®Uz(l)  symmetry; 
however, it is followed by the SU{2)z>SO{2) reduction. The difference between this 
scheme and the Cartesian one is that in the cylindrical case the eigenvalue of the angular 
momentum component in the z-direction
/. = -  / (b%  -  b\bx) (2.26)
is projected to be a good quantum number m5. The e and A  quantum numbers are the
same as in the Cartesian scheme, and for a given A, m/2 = -A ,  - A + l , ..., A.
In the cylindrical representation, the tensor characters of the boson creation 
operators bt  are
bfZ  = bl = bl,
(2-27)
b '-LU2 -l =  * 1 1 =  -  ib\).
The subscript denotes the subgroup tensor character, eAm. The SU(3) generators are
« , = [ * ’ * C l -  (2 -28>
5In the literature (N il 5 5 ), s in g le  particle  states w ith  sp in  1/2 are usu a lly  characterized by [N nzA ] Q  
w h ere N  sp e c if ie s  the sh ell num ber, n z the o sc illa to r  quanta in the z -d ire c tio n , A  the a sy m p to tic  
angular m om entum  quantum  num ber in the z  d irection , and Q = A ± \ I 2 ,  In our notation, sp ec ify in g  nz 
is  equ iva len t to g iv in g  e a n d  A  is  ju st m.
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The angular momentum lz is one of the SU{3) generators and can be written as
4 = <#>+, - # > _ ,)  (2.29)
Spherical Representation
In the spherical coordinates, the Hamiltonian can be written as
(2-30)
The eigenfunctions (coordinate representation of the eigenstates) of such a system are
(2.31)y/nlm(r,d,<p)=(r,d,<p\ n)
= Nnl {rib)1 L ^ / b ^ Y U b V )  e''2'2h\
with normalization factors
Nnflm =
2  nr\
{nr+l+\/2)l b \
\t2
(2.32)
and eigenvalues
n = 2  nr + 1,
En, = (2 nr+l + yi)hco,
(2.33)
where nr = 0 , 1 , 2 , ..., n and / =n, n-2 , ..., 0  or 1 .
The system has SU(3)z>SO(3) symmetry in this case followed by the 
SO(3)z>SO(2) reduction. The projection in the spherical scheme is analogous to the 
cylindrical one, except in this case all three components of the angular momentum are
16
considered to be generators of 50(3), and consequently, the invariant of the angular 
momentum operators, /2, also characterizes the quantum number of the system.
In the spherical representation, the tensor characters assigned to the boson 
creation operators M are given by
The subscript denotes the subgroup tensor character, Im. The SU(3) generators are
2.3 Many-particle SU (3) Scheme and the s«(3) Algebra
The SU(3) symmetry of a many-particle state of the isotropic harmonic 
oscillator is characterized by five quantum numbers. These include two deformation 
labels (Xfi) which specify the SU(3) irrep and three additional labels that are 
distinguishable configurations within that representation. The latter depend upon the 
particular geometry that is employed, namely, whether the states are constructed in a 
Cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical coupling scheme. The SU(3) irrep labels (Xji) 
correspond to its Casimir invariants, C2  and C3 , with eigenvalues given by
(2.34)
(2.35)
C2 = X2 + Xu + /j2 + 3(X + n),
Q  = -  jU)(A + 2  /i + 3)(2A + fi + 3)].
(2.36)
In a Cartesian representation (which follows the SU(3)d SU(2)®U(1) and 
SU(2)Z)U(l) reductions), the three intra-irrep or row labels, as they are commonly
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called, can be conveniently specified by a parameterization that was introduced by 
Hecht when he set down what are the beginnings of a complete SU(3) technology for 
elevating the Elliott model to a general (multiple irrep basis with irrep mixing terms in 
the interaction) shell model theory (Hec 65)6:
£ =  2NZ -  Nx - N y = 3NZ- N  = 2X + j i - 3 p - 3 q
A =(f l  + p -  q)/2 (2.37)
M A =  (Nx -  Ny)/2 = A  -  r
where
0 < p < A, 0 <q <f l ,  0<  r < 2A. (2.38)
and the N,- are the eigenvalues of the Cq. The U(3) generators in this case are 
Q  = 2  bj(s) where the .v-sum extends over all particles. The allowed projection 
quantum numbers (eAMX) (or equivalently the (pqr) set) in a given (Ap) can be put into 
a weight diagram (see Fig. 2.1). The quantum numbers in Eqn. (2.36) are related to 
the eigenvalues of Qq and A q, which are commuting generators of SU(3) — a rank 2 
group, and A 2 which is the Casimir invariant of the SU(2) subgroup of SU(3) and 
therefore which also commutes with Qo and Aq\
Gol (Xp)eAMA) = e  I (Xfl)£AMA),
A 2\ U p )£AMa) = A ( A + l ) \  (Xp)£AMAi), (2.39)
y i j  Up)£AMA) = M a | a p )£ A M A).
^The d e fin itio n  o f  M ^  fo llo w s  H ech t’s co n v en tio n  (H ec  6 5 )  w h ich  d iffers by a sig n  o n ly  from  that 
used by Draayer (DraPur 68 , DraW il 69 ).
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The SU(3) generators can be written as
/-'(in   1 /-<
'- '3 .1 /2 , J/2 — J 2  z>
W11) _ 1 r'
' —3.1/2,—1/2 “  J 2  zx
- __ ]_ n  - ___]_ A ^
C o n -  2^ *>' -  J2 +
Coio = j  (Cxx -  Cvv) = A 0 \  SU(2)
r (ll) -  J L r  -  -1— a  I
■ ~ 42 I
C ’ = - 5 J j ( 2 Q - C „ - C , , )  = - J ^ a  0 ( 1 ) <2-40>
y—'(11)   1 f-'
'- '-3 .1 /2 .1 /2  — — AZ
Wll) _ 1 /-
' ——3.1/2,— 1 /2 ~  — -vz
The St/(3) many particle states in the Cartesian geometry can also be expressed 
in terms of the elegant Gel’fand-Zetlin scheme denoted by (GelZet 50, DraPur 6 8 , 
DraWil 69)
1^3 2^3 3^3 \
hi2 h22 ) (2.40)
hu /
where the hy are integers satisfying the betweenness conditions
hij -  hij-i > h i+i j > 0 .  (2.41)
The labeling scheme follows the natural chain of subgroups U{3>)z>U{2)nU(\) with 
[/j 1 3/2 2 3 /1 3 3], \h \2h2 2 \, and /in  as their respective irreps which can be conveniently
written as [A1 A2 A3 ], [/Xi/X2 ], and v. (The reduction C/(3)r>(/(2) implies U{3)
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=>£/(2)®t/(l), etc.) The number of oscillator quanta N( along each direction are given 
in terms of the h,j by
Figure 2.1 Weight diagram for the 517(3) irrep, (X/j). The subgroup label Ma  (or 
r), which is the third dimension with (2A+l)-fold degeneracy for every A, is not 
shown in this diagram. Every corner of the diagram which is labeled by (Xjl)e 
corresponds to an extremal weight state; specifically E = {HW, MW, LW, O} 
correspond to (e , 2 A ) = { ( 2 X+fi,{i), (~(X-ju),X+ju), (~X-2ju,X), (2(X-ju),0)} (or 
equivalently (p,q) = {(0 ,0 ), (A,0 ), (X,(l), (0 ,^)}), respectively.
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Nx = h u = v,
Ny = h n + h22- h u =H\ +M2 - V ,  (2.42)
Nz —  h j 3 "4" / x 23  " t - h 33  ^ 1 2  ^ 2 2  “  ^ 2  ^3  M'l j ^ 2 ’
and the total number of quanta is just N=Xi+X2+X?,. Geometrically, [X\A2 A3 ] defines 
an ellipsoid, \p.\ll2] the ellipse that bounds the projected area of the ellipsoid in the xy- 
plane, and v the jc-axis projection of the ellipse (see Fig. 2.2). The SU{3) irrep labels 
are then given by
X — Xt — X2, 
^. = X2- X 3,
(2.43)
the subgroup SU(3) irrep label A  is then
2A = /j,]-  fe, (2.44)
and finally eo f the £/(!) is
£ = 2(A| + + A3) — 3(/t, + (2.45)
In a particular case — in the so-called highest weight state (e=2X+fl, A=fiI2, Mj\=fi!2) 
— the z, x, y-axes coincide with the 1, 2, 3-axes of the principal axis frame (the 1, 2, 
3-axes are the major, the middle, and the minor axes), specifically the major axis of the 
ellipsoid is along the z-direction. Table 2.1 shows other possible extremal states which 
correspond to the choice of the principal axes 1, 2, and 3 with respect to all possible x, 
y, and z-axis combinations. In general, the relative orientation of the principal axes 
with respect to the jc, y, and z-axes is defined by £, A, and M \.
Table 2.1 The extremal weight states of SU(3) in the Cartesian geometry. Both the Elliott and Gel’fand state labels are
given a). The highest weight state (with boldface) is the one that frequently appears throughout this thesis.
* n *12 *22 £ 2 A 2 M A /Vz L-axisb) M -axis 5-ax is
(A/z)l w *13 *13 *23 - A - 2  (i A A *13 *23 *33 V z
U m)l \v ’ *23 *13 *23 -X-2fi A - A *23 *13 *33 x z
(AjU)m W *13 h\3 *33 - ( A - / t ) A + /i A+/z *13 *33 *23 X z y
(AjU)m W’ *33 *13 *33 -(A -/i) A+/x -A -/x *33 *13 *23 y z
(A/x) h w * 3 3 * 2 3 * 3 3 2 A + /r V V- * 2 3 * 3 3 * 1 3 z x:
(Au)h w 1 *23 *23 *33 2A+ji t* *33 *23 *13 z X
(A /r)o c) h23/2 *23/2 *23/2 2 (A - //) 0 0 *23/2 *23/2 *23/2 - -
a) We follow the convention by Elliott and Harvey (EllHar 63) where (A^)lw is the lowest weight and (A/i)hw is the highest 
one. Consequently, they are different from those of Draayer, specifically our (Xfi)hw  = G 'lw  of Draayer (DraWil 69, 
DraAki 73).
b) The axis labels L, M, and 5 stand for the major (longest), the middle (medium), and the minor (shortest) axes which are 
also labelled as 1,2, 3-axes.
c) This state corresponds to an ellipsoid with the same circular projections in the xy, xz, and yz-plane s.
to
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For a cylindrical geometry the states are specified by the same set of quantum 
numbers, except in this case
M  = N+\ -  ALj = 2(A -  r) (2.46)
where N±\ are linear combinations of oscillator quanta in the x  and y direction. The 
interpretation of M  is therefore no longer related to the orientation of the distribution in 
the xy-plane but rather to the eigenvalue of the angular momentum projection along the 
z direction, Lz. The states belonging to the cylindrical geometry are simply the linear 
combination of those of the Cartesian one
| (An)eAM) = X  (U ju)£AMa | (A//)£/lM„), (2.47)
ma
which in a classical sense corresponds to rotating the ellipsoid about the z-axis with 
angular momentum Lz. Recall that we can obtain states with cylindrical geometry 
following the Hill-Wheeler projection technique (HilWhe 53) 7
| j {~ j  d<p e-M* Rz(0) | afl)eA M A), ( 2 . 4 8 )
where Rz((j)) = exp(/^»Lz) is an element of the rotation group about the z-axis with <p as 
its parameter and I/'S/ 2n e lM§ is its normalized eigenfunction. This prescription is very 
powerful since we can get all cylindrical eigenstates from the highest weight state 
(Mj\=A) in the Cartesian geometry. If the rotation transformation is done about the 
major principal axis — which is physically more important because it is the many-
7The expression  g iv en  in Eqn. (2 .2 5 ) is the tw o-d im en sion a l equivalen t o f  the full projection technique  
for the spherical geom etry used first by E lliott (E ll 58 , E llH ar 63).
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particle realization of the so-called single-particle Nilsson model (Nil 55) — we obtain 
the cylindrical Elliott states (Ell 58, EllHar 63).
Finally, in the spherical case the intra-irrep labels are specified by the angular 
momentum L with its projection onto the z axis of laboratory frame (M) and onto the 
major axis of the principal axis frame (K). The Elliott rule for K  and L  is given by
The K  quantum number gives a physical interpretation to the multiplicity label K, a 
running non-negative integer index: K= 1,2, ..., fcmax, where
A + fi + 2 — L A + 1 — L H+ 1 - L
2  j 2 2
for allowed L values in a given (X/ii) and [...] is the greatest integer function. The 
states belonging this geometry are given by
Here, we use K  and K interchangeably. The SU(3) generators are given in this 
representation as (Ell 58)
K  = min(A,//), min(A,//),..., 0 or 1, (2.49)
max(A,/r) 
max(A,/t) + K
for K = 0 
for K *  0.
\{Xfi)KLM)= X  {Um)£AMa\(Xfi)KLM)\(Xii)£AMa\  (2.51)
CAM  a
a l l  p a r t i c l e s
L„= X  (* ,x Pi)n
(2.52)•a ll  p a r t i c l e s
and they satisfy the commutation relations
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[Lp,Lv] = -  4 l  (1//; 1 v| lju+v) L^v 
[Lk,Qv] = -  </6 (l//;2v|2//+v) Q^v 
[Q;,Q:] = 3/TO (2/r,2v| 1/i+v) V ,
(2.53)
From the geometrical perspective the SU(3) irrep labels (A//) can be considered 
to determine an ellipsoid (prolate if {1 =0, oblate if A=0) while A  specifies elliptic 
projections of this shape in a plane that is perpendicular to the z-axis of the system. 
The allowed angular momentum values associated with a particular (Aju) irrep can be 
deduced from the spectrum of allowed Ma  values. This corresponds to the rotating 
ellipsoid having a good angular momentum quantum number L (see Fig. 2.4). 
Following the Hill-Wheeler projection technique (HilWhe 53, Ell 58, EllHar 63),
where R{Q) = exp(iy/Lz) exp(i6Lx) exp(/0Lz) is an element of the rotation group with 
the three Euler angles (yr,6,(t> ) as its parameters specifying the orientation of the 
principal axis frame with respect to the lab frame and the Wigner function 
DmK{Q) = (LM\R(Q) \LK). This leads to the Elliott rule, Eqn. (2.49), for determining 
the L content of a (Afi) irrep.
| (Xy)KLM) = a[(X/i)KL]
2L  + 1 ■J d n  D^k{Q) R(Q) I a n)£A M A), (2.54)
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Figure 2.2 A geometrical picture for a generic irrep of SU(3) in the Cartesian 
representation. The solid lines (and the dash-dot lines as the lines pass through the 
ellipsoid) denote the positive x, y, z-axes and the major axis in the principal axis frame. 
The group structure of this geometry is SU(3)z>SU±(2)®Uz(l)  followed by the 
reduction SU±(2)zxU(l). The SU(3) quantum numbers (A/i) (or more appropriately 
the U(3) ones [X\ A2 A3 ], where A = A1-A2 and fx = A2 -A3 ) specifies an ellipsoid which 
projects unto the xy-plane as an area with an elliptic boundary and unto the z-axis. The 
quantum number A  of SU±(2) (or [/Ii/i2 ] of U±(2)) characterizes the ellipse and the e 
of Uz( 1) — equivalent to Nz—  is the projection onto the z-axis. Finally, (the 
projection of A)  of £/(l) defines the orientation of the ellipse in the xy-plane (or 
equivalently N x and N y are the projections of [ ^ 1^ 2 ] onto x-axis and y-axis, 
respectively).
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Figure 2.3 A geometrical picture like Fig. 2.2 but in this case for the cylindrical 
rather than the Cartesian geometry. The group structure is SU(3)z>SU±(2)®Uz(l)  
followed by the SU±(2)z>SO(2)  reduction. In this case the ellipsoid (and 
consequently, the ellipse) does not have a fixed orientation, but rather it is a linear 
combination of like deformed ellipsoids with Ma  values of the Cartesian scheme that 
give rise to a good M  quantum number (where M  is the eigenvalue of the angular 
momentum Lz). Notice that e and A  are still good quantum numbers. This picture 
corresponds to an ellipsoid (and consequently an ellipse) rotating about the z-axis. 
Recall that in the classical limit the angular momentum characterizing the rotation is 
proportional to the angular velocity.
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F igure 2.4 The corresponding geometrical picture for the spherical case, see Figs. 
2.2 and 2.3. The group structure is SU (3)^SO (3)  in this case, followed by the 
SO(3)z>SO(2) reduction. The SO(2) of this scheme, with eigenvalue M, is equivalent, 
to that of the cylindrical system. Again the ellipsoid does not have a particular spatial 
orientation — rather it is a linear combination of like deformed ellipsoids which gives 
rise to a good L quantum number (as the eigenvalue of the angular momentum L2). 
The quantum numbers e and A  are no longer conserved quantities. Classically, this 
picture is equivalent to an ellipsoid rotating about the L-axis; therefore, both the ellipse 
and its z-projection vary temporally. In addition, we have K, the projection of L  unto 
the major axis, as a quantum number for resolving the xr-multiplicity of the 
SU(3)z>SO(3) reduction. For a symmetric ellipsoid (also called an ellipsoid of 
revolution), AT is a good quantum number.
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2.4 SU(3)  and the Rotor
A shell model description of rotational motion can be given once one realizes 
that the contraction limit of the su(3) algebra gives the rotor algebra, [/?5]so(3) 
(sometimes abbreviated as rot{3)) (Ui 70). Both algebras are generated by the orbital 
angular momenta L, which gives rise to their rotational features, and the moments of 
the mass quadrupole operator Q, which coincide (exactly for the rotor, approximately 
for su(3)) with the moments of the corresponding inertia tensors. All operators can be 
realized microscopically as a sum over single-particle operators: L = X, /, and 
Q = X, with the i sum running over all particles. In the SO(3) coupled commutator 
form the Lie algebra of these quantum mechanical operators is given by the following:
[ L ,L \- -^ /2 L
[L ,Q ]= -J6Q  (2.55)
[Q,Q] = sgn 3/10L
where the sgn function can take on the value o f +1 or 0 depending upon the type of Q 
operator: su(3) or rot{3), respectively(Ui 70) The first type (sgn = +1) is for Elliott’s 
mass quadrupole operators, g" oc ^ . [ri%2(fj) + b4 pfY^(p)] (Ell 58)which are 
symmetric in coordinates and momenta, while the latter type (sgn = 0 ) is for the mass 
quadrupole operators that involve the coordinates only, g)j ^  T2(r,). Both
quantities give the same matrix elements between states belonging the same oscillator 
shell number 77, however, while the Qa vanish between different major shells the g c 
connect the 77 shell to the shells with T]±2 . 8 When L is small compared to (C2
8A ctu a lly , the sgn function m ay a lso  take on a value o f  -1  w h en  L and Q generate the sl(3 ,R ) algebra. 
T he relevant quadrupole operators are then g iven  by Q* oc 2 ,  [x, <S> p]2fl (better know n as the shear S)  
w h ich  correspond c la ssica lly  to the tim e derivative o f  Qc. H ow ever, these quadrupole operators vanish  
w ith in  an o sc illa to r  sh ell r/, h en ce  it is  irrelevant to use them  in the co n tex t o f  a 0/ico sh e ll m od el 
theory. Incidentally , Qc, S,  and L  together w ith their m onop ole  operator partners 2 ,  rj ar>d 2  xt pt are
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being the second order SU(3) Casimir invariant), the su(3) algebra contracts to the 
rot(3) algebra. [This amounts to noting that states of the SU(3) shell model describe 
states of the rotational model very well so long as L « max[(2/L+/t),(>l+2jU)] where 
(A,jU)L are labels of the SU(3) states in a spherical geometry, see. Eqn. (2.51).]
Another way to look at the connection between su{3) and rot(3) is by realizing 
that the invariants of the first can be related to the invariants of the second (CasDra 8 8 ). 
Both algebras have second and the third order Casimir invariants. There is a unique 
linear transformation from one set to the other, that is,
T r 2 ocC'2’ (2.56)
Tr Q3 « C 3,
where the left hand sides of both equations are Casimir invariants of the rotor algebra 
and the right hand sides are those of su(3). For rigid objects (intrinsic shape variables 
that do not change as a function of time), the collective motion is rotation only, and if 
one admits the (/Jy)-shape variables of the geometric collective model [jS measures the 
prolate elongation ((3 > 0 ) and ythe asymmetric parameter ( 0  < y< jtl3)] to be average 
values of microscopic variables, specifically, (5 ~ (Qq) in the principal axis frame, one 
can make a direct connection between the collective variables and microscopic ones. 
From Eqn. (2.56) we have
k f$~— ^  [X2 + Xji + fi2 + 3{X + f£) + 3], 
k3p *cos (3y)= jj[{X - n){X + 2 /1  + 3)(2X + // + 3)],
(2.57)
the generators o f  the general c o lle c t iv e  m otion  algebra [/?6 ]g /+ (3 ,/? ) or  c m (3 ), and in the continuum  
lim it or in the lim it o f  large num ber o f  particles Q c  and S  sa tisfy  the w (5 ) a lgeb ra  o f  the geom etr ic  
c o lle c tiv e  m odel (T om  5 5 , T om  55 , M iyT am  56).
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where k is related to the number of particles in the nucleus and can be given in terms of 
the system’s mean square radius, k = ^ / w A(r3)- In the remainder of this dissertation, 
whenever a geometrical correspondence is called for, the (AjU) of SU(3) will be 
interpreted as shape variables (fly) according to the following (CasDra 8 8 ):
k P cos 7 = (2 A + n  + 3)/3, ( 2  58)
k P sin y=  (/i + \)/J3.
The (A/t) mapping to (fiy) shape variables is illustrated in Fig. 2.5 for the special case 
(fp )6. Note, in particular, that (AO) corresponds to a prolate shape, (01±) to an oblate 
one, and (A,/i=A) to a maximally asymmetric configuration.
Even though there is a one-to-one mapping between these two sets of variables, 
there are apparently some very fundamental and not well understood differences 
between the two. First of all, the shell model quantum numbers are fixed by the 
number of valence particles (proton or neutron). Accordingly, the (Xfi) take on discrete 
values and this stands in sharp contrast with continuous (Pf) values. Second, since 
both protons and neutrons are fermions they obey the Pauli Exclusion Principle and 
accordingly the (A/i) values are bounded by statistical considerations ... which again 
stands in sharp contrast with the continuous and unbounded (P) nature of the collective 
model (Pf) variables. Note that core configurations are assumed to couple to a (00) 
SU(3) representation and are therefore not active participants in the dynamics, which is 
no longer the case when particle-hole excitations play a role. Third, there are multiple 
occurrences a  of the same (X/l) in a given [/] of U{Q) where U{Q) is related to the 
permutation symmetry of particles in the shell. Physically, this multiplicity can be 
attributed to distinct arrangements of the valence particles that give rise to the same
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Figure 2.5 Values for (Xfi) of the SU (3) shell model are mapped onto (j5y) 
variables of the geometric collective model for the case of 6  identical nucleons in the fp- 
shell, {fp)6. The SU(3) irrep labels are given below, and the maximum multiplicity 
ctmax above, each allowed and distinct configuration is denoted by an open circle. The 
structure of the shell model is richer than that of the collective model since any given 
(Xfl) may occur multiple times. This multiplicity in the (Xjl) values follows from a 
consideration of the permutation symmetry requirements that apply to like particle in a 
shell (a), as for the (fp) 6  case shown, or from multiplicities that occur in the coupling 
to (Xjl) from protons and neutrons configurations (p), not shown.
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quadrupole geometry. So the structure of the shell model is much richer than that of the 
collective model, but just how to correlate the two remains an open question.
Finally, the connection between SU(3) and the rotor is also realized 
dynamically; that is, at the structure of the Hamiltonians of the two systems (Les 87). 
The rotor Hamiltonian in the principal-axis frame9,
H m, = A i L] + A 1I^ + A i L l  (2.59)
can be written in a frame-independent form as
H ml = a L2 + b XI + c XI, (2.60)
where
L2= X  L2 = L] + L~ + L],
i = x,y,z
X L,=  X Li QiiLj = ? ix L] + X,IS2 + l i L\, (2.61)
i ,j  = x,y.z
K  = X L ^ j Q ^ L ^ X 2 L] + t i L l  + %Ll.
i,j,k = x,y\z
In Eqn. (2.59), A a (cc= 1,2,3) is the inertia parameter — equal to 1/(2Ia) where Ia is 
the corresponding moment of inertia — and L a is the projection of the angular 
momentum of the rotor on the a-th axis. The Li and Qy entering Eqn. (2.61) are the 
Cartesian (laboratory) form of the and . In the body-fixed, principal-axis system 
(Qup)= Kt dap ■
9 W e reserve  the 1, 2 , 3 -co m p o n en ts (w ith  G reek  in d ic e s )  for the principal a x es  and the x,  y ,  z -  
com ponents (w ith  Latin ind ices) for the laboratory axes.
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Replacing Qc by Q°, we get
H SUO) = a L 2 + b X a3 + c X a4. (2.60)
The L2, XI,  and XI operators, along with the Casimir invariants C2 and C3 , are 
members the SU(3)nSO(3) integrity bases (GilDra 85)10. The Hamiltonian of Eqn. 
(2.60) reproduces rotor spectra very well without any fitting parameters so long as 
L « V  C2(Xfl) (Les 87, NaqDra 90, NaqDra 92).
,0 A ccord in g  to G ilm ore and D raayer (G ilD ra  8 5 ), there are six  operators that serve  as integrity bases. 
H ow ever, the sixth  on e , is  anti-H erm itian and in the SU (3 )z> S O (3 )  en v e lo p in g  algebra, it
appears on ly  up to  first order. A n y  higher order o f  X(, can be w ritten as a linear com bination  o f  the 
other five .
CHAPTER 3 
VALIDITY OF PSEUDO-SPIN SYMMETRY
3.1 Introduction
The three-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator (Hq) augmented with one- 
body spin-orbit (is) and orbit-orbit (Z2) interactions,
H  = H q +v[s l-s + v / / /2, (3.1)
is a good approximation for the nuclear single-particle Hamiltonian. The I2 term pushes 
high angular momentum states down (v// < 0) relative to those with lower Z values 
while the I s term (coupling spatial and spin degrees of freedom) is required to achieve 
shell closures (v/.9 < 0) at the magic numbers. Unfortunately, vis is so large that the 
I s term destroys the oscillator SU(3) symmetry for all but light (A < 28) nuclei, 
rendering it of little value in attempts at unraveling the structure of heavier systems.
In this chapter we show that this situation gives way to a much more favorable 
one because for medium weight and heavy (A > 100) nuclei, vis ~ 4v// or the 
Nilsson parameter n  = 2v///v/  ^~ 0.5. As a consequence, the level splitting generated 
by the I s and Z2  interactions can be duplicated by a pseudo-oscillator Hamiltonian plus 
a pseudo Z2  term, with (at most) a small symmetry-breaking residual pseudo i s  
interaction (AriHar 69, HecAdl 69, BohHam 82). Since common residual interactions 
are pseudo-spin scalar operators, a many-particle pseudo LS-coupled shell model 
scheme can be employed, and the basis truncated to leading pseudo-spin symmetries,
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without losing important physics. In addition, the pseudo-LS scheme extends to 
pseudo-Sf/(3) when deformation dominates (RatDra 73).
3.2 Spherical Nilsson Scheme
In the single-particle picture, the pseudo-spin concept means a division of the 
total particle angular momentum into pseudo (j = 7+s) rather than normal (j = l+s) 
orbital and spin parts, so / ± ^ = I + l~. The physical significance of this elementary 
transformation is illustrated in Figure 1, where eigenvalues of H  are plotted as a 
function of p.. For p  = 0.5, the pairs with j  = l+~ and j  = (1+2)- '^  are degenerate 
for all I values. Furthermore, the splitting of the degenerate pairs follows a 7(7+1) rule 
where T is the average angular momentum of the pair: I = l-[l+(l+2)] = l+l. This 
mapping of the (ls)j coupled single-particle states onto ( ls ) j  pairs defines a special 
{normal ++ pseudo) unitary transformation: U = 2( b f -b + 2 l - s  + 3) mb ■ s, where 
the b 'f and b respectively create and annihilate oscillator quanta (Dra 91, CasMos 92).
The single-particle Hamiltonian transforms under this mapping as follows:
H0 + v,, I - s  + v„ I2 $ 0  + ( 4  v„ -  v,,) I ■ s + v„ P +(ha> + 2v„ -  vh). (3.2)
Since (hco+ 2vn -  v/() is a constant, the pseudo form, H0 +vl51 ■ § + vtl I2, has the 
same excitation spectrum as the normal one (H0 + vh l ■ s + vul2) when hS) = h(0, 
vis = (4vii-V[s), and v// = v//. This transformation is important, because in real 
nuclei v/.y = 4v//, so v[s ~ 0. As specifically indicated in Fig. 3.1, p v ~ 0.4 and 
p n =  0.6 (v for neutrons and n  for protons); this places medium weight and heavy 
nuclei close to the exact pseudo-spin limit (p = 0.5) of the theory (cf., e.g., Ref. 
(BohMot 75)). Indeed, the average p  value is almost exactly 0.5. For these nuclei, the
E
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Figure 3.1 Eigenvalues of the single-particle Hamiltonian H/hco = n -  k ( 2 1 s  -  fi
I2), where fi = 2v///v/s and tc= - vJ2ti(o~ (1/4)A'I/3, for the specific value xr =
0.05 and 0.0 < jl < 1.0. The j  = ( /+ 2 )-^  and 7  = /+^ levels are degenerate for
/r = 0.5, which can be duplicated by the simpler pseudo oscillator Hamiltonian
H!h.G)-h — K j i l  when tiS) = h (0  and n = « - l  with 1 = 1- 1 = n, n -2 ,  ..., 1 or 
~ 10 and s = -. Each pseudo shell is accompanied by a unique parity intruder level
1 3(shown as-dashed) with j  = (n+l)+- = n+- from the shell above. As indicated, 
empirical results place medium and heavy mass nuclei close (fin ~ 0.6 and fiv ~ 0.4) to 
the fi = 0.5 value required for exact pseudo-spin symmetry.
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familiar single-particle shell model Hamiltonian can therefore be replaced by a less 
familiar, but equivalent, pseudo form which is inherently simpler due to its much 
smaller spin-orbit term.
1 3 1The pseudo-spin scheme maps the normal parity (j = -, • • •, n -  -) levels
of the n-th oscillator shell onto levels of a pseudo oscillator shell with n = n - 1. F o r
example, the (3s\/2,2dy2, 2 J 5 /2 , \g 112) levels of n = 4 are mapped onto the (2/51/2 ,
2p3/2> I / 5/21 I / 7 /2 ) orbitals of n = 3. The j  = n+^  orbital (1 ^ 9 /2  for n = 4) defects
1 3from the valence space and joins the shell below, while the j  = n+1+- = n + -  level 
( lh \  1 /2  from the n = 5 shell for the n = 4 case) intrudes into the valence space from 
the shell above. Unique-parity intruder configurations couple to normal-parity states 
only through excitations involving pairs of particles and are therefore usually handled 
as weak-coupled, direct-product structures.
3.3 Relativistic Mean-field Results
The pseudo-spin concept may be better understood by comparing an intuitive 
result for v// with relativistic nuclear mean-field predictions for v/v. The origin of the I2 
term in H  is in the flatness of the mean field in the interior region, as compared with the 
quadratic oscillator form (V(r) = ^M(0 2r2). In the large mass limit (A —> 0 0 ) the 
potential approaches that of a spherical well of finite depth. If this spherical well is 
replaced by one with an infinite depth, the single-particle energies are given by
E' " = 2 m ¥ x"‘ ( 3 ' 3 )
where M  is the nucleon mass, R is the radius of the well, and the x„i are zeroes of 
spherical Bessel functions. These zeroes are approximately given by the result
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xnl ~ [(^+ l)tf]2_T((+l). Table 3.1 illustrates the dependence of xni on I for the n = 4 
case. The results show that the splitting follows an /(/+1) rule. Therefore,
= (3.4)
" 2 M R2
A determination of v// using the Klein-Gordon equation leads to the same conclusion 
when the kinetic energy is a small fraction of the nucleon mass.
Table 3.1 Zeroes (xn[) of spherical Bessel functions and differences of their 
squares {xno2 -  xni2) compared with the simple / (/+1) approximation for the n = 4 
case.
n I xni/K Xnl2 x n02 ~ Xni2 1(1+1)
4 0 3.000 88.83 0.00 0
4 2 2.895 82.72 6.11 6
4 4 2.605 66.98 21.85 20
Next, consider the strength of the spin-orbit coupling. Starting with the usual 
Dirac equation (with only the time component of the scalar and vector potentials taken 
into account) and using a non-relativistic reduction of the relativistic mean field theory, 
the spin-orbit interaction is given by
 1 1 / • s. (3.5)2M r d r \ \  - B  p!p0
In this expression, p  and po are respectively the nucleon density at radius r  and the 
nuclear matter density. The dimensionless quantity B in (3.5) is related to the strength
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of the scalar and vector coupling constants. The spin-orbit strength vis can be obtained 
from the average of V[s over the region inside radius R,
v -  ~ ^ 2 ■ 6__.B  (3  g )
,s~ 2 M R 2 l - B -
In determining this result, the fact that ^  vanishes everywhere, except near the surface 
of the nucleus, has been used.
It follows from equations (4) and (6) that the ratio
u — — 1 —B (3 7)
M vb 3 B ( ’
is independent of mass number. Furthermore, to obtain /j. = 0.5 requires B = 0.4. 
In the simplest version of the theory, B = )^BS + B v) with its scalar (i=s) and vector
p  ^ oa(i=v) components given by B, = ? where j±i and g, respectively denote meson
Mi
masses and coupling constants. Using this expression for B, the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio 
(NJL) model (NamJon 61, NamJon 61, Rei 87) —  which in its modern form starts 
with massless quarks and generates hadron masses out of the vacuum by spontaneous 
symmetry breaking, and which has also been used to predict the coupling constants and 
masses appearing in a relativistic nuclear field theory —  gives the result jU = 0.686 
shown in Table 3.2. As also shown in the table, results for the original Walecka 
model(SerWal 86) and a derivative coupling model due to Zimanyi and Moszkowski 
(ZimMos 90) —  which gives a more realistic equation of state for nuclear matter; which 
includes the effect of nucleon recoil; and when extended to include exchange 
correlations —  also yield reasonable results for fl.
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Table 3.2 Comparison of jl = 2vu/vis values for various relativistic mean field 
theories. Exact pseudo-spin symmetry requires p  = 0.5. Results given are for 
po = 0.16 nucleons/fm3 and a nuclear binding energy o f -1 6  MeV.
Bs B v B
NJL a) 0.339 0.316 0.327 0.686
Walecka a) 0.487 0.368 0.427 0.447
Zimanyi b) 0.252 0.088 0.344 0.635
1 Oa) B = -  (B s + B v); b) B = |  Bs + 2 Bv (including recoil and exchange effects)
3.4 Pseudo-spin Dynam ical Sym m etry
A consequence of good pseudo-spin symmetry is that a LS-coupling scheme 
(with distinct S multiplets that are decoupled and ordered) is expected to be a good 
starting point for describing many-particle phenomena in heavy nuclei. The /V-particle 
valence spaces (N  = N n for protons and N  = N v for neutrons, which occupy 
different major shells) divide into subspaces: S = 0 , 1, 2, 3, ..., S max for N  even 
or S = 5~, ..., S max for N  odd with S rnax= min(^7V, N -^N )  where
£2 = 1-(n+l)(n+2) is the pseudo-shell degeneracy. The proton-neutron LS-coupled 
states (a  labeling L multiplicity) I f /'/ )=| [(a 1tL7l,a vLv)^x(57l,5v)^]'/ ) with
S'ji S %min, S v Svmin ^  ^  tiiiti Kmin ^  expected to
dominate, because realistic interactions favor pseudo-space symmetric (pseudo-spin 
antisymmetric) configurations.
This truncation to the lowest Sn, 5V and 5 multiplets is usually insufficient to 
reduce the model space to a reasonable and workable size. Fortunately, another 
symmetry for strongly deformed nuclei can be invoked to effect a further truncation.
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Just as for light nuclei, 5 (7(3) of the pseudo oscillator which lies between U(Q) and 
SOl(3) can be used to organize the states within each 5 multiplet according to their 
deformation (Ell 58, Ell 58). In this case the deformation is realized in terms of the 
pseudo (not normal) space symmetry. Nonetheless, this gives rise to strongly 
enhanced B(E2) transition strengths, because the electric quadrupole operators Qe and 
Qe are known to differ very little from one another (CasDra 1987).
Of the various coupling schemes that can be built with these group structures, 
the 5(7(3) strong-coupled limit shown in Figure 3.2 is the most natural (cf. Ref. (Hec 
73)). In the dynamical symmetry limit, when the interaction is expressed solely in 
terms of group invariants, the corresponding eigenvalue spectrum is given by
E[ {NjxiXxflnlN jiXKflv) ) p(Xfi)K(LS)J] = C ^ N k + C ,vN v
+ CSn Sn(Sn + 1) + c 5v SV(SV + 1) + C?5(5 + 1)
(3.8)
-  c2(Xm  -  f 1 c 2U A )  -  §  C M
+ CL L{L + 1) + Cg K2 + Cj J(J + 1).
This choice is consistent with a deformation reinforcement principle which recognizes 
the favored configuration to be the one with maximum overlap of maximally deformed 
proton and neutron spatial configurations. In (3.8), C2 (A t^) is the second order 5(7(3) 
invariant with eigenvalue X2+fi2+A.fi+3(?i+iJ,). An explicit form for an operator that has 
K2 as its eigenvalue is known in the limit L « V C2 (X/l) (NaqDra 92). The constants 
in (8) are related to the effective interaction. For example, the x '& are given by the 
strengths of the quadrupole-quadrupole interactions; the Cs s are related to centroid 
separations of the pseudo-spin multiplets; C/. is the inertia parameter; Ck  determines
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the band splitting; etc. The f i  term can be replaced by L ■ S = ^  (J2 -  L2 -  S2) and used 
to fine tune the placement of the L(L+1) bands with respect to S .
When the pseudo-spin dynamical symmetry picture applies, there are L(L+1) 
bands -  one for each pseudo-spin orientation -  that differ in total angular momenta 
(J  = L + S  ) by integer (even-A compared with even-A) or half-integer (odd-A with 
even-A) amounts. This seems to affirmatively answer the question: "whether low- 
lying collective states having alignment 1 would occur in a nucleus with rather good 
pseudo-spin symmetry"?(Ste 90) In considering this matter, it is important to 
emphasize that the alignment can be either proton or neutron in origin, or a 
combination. In particular, a consequence of good pseudo-spin symmetry is the 
prediction of (25+1) identical L(L+l) bands with J  values given by J  = L—S in the first, 
L -S + 1 in the second, ..., L+5 in the last. The model further predicts (since on the 
average n n > 0.5 and fiv < 0.5) that in odd-A proton nuclei the J  = L+^ series 
should fall below the J  = sequence and vice-versa for odd-A neutron systems. 
Indeed, for the 165ITb86 case (5 = ^) an excited superdeformed band of the J  = Z+^ 
has been reported and taken as evidence for the goodness of the pseudo-5f/(3) picture 
(Byr 90, NazTwi 90).
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Figure 3.2 Group structure of the pseudo-spin dynamical symmetry model. The 
proton and neutrons fill different major shells, and within each of these subshells the 
structures U(2Q) z> U(Q) ® SUs(2 ) with U(Q)  => ~SU(3) => ~SOL(3) organize the 
allowed normal-parity configurations according to their pseudo-space deformation. 
The many-particle dynamics insure that the most deformed of these lie lowest and the 
least deformed highest. The 5C/(3) strong coupling limit, which is motivated by a 
deformation reinforcement principle, likewise organizes the combined proton-neutron 
space according to its deformation. Particles distributed in the unique parity intruder 
orbitals tend to reinforce this picture.
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3.5 Conclusions
The origin and consequences of the /J, = 2v///v/s = 0.5 result was examined. 
Actual estimates for ji are (0.60 and 0.65) for protons with (50<Z<82 and Z>82), and 
(0.42 and 0.33) for neutrons with (82</V<126 and N> 126), respectively. These 
values are sufficiently close to ji = 0.5 that the many-particle extension of the single­
particle picture is expected to have good total pseudo-spin symmetry, provided the 
residual interaction is a pseudo-spin scalar operator. Examples include pairing, the 
surface delta interaction, and Q Q, which generates Z(Z+1) rotational sequences in the 
decoupled pseudo-spaces. At a more fundamental level, good pseudo-spin symmetry 
was shown to be consistent with relativistic mean field results for v/s and v//.
Further consequences of good pseudo-spin symmetry were noted; particularly, 
the appearance of identical bands. Strong deformation in the pseudo-space part of the 
many-particle basis gives rise to Z(Z+1) rotational sequences for each of the (254-1) 
orientations of the pseudo-spin. That these bands yield strongly enhanced B(E2) 
strengths follows because Q e ~ Q e - A prediction of the theory is that many 
additional, strongly deformed bands should be found when the detectors with high 
efficiency and multiple-coincidence capability that are currently under construction 
come on line.
We have assumed that the particles in the intruder levels do not affect the 
dynamics in a significant way. This assumption is justified so long as intruder pair 
alignment (common in normally deformed systems) which results in backbending, 
accompanied by weakened E2 transition strengths, is not observed. Superdeformed 
rotational sequences appear to conform to this assumption, namely, intruder level 
particles apparently keep an internal structure that changes (at most) slowly as a 
function of increasing angular momentum of the system.
CHAPTER 4
L-ROTOR AS AN EXAMPLE OF PSEUDO-SPIN DYNAMICAL
SYMMETRY
The goodness of pseudo-spin symmetry in heavy nuclei that are strongly 
deformed allows us to adopt a pseudo-spin dynamical symmetry classification scheme 
for the normal-parity subspaces in these nuclei. And since the deformation quantum 
numbers {X/i) are large compared to the orbital angular momentum (L ) values of 
interest, a rotor approximation to the pseudo-S£/(3) picture that emerges leads to an 
even simpler interpretation of the dynamics.
4.1 L-Rotor versus /-R o to r
Two extensions of classical rigid rotor dynamics are found in quantum systems 
with non-zero intrinsic spin S (EllWil 68, VanEll 87). One (called the 7-rotor in this 
chapter) simply replaces the rotational angular momentum L  by the total angular 
momentum J, where J  includes S. This simple model, which has been thoroughly 
studied since the earliest days of quantum mechanics (cf., e.g., Ref. (Cas 31)) has 
been used to interpret diverse rotational phenomena in both physics and chemistry. The 
other scheme -  called the L-rotor in this work -  is less well studied because its physical 
relevance has heretofore not been fully realized. In this case, the rotation is about the 
L-axis rather than the /-axis; spin degrees of freedom are decoupled from the rotational 
motion. The L-rotor picture emerges as a natural limit for strongly deformed rare-earth 
and actinide nuclei when a many-particle coupling scheme with good total pseudo-spin
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symmetry, which decouples from the rotational motion, is employed (AriHar 69, 
HecAdl 69, RatDra 73, BahDra 92). Identical bands are interpreted within this 
framework as pseudo-orbital angular momentum (L) rotational sequences (L-rotor 
series) associated with different pseudo-spin (§) projections.
4.2 L-Rotor Model
Consider the simple model of a rotor with core angular momentum L, intrinsic 
spin S,  and total angular momentum J  = L  + S  (Fig. 4.1a). The hamiltonian for 
this system is
H  = ^ a a Ll  + b L - S  + c S \  (4.1)
when a self-interaction term generated by L S  is assumed and where aa is the rotational 
inertia parameter around the intrinsic a-th  axis (equal to l/2 /a  where Ia is the 
corresponding moment of inertia). For a fixed-spin system the S2 term is a constant 
which is maintained for completeness. The second term can be replaced by the J2 
operator, since L S  = ^ (J2 -  L 2 -  S2). For the case of an axially symmetric rotor 
(«] = «2 = a ^  as) this Hamiltonian reduces to
H = a L 2 + (a3- a ) L l  + ^  (J2 - L 2 - S 2) + c S2. (4.2)
The energies of this elementary system are given by the simple result
E ^ S)J = ( a - £ ) L ( L +  l) + (a3- a ) K 2L + £ j ( J + \ )  + ( c - £ ) S ( S +  1). (4.3)
where K i  is the eigenvalue of L j. The corresponding eigenstates have the form
I yKiJLSJM) where yis a running integer index used to distinguish multiple occur-
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L -ro to r  J -ro to r
a) b)
Figure 4.1 Schematic vector diagrams for L-rotor and J-rotor systems, a) In the L- 
rotor picture, the system rotates about the L-axis. The rotational angular momentum L, 
intrinsic spin S, and total angular momentum 7 are good quantum numbers, as well as 
the projection K i  of L on the intrinsic symmetry axis (3) and the projection M  of 7 on 
the laboratory axis (z). The five (K l L S J M) independent quantum numbers are 
sufficient to label L-rotor states. The 7 vector precesses about the L axis with various 
projections K  of J on the intrinsic symmetric axis. The alignment label D can be 
considered to be the projection of S along the rotation axis, b) In the 7-rotor picture the 
system rotates about the 7-axis. In this case total orbital angular momentum L is not a 
good quantum number; there is a family of L values which generate a circle which is the 
base of a circular cone with spin S as the hypotenuse and the head of the 7-vector as its 
apex. The 7-axis is neither perpendicular to the K$ plane nor does it pass through the 
center of the base of the conic section. The spin-projection Ks and the projection K  of 
7 are good quantum numbers (K l = K -  K$ is not independent). The 7-rotor, like 
the L-rotor, has five good quantum numbers (Ks S K J M).
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rences of a given KlL combination, and M is the projection of J  on the laboratory-fixed 
z-axis. This LS-coupled scheme differs from the eigenstates I yKsSKJM ) of the J- 
rotor which have the projections Ks of 5 and K  of J  on the intrinsic symmetric axis of 
the system as good quantum numbers (Fig. 4.1b).
When a band label D = J -  L is introduced, the E(L’S)j  of Eqn. (4.3) can be 
re-written in the form
EiLS)J = a L ( L + \ )  + b L D  + ( a , - a ) K 2L + ^ D ( D +  1) + (c - 1 ) 5(5 + 1). (4.4)
The quantity D  introduced in this description (D = 5, S-l,  -5) indicates the (spin) 
alignment of the band relative to the reference (D=0) band. For 5=1, there are three 
bands with alignments D = 1, 0 (reference), and -1. When 5 = j,  only two bands exist 
and they are shifted by half-integer amounts from the reference structure; in nuclear 
physics these would be for the odd-A neighbor of an even-even parent, assuming the 
addition of the odd nucleon induces no change in the internal core structure of the 
system. In general there are 25+1 bands with total angular momentum J = Jmin, 
Jmin+2> ••• when Kl= 0 and ./ = Jmjn, Jmin+U when Kl^O. The Jmi„ values are 
rather com plicated functions of K i , S , D ,  and x = m od(L ,2 ): J min = 
D + x + 2 [(S -D  + 3 -2  x ) /4 ] for K l.=0 and Jmin = D + K i  + m ax(0 ,[(5 -£> - 
2Kl +1)/2]) for KjjtO where [w] is the greatest integer function. If the coefficient b of 
L- S is positive (negative), the D=S band lies highest (lowest) while the D=-S band 
lies lowest (highest) for a given L value. For the special case when b = 2a, Eqn. (4.3) 
reduces to
EiU)J = a J ( J +  1) + (a, -  a) K2L + (c -  a) 5(5 + 1). (4.3a)
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which gives the energies of a 7-rotor with the projection governed by Ki  rather than K. 
Since the projection quantum numbers are not measurable, when b=2a it is impossible 
to distinguish the L-rotor and the 7-rotor pictures based solely on excitation energies.
Stretched intraband (interband) electric quadrupole (E2) transitions in deformed 
nuclei are strongly enhanced (inhibited). All E2 transitions with AD^O must therefore 
be strongly suppressed if the L-rotor picture is to describe nuclear physics phenomena. 
The de-excitation energies within a band (assuming AL=2 transitions and a prolate rotor 
geometry) are given from Eqn (4.4) as
AE(LD\a,b) = E (L+2'S)J -  E(LS)J
= 2 a ( 2 L  + 3) + 2 b D
or for the special b=2a case from Eqn. (4.3a),
AEJ(a) = E(L+2'S)J- E (LSU 
= 2 a (2 7 + 3).
A plot of intraband AE(L’D)(a>b) versus L values therefore yields lines with identical 
slopes (4a) but with different intercepts (6a+2bD). The E2 selection rules are obtained 
from the expression
5(L2; 7 ' —> 7) = 1 (yKLL,S\J\ \ QE | | / L ;/L',S';7') f (4.6)
where 0E is the electric quadrupole operator and
(yK,L,S-J\ I Qe I l Y K ' L ' S - f )  = UUS2L'-LE) <;YKlL\ \ QE \\YKl'L') 5s, .  (4.7)
The (/-function in Eqn. (4.7) is related to the usual Racah recoupling coefficient W by 
a factor <J(21! + 1 )(27 + 1)~. For intraband B(E2) transitions, this equation reduces to
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B(E2; J '  -> J) = (27 + 1 )(2L + 1 )(2L' + 1)
K , (4-8)
Z2^ 2 (W.W.),
where Z is the atomic number and the usual collective model deformation 
parameter which may be spin dependent. Representative results are displayed in 
Fig. 4.2. Note that as the value of J  increases, the intraband B{E2) transition 
strengths for the same J  values for the D-—1 and L>=+1 bands become equal.
4.3 Pseudo-spin Realization
The L-rotor picture emerges in the context of a many-particle, shell-model 
theory whenever space-like and spin-like degrees of freedom decouple. The many- 
particle, pseudo-space/spin coupling scheme for heavy deformed nuclei is an example 
(AriHar 69, HecAdl 69, RatDra 73). In this case, replacing the normal single-particle 
orbital angular momentum (/) and spin (s) operators by their pseudo-orbital (7) and 
pseudo-spin (5 ) counterparts transforms the one-body orbit-orbit (v//) and spin-orbit 
(vis) interactions into their corresponding pseudo forms (v//=v// and v/.?=4v//-v/i.) 
(BahDra 92). (While a whole class of such transformations can be identified, see for 
example Refs. (BohHam 82, CasMos 92), only the latter special one preserves the 
oscillator structure and therefore admits a many-particle, shell-model theory with 
known group properties.) As a consequence of the fact that vis~0, the many-particle5^ 
is a good quantum number in such a theory (HecAdl 69). Furthermore, since this
-K ,  0 Kl
W(JS2L'-,U')
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F igure 4.2a B(E2) strengths for a Ki=0, S- 0 L-rotor and the corresponding S= 1 
series for L < 15 h when b=2a. Transition strengths less than 0.001 Z2/?2 IV. u. are 
suppressed for clarity.
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special transformation carries the harmonic oscillator hamiltonian into a pseudo­
oscillator (Ho -» H o+hco) and the deformation inducing quadrupole-quadrupole 
interaction (Q Q ), which dominates the residual interaction, into its pseudo 
(quadrupole-quadrupole) counterpart (Q-Q) with (at most) small correction terms, the 
L-rotor picture models a many-particle, shell-model theory with a strong deformation 
inducing residual interaction and good many-particle pseudo-spin symmetry under the 
replacement L —> L and S —> S (where L is the sum of the pseudo-orbital angular 
momenta of the valence particles and S is the corresponding many-particle pseudo­
spin) which couple to the total angular momentum J. Note that the total many-particle 
angular momentum J  is left invariant under the pseudo-spin transformation. The L- 
rotor picture models a many-particle pseudo-LS coupling scheme.
Valence protons and neutrons in heavy nuclei fill different major oscillator 
shells. An appropriate scheme for simulating a many-particle, shell-model theory in 
this case is therefore two interacting L-rotors. (The superposition of these two rotors 
does not violate the Pauli Principle because they refer to different particle types.) The 
model can assume various forms depending upon whether Ln of the protons and L v of 
neutrons first couple to their own spins [J^L n + S ^+ iL v+ S v^J n  +Jv] or first couple 
with each other with the spin coupling done last [J = (L ^ L V)+(Sjr+SV)=L+S], Since 
the proton-neutron quadrupole-quadrupole field favors a product configuration 
displaying the maximum deformation, the second scenario is preferred in nature. In the 
pseudo-space/spin picture, this is accomplished through the strong coupling of pseudo- 
SU(3) representations, x C^vV-v) ); the pseudo-spins (Sn and 5 V) are
coupled to total S in the usual way (see Fig. 4.3).
In its simplest form the pseudo-space/spin coupling scheme is not a complete 
shell-model theory because it only takes direct account of nucleons occupying normal
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parity orbitals. Nucleon pairs distributed in the unique parity intruder orbitals (one for 
protons and one for neutrons) are treated as spectators which (at most) contribute to the 
many-particle dynamics in an adiabatic way. This assumption can obviously only be 
valid for levels well below and high above the backbending region which signals the 
importance of strong pair alignment phenomena. Similarly, the L-rotor picture can only 
be considered applicable in a regime where pair alignment effects do not dominating the 
dynamics. The normal and unique parity parts of the proton and neutron spaces are 
then considered to be weakly coupled with nucleons in the unique parity orbitals 
serving only to renormalize the collective dynamics generated by interactions among the 
particles in the unique parity orbitals. Though this picture is an over simplification, the 
scheme has been shown to work reasonably well so long as there is no pair breaking 
nor pair scattering of nucleon from the unique parity levels to the normal ones or vice 
versa (CasDra 1987).
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Figure 4.3 Various coupling scenarios for interacting L-rotors. a) The JJ scheme 
in which the rotational angular momentum of the protons couples with its intrinsic spin, 
and this couples to corresponding neutron vectors, b) The LS coupling scheme in 
which the rotational angular momenta of protons and of neutrons are coupled first, 
followed by coupling with the intrinsic spins, c) The SU(3) strong-coupling scheme in 
which the coupling of SU(3) quantum number for protons and neutrons is done first 
and then (as in the L-S scheme) this is followed by coupling to the intrinsic spin.
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4.4 Applications of L-rotor Picture in the Superdeformed Nuclei
Rotational bands in several deformed nuclei have been found to have identical 
transition energies (within < 2% for normal deformed nuclei (Bak 92) and < 1 %  for 
superdeformed nuclei (SatBen 80, Bea 90, Bee 90, Moo 90, NazTwi 90, Ril 90, Ste 
90, Ye 90); Meyer, 1992 #215; Chen, 1992 #216). For example, certain 
superdeformed bands in 194Hg appear to be nearly identical to a superdeformed band in 
192Hg [13-18]. The many-particle, pseudo-spin scheme can be applied in this case by 
assigning S = 0 to the superdeformed band in I92Hg, S = 0 to superdeformed band 
(1) in 194Hg, and S = 1 to superdeformed bands (2) and (3) in 194Hg. The non-zero 
pseudo-spin is then associated with neutron alignment and different S values have the 
possibility of distinct deformation parameters: /)(0)[!92Hg], /^°)[194Hg, band (1)], and 
y3(l)[l94Hg, band (2) and (3)]. These band assignments, which assumes a many- 
particle, pseudo-spin dynamics with the two additional neutrons in 194Hg as compared 
with 192Hg occupying normal parity orbitals, are different from earlier analyses made 
within the context of a single-particle picture [Refs. (SatBen 80, Che 92, Mey 92)]. 
Regarding this difference it is indeed unfortunate that the available data, which are 
limited to the transition energies only, provide no guidance as to whether the extra 
neutrons are expected to lie in the normal or unique parity orbitals. Assigning the extra 
neutrons to the normal parity part of the space is consistent with the fact that the 
experimental values for the transition energies within bands (2) and (3) are almost 
identical, differing from one another only by a ft shift in the total angular momentum. 
The deformation parameters can be determined by fitting to the measured B(E2) 
transition strengths, or derived microscopically using the appropriate pseudo-St^3) 
configuration. This letter follows the assignment for final total angular momentum Jf 
given in the Ref. (Ril 90).
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The L-rotor picture predicts three D -bands for an 5 = 1 configuration; 
however, some of the bands may not be separately distinguishable. For example, if 
b=2a the transition energies of the D =+1 band match those of the D = - 1 band 
identically. Since the B(E2) strengths are also equal for large J  values (see Fig. 4.2), 
the transition strengths for states belonging to the Z)=±l pair appear to be. twice as 
strong as for the D =0 band, a result that appears to be in agreement with the 
experiment.
Eqn. (4.5) was fit to each of the four superdeformed Hg bands for L values in 
the range L  = 10-38  h, corresponding to Ey=  255-735 keV where the complete 
experimental results are available. The bands have nearly the same inertial parameter 
a=4.5 keV. The L S self-interaction strength for ]94Hg can be deduced from the 
energy shift of band (2) compared to the reference band (3), and is b=9.0 keV. Since 
the kinematic (I(1)=U(Q) and dynamic (l(2)=(d2E/d2L)~J) moments of inertia are not 
precisely equal and the transition energies not equally spaced (as opposed to the case of 
rigid rotors), one cannot deduce unambiguously the intercept of the AE versus L 
curves. However, if a constant k replaces the 6a term in Eqn. (4.5), this constant k 
turns out to be the same as for the same S value (see Fig. 4.4). Within the framework 
of this model, the integer alignment in the Hg isotopes occurs as a consequence of the 
b=2a condition.
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Figure 4.4 Transition energies for an L-rotor system with D-band assignments. 
The L-rotor parameters are a - 4.5 keV, b=9.0 keV, and k=92 keV and 74 keV for 
5 = 0 and 5 = 1 ,  respectively. The top band (heavy lines) for each pair gives the 
experimental results for superdeformed bands in the identified Hg isotopes while the 
bottom one (light lines) is the Z-rotor description.
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4.5 Conclusions
An L-rotor picture is important when strongly deformed configurations are 
favored and the coupling between spatial and spin degrees of freedom is weak. The 
model gives rise to L(L+1) rotational sequences associated with each of the (25+1) spin 
orientations, and this allows an identification of a spin alignment band label D=J-L. 
The L S  coupling determines any deviation from the reference band (L>=0) -  which can 
be significant for low L values but is negligible for high L values -  and its strength can 
be extracted by examining energy shifts in the transition spectra. A value b=2a for the 
L S strength leads to integer alignment, and this produces J(J+1) rotational sequences 
as well.
We have shown that the appearance of identical superdeformed bands in 194Hg 
is a consistent with an Z-rotor picture which emerges naturally within the context of 
many-particle theory with good total pseudo-spin symmetry and its pseudo-5(/(3) and 
pseudo-symplectic extensions. The occurrence of only 5+1 (5+*/2) numbers of D 
bands for integer (half-integer) pseudo-spin nuclei, instead of the expected 25 +1 
distinct bands, happens when b=2a. For members of the same pseudo-spin multiplet, 
this band degeneracy doubles the B(E2) transition strengths of D^O bands with respect 
to those of the reference (D=0) band. Measurements of B(E2) rates for heavy 
deformed nuclei are crucial for proving or disproving the model. Deviations from this 
simple picture, such as differences in the kinematic and dynamic moments of inertia, 
are expected to teach us additional physics concerning, for example, the alignment of 
particles in the unique parity intruder levels.
CHAPTER 5 
SU(3) SHELL MODEL CALCULATIONS
5.1 Introduction
Two ingredients are required for carrying out extended shell-model calculations 
in a symmetry adapted basis: coupling coefficients (the relevant symmetry group’s 
equivalent of 3j, 6/, and 9/ coefficients for the angular momentum) and reduced matrix 
elements (which are related to coefficients of fractional parentage). In what is called the 
dynamical symmetry limit of such a shell-model theory, which ensues when the 
system’s Hamiltonian can be expressed solely in terms of generators of the symmetry 
group, the need for reduced matrix elements can be relaxed as expressions for matrix 
elements of the generators (which are usually known) then suffice. And for a special 
case of the latter, when the system’s Hamiltonian is expressible solely in terms of 
invariants of the theory so only matrix elements of the invariant operators (which are 
always known) are required, even coupling coefficients are not needed. The popularity 
of schematic models which approximate a shell-model theory by its dynamical 
symmetry limit is therefore easily understood -  the technical requirements are reduced 
in this limit to a knowledge of the group’s coupling coefficients. In all other cases, 
however, reduced matrix elements as well as coupling coefficients are required since 
only when these are calculable can the matrix elements of operators between different 
representations of the group be evaluated ... in this case the dynamical symmetry is 
reduced to an approximate symmetry. The usefulness of the approximate symmetry 
depends upon how badly it is broken, and this, in turn, depends on the relative strength
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of inter-representation versus intra-representation couplings. Statistical measures for 
the probable goodness of an approximate symmetry have been defined and are 
calculable in terms of the group’s coupling coefficients and reduced matrix elements.
The importance of SU(3) follows from the fact that it is not only the exact 
symmetry group of the three-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator (see. Ch. 2), 
which in turn is a good first approximation to the mean-field seen by nucleons in a 
nucleus but also is the dynamical symmetry group of the quadrupole deformed 
oscillator (Ell 58, Ell 58, EllHar 63, RatDra 73) and it plays a key role in the symplectic 
extension of that theory (RosRow 80). Specifically, the quadrupole-quadrupole 
interaction -  which generates deformation -  is the leading term in the long-range part of 
the effective two-body nucleon-nucleon interaction (Mos 58, Har 68). And so long as 
other terms in the interaction, like the one-body spin-orbit force and two-body pairing 
correlations, play a lesser role, SU(3) remains an approximate symmetry of the many- 
particle system.11 However, the symmetry is only an approximate one and therefore 
the calculation of RMEs for symmetry breaking operators is necessary for extended 
applications of the theory.
A well-developed SU(3) shell model code could become the program of choice 
for the next (third) generation of nuclear structure studies. The first generation code is 
the Oak Ridge - Rochester program that was developed by French (University of 
Rochester) and his collaborators (Fre 65). The Oak Ridge code, as it is commonly 
called, is written in a .//-coupled form with single-./ shell reduced matrix elements 
serving as the basic building blocks of the theory. It was designed to be user friendly, 
so much so that it became the “black box theory” of the 60s and 70s that was widely
" T h e  on e-b o d y  sp in-orb it and tw o -b o d y  pairing interactions break the S U (3) sym m etry  m ost; others 
like the one-bod y orbit-orbit and tw o-b od y  hexadecapole  interactions are present but p lay a  lesser  role.
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used by nuclear experimentalists and theorists alike. The only real limitation of the 
code was a simple but real one, namely, the size of the model space, and hence the time 
required to setup and solve the corresponding eigenvalue problem, that is required to 
describe the properties of nuclei accurately. A partial resolution of this difficulty came 
with a second generation shell model code that was developed by Whitehead and 
collaborators in Glasgow (WhiWat 77), and according is know as the Glasgow code. 
The innovative feature of the latter is its use of the Lanczos algorithm (GolLoa 89) for 
determining the eigenvalues of huge matrices. The earliest versions of this code 
worked in the so-called m-scheme, which means it gave up savings that are realized in 
the Oak Ridge code by taking advantage of the exact SUj(2) symmetry of the nuclear 
Hamiltonian. Nevertheless, the efficiency of the Lanczos procedure more than 
compensated for this loss, and furthermore, modern versions of this code incorporate 
the advantages of both.
In the mid-70s and on through the 80s the nuclear physics community learned 
to take advantage of algebraic theories which build upon and exploit the concept of 
dynamical symmetries. The best known and easiest to use of these is the interacting 
boson model (IBM) that describes the properties of nuclei in terms of elementary “.v” 
and “d” boson excitations (Arilac 76, Arilac 78, Arilac 79), where the latter are 
considered in the sense of the shell model to constructed out of pairs of fermions that 
are coupled to total angular momentum L = 0 and 2, respectively. So, for example, the 
nucleus 48Ca would be considered in this approach to be a system of 4 neutron bosons 
outside a 40Ca core. The ‘V ’ and “cf ’ bosons of the IBM form a U(6) multiplet which 
has three subgroups, U(5), 0(6), and 517(3), that contain 50(3), the orbital angular 
momentum group, as a subgroup. A Hamiltonian that includes up to 2-body boson 
terms can be shown to have a unique representation in terms of the Casimir invariants
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of these group-subgroup chains: (7(6) => (7(5), 0(6), SU(3) z> SO(3), where U(6) and 
50(3) are, respectively, the dynamical and exact symmetry groups of the theory. And 
furthermore, each of the intermediate symmetries gives rise to a energy spectrum that is 
realized in nature: (7(5) - vibrational (applicable near closed shells), 0(6) - gamma 
unstable (transition region), and 5(7(3) - rotational (applicable in the mid-shell domain). 
In laying out this structure the IBM brought concepts that are basic in particle physics to 
nuclear physics and formalized concepts that are implicitly a part of another whole 
development in nuclear physics that tracked the development of the shell model, 
namely, the rotation-vibration model and its various extensions.
Like the first and second generation shell model codes and parallel 
developments using extensions of mean field techniques that we have not discussed, 
the IBM and its collective model counterparts have run their course. They are without 
doubt extremely useful theories that have been used and still can be used to explain and 
predict a broad range of physical phenomena. Any suggested replacement must 
measure up against the high standards of simplicity and clarity that these models have 
established. Nonetheless, as each has matured, its intrinsic limitations have been 
exposed and there is a clear need for new theories that can address broader issues, 
phenomena that experimentalists are probing with a whole new generation of equipment 
that tests nuclei under extreme conditions, like at high spin, in superdeformed regions, 
and nuclei far from the island of stability. In each case there are features emerging 
which suggest simplicity rather than complexity, and we believe this is reflective of a 
heretofore unappreciated dynamical symmetry. And furthermore, we believe that the 
real significance of 5(7(3), the fact that it is the symmetry of choice when deformation 
dominates, has not been appreciated sufficiently nor utilized satisfactorily to date. The 
reason is understandable, because up until now the concomitant technologies that are
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required to make it a common-place tool like 57/(2) is have not been available. That is 
no longer the case, and what follows is our attempt to identify what is needed and 
demonstrate its availability.
In order to carryout extended SU(3) shell model calculations, one must have the 
basis states expressed in terms of the appropriate U{Q) z> SU(3) scheme, where U(Q) 
is the unitary group associated with transformation within a major shell of the oscillator 
(DraLes 89); an expansion for the interaction (up to two-body) and all other operators 
of interest in terms of 51/(3) unit tensors (Dra73, Hec 73, RatDra 73); and all tools for 
evaluating the matrix elements of these operators between the basis states. For 
example, for the interaction one must be able to generate an expansion of the type
v = J i (°^ VI
( 5A)= I j V[X\u \
where A runs over 57/(3) irreps, including an appropriate set of intra-irrep subgroup 
labels, and V[A] is the strength with which the 57/(3) unity tensor is represented in 
the residual interaction V. The evaluation of matrix elements requires one to know 
extensions for 57/(3) of the Wigner-Eckart theorem, 57/(3) coupling and recoupling 
coefficients, and 57/(3) reduced matrix elements. The latter is covered in the next 
chapter, here we focus on all the other issues.
5.2 57/(3) Irreducible Representations (Basis States)
There are two regions where 57/(3) shell model calculation are useful and 
appropriate. One is for light nuclei where the 57/(3) symmetry is approximately good 
and the other is in heavy nuclei (rare-earth and actinide regions) where pseudo-57/(3) is
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an approximately good symmetry. Both will be discussed in what follows for in the 
first case (light nuclei) the protons and neutrons fill the same shell, making isospin and 
therefore the SU(4) scheme applicable, while in the second (heavy systems) the protons 
and neutrons fill different shells so introducing isospin is not appropriate, and a proton- 
neutron direct product structure is required.
Basis states for light (A < 28) nuclei with neutrons and protons in the n-th shell 
of an isotropic harmonic oscillator and SU(3) symmetry (A//) can be represented by
IN  \f\a(W)KL, \ f  ](PP'P")P(ST);JM,MT). (5.2)
In this expression N  denotes the total number of particles and the spatial [/] and 
conjugate spin-isospin [/*] labels indicate irreps of unitary groups in (n+l)(n+2)/2 
and k = 4 dimensions, respectively. The SU(4) Wigner supermultiplet labels (PP'P") 
are given for completeness as they are fixed once [/*] is specified. The full 
decomposition, starting with the unitary group in kQ  dimensions with irrep label [7^] 
for fermions and ending with the projections of the total angular momentum J  (which 
results from the coupling of the total orbital angular moment L and total spin S: J  = L + 
S) and isospin T, is as follows:
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The a  and j8 labels in this expression are simply running integer indices that are use 
distinguish, respectively, multiple occurrences of the (Xfi) irrep of SU(3) in the irrep [/] 
of U(Q) and the (ST) irreps of SUs(2) ® SU ji2) in the irrep |~f*] of 5/7(4). Similarly, 
the k  quantum number labels multiple occurrences of L  in (Xf£), but in this case k  can 
be put in one-to-one correspondence with the projection of the angular momentum on 
the intrinsic symmetry axes of the system and therefore carries the significance of the 
so-called .fif-band label of the collective model. As indicated in Ch. 2, (Xfi) also 
measures the deformation.
Basis states for heavy (A > 150) nuclei, when the protons and neutrons are 
filling different major shells, can assume various forms depending upon when the 
coupling between the protons and neutrons is made, for example:
{/Vji\fn\a^XjcfJ.jt)KnLji,[/)r*]5rf,Jn) [Nv[/v]O ^ v i ^ v P - v ) [/V*]Sv\Jy}J M) (5.3)
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in the SU(3) uncoupled (7^/^coupled) scheme or
(5.4)
in the SU(3) coupled scheme where the running index p  can be thought of a labeling 
different relative orientations of the proton un) and neutron (XVlu v) shapes that give 
rise to the same final proton-neutron shape (Ap) (DraTro 94). These forms apply to the 
normal-parity parts of the proton and neutron spaces when they are organized according 
to the pseudo-Sf/(3) scheme -  where tildes, which are usually used to denote pseudo 
quantities, are omitted for simplicity. The group decompositions corresponding to 
these two coupling scenarios are shown in the figure given below (labeled as JJ  
coupling and SU{3) coupling, respectively). In an intermediate scheme the orbital 
angular momentum of the protons and neutrons, but not their SU(3) symmetries, are 
coupled, yielding a LnLv-coupling scenario. In the diagram this case is designated LS 
coupling. The best scheme to use depends on the dynamics generated by the 
Hamiltonian. For example, if the residual neutron-proton interaction re-enforces the 
deformation generated in the separate proton and neutron spaces, Eqn. (5.4) is the 
appropriate scheme to use. On the other hand, Eqn. (5.3), is most appropriate for a 
residual interaction that favors a /^Ay-coupled scenario, such as for neutron-proton 
dynamics that favors strong pairing correlations, applies. The LnLy-coupling scenario 
is best when the space and spin degrees of freedom are weakly coupled and the spatial 
interaction is not dominated by deformation inducing interactions.
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The unique-parity part of the proton and neutron spaces (which is omitted in the 
schemes shown above) may be expressed in a seniority scheme for a single /-intruder 
shell, or preferably, in the SU(3) scheme which includes the entire parent shell of the 
intruder level (Esc 93). Regardless of the details, a full calculation involves 4 separate 
spaces: the normal and unique-parity configurations for protons and neutrons. For 
many applications one can focus on a subset of dynamics, using renormalization 
procedures to compensate for frozen degrees-of-freedom. An important feature to note 
concerning the schemes given in Eqns. (5.2-5.4) is the common U(Q) 3  517(3) 
element in the reductions, with its concomitant multiplicity index a. The other
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decompositions require angular momentum coupling coefficients only and these are 
readily available. The one exception is SU(4) 3  SUs(2) 0  SUji2), but even for this 
case -  which only applies to light nuclei -  most of the required results are either 
available in analytic form or they can be deduced from neutron-proton results using a 
subtraction procedure (HecPan 69).
5.3 S U (3) Coupling and Recoupling Coefficients
S t/(3 ) Coupling Coefficients
Analogously to the corresponding construction in the theory of angular 
momenta, we can couple two SU(3) irreps (X\fl\) and and to a good total SU(3)
quantum number (A3JU3 )
(A,//,) 0  (Aj^) = (A ^,)p (5-5)
via Clebsch-Gordan coupling coefficients for SU(3)
| {(A1/z1)(A2/i2)}p(A3>t/3)o%) = <(A,/t1)a i;(A ^ )fl^ |(^ u 3)ob>P|(^ iA )ai;(^U 2)a2). (5-6)
where the a\ are intra-irrep labels of SU(3) which can be (kLMl ) in the SU(3)z)SO(3) 
reduction or (eAM\ ) in the 5 f/(3 )35 t/(2 )0 t/(l) case. In the vector coupling notation 
used by French (Fre 65), Eqn. (5.6) can be expressed as
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(X^ j a ,  p = aE  ((A,p,)a, ; ( ^ ) « 2 l  ( ^ ) « , ) P
(5.6a)
Note that the occurrence in this expression of the outer product multiplicity index p  of 
SU(3) is a non-trivial extension of the usual coupling rules for angular momenta. In 
nuclear physics, when the (Xp) quantum numbers denote states of fixed quantal- 
deformation, the running index p  labels different orientations of parent shapes, (X\pi) 
and (A2 P2 X that contribute to the same final one, (Xp) (DraBah 93, DraTro 94). As a 
consequence, the symmetry properties of SU(3) Clebsch-Gordan (C-G) coefficients are 
not obtained as for SU(2) by introducing simple phase factors. We follow the 
convention by Draayer and Akiyama (DraAki 73), that is,
1) l<->2 interchange requires a “geometrical” phase matrix <P
((Xlp l)a ] ■,(X2p 2)oc2\ (Xspja^p  = X  ®pp.((Xip{),(kiPi)\(X,pj)
p' (5-7)x {{X ^)a .\{X xp x)a \  (XiP^a^p..
As we will see later, the phase matrix ® does not depend on the subgroup labels. If 
Pmax = 1>this phase matrix reduces to a simple phase factor
= (-)*♦ where 0 = (A, + p,) + (X1 + p^) -  (X  ^+ p 3). (5.8)
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This equation is a straightforward generalization of the corresponding expression for 
SU(2). In some cases (like if A; = p, for all i in Eqn. (5.7)), the phase matrix turns out 
to be 0 pp.((A ,//,),(^);(A 3//3)) = {~Y+Pm^ p8pp,.
2) l<-»3 interchange preserves the index p,
;(^P2)o >I (A^i)«.>p,
(5.9)
with the bar (- ) indicating the conjugate quantum numbers, and % denotes the phase 
factor that is required to preserve the SU(3) character of the state. Specifically for the 
SC/(3)z>5(9(3) reduction
*  =  (A -p )  +  ( L - M J ,  
a =  kL~m ,,
(5.9a)
and for the SU(3)^SU(2)®U(l) case
1( A - p ) - l e -  Ma,
a = - e  a ~m a.
(5.9b)
SU(3)  Recoupling Coefficients
If the coupling involves three SU(3) irreps, the total SU (3) irrep can be 
constructed in three different ways:
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a) ® 2A2) = ( I^2/ I^2)p12> (^12/ l^2)pl2 ® (^3^ 3) = j ^ 3® (^)pi2.3
b) ® (^3/ 3^) — (^ 23/^ 23)p23’ (^lPl) ® (/^ 23/f23)p23 — (^)pi,23’
C) (^l/h) ® (^3/ 3^) = (^ 13/^ 13)p|3’ ("^ 13/^ 13)p13 ® (^Al) = p-^© (■^ /i)p,3.2*
The transformation from one coupling order to another introduces what is so-called 
Racah recoupling coefficients (or sometimes is also called 6-{Xfi) coefficients), 
specifically in the case that the recoupling is done from a) to b) (Hec 65)
(A2/X2)
— X  ( / ( ( ^ ' i / ^ i X ^ / ^ X ^ / ^ X  ^ 3 / ^ 3 ) ’ (^ '1 2 /^ 1 2 )/^ !  2/^12,3 ( ^ 2 3 ^ 2 3 )  P 2 3 P  \ ,23)
(•*23P23>P23
Pl.23
(&2P2)
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and from a) to c) (Mil 78)
— 2  (^13Pl3)Pl3Pl3,2)(Ai3^ |3)Pi3
P13.2
( A 3 U 3 )
X
Both transformations are unitary. The existence of Z-Racah coefficients in addition to 
the usual t/-Racah coefficients is due to the symmetry property of the C-G coefficients 
in Eqn. (5.7) when we invert the coupling order of the (A/ps in a product that has outer 
multiplicity, specifically, the 2<-»3 interchange in Eqn. (5.10c) with pmax *  1. The Z- 
coefficients are related to {/-coefficients in a non-trivial fashion:
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Z ( ( A 2j i 2 ) ( A tf i i ) ( A f j , ) ( A ?,[j.3) ' , ( A , l2 M i2 ) P i2 P n .? ,  ( ^ n P i 3) A 3 P 1 3.2)
2  U((A,ifli)(A2fl2)(A,fl)(h}flil)',(Ai2jIl2)P\2P\2,l (^ I'iPriiPl'iPi.rs)(%P23)P23
Pl-23 (5.13)
„  • P23P23P 23
*  S  U ( ( X 2P 2 ) ( ^ i M n ) ( ^ ' P ) ( ^ ' \ P l ) ' y ( ^ 23P ,23) P 23 P i ,23 i ^ n P \ \ ) P n  P l 3 ,2)-
P l3
By looking at the structure of Z coefficients in Eqn. (5.10), we can deduce that the 
“geometric” phase matrix 0  is a special case of the Z coefficients:
Gpp-ittiPiUAitkYXhiPi)) = Z((A1a/i)(00)(A3^ 3)(A2/£2);(A1/x1) 1 p  ( ^ ) l / / ) .  (5.14)
If the coupling involves four SU(3) irreps, the total SU{3) irreps can be 
constructed in the following ways:
a )  ( ^ i P l )  ®  ( ^ 2 / ^ 2 )  =  ^ ©  ( ^ ' \ 2P i 2 ) p l2 '  ( ^ 3 / ^ 3 )  ®  ( A . 4 P 4 )  ~  ^ ©  ( '^ 3 4 / ^ 3 4 ) ^ 3 4 ’
(^12^l2)pl2 ® (^4^34)p34 ~ p^ 34© (^)p,2.34
b )  ( ^ l / t ] )  ®  ( ^ 3 / ^ 3 )  —  2 ^ 0  ( ^ 1 3 / ^ 1 3 ) p |3 >  ( ^ iPo.)  ®  ( ^ s j / O  “  ( ^ 2 4 / / 2 4 ) p M >
(^13^13)p13 ® (^ 24A>4)p24 = p^ 4© (^/^)pI3.24
(5.15)
C)  ( ^ i P l )  ®  (^ 4 /^ 4 )  =  ^ j ©  ( ^ 1 4 /^ 1 4 ^ ,4> ( b p ? )  ®  (^ 3 /^ 3 )  =  ^ ©  ( ^ 27iP /l ’i ) p 2y
(kuPu)pu ® ( !^3^23)p23 = p^3© ^^14.23
The transformation from one coupling to another within these types introduces 9-(A/x) 
coefficients, specifically from a) to the coupling scheme b) (Mil 78)
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(/L u)P a
^  12,34
(  (A1P1) (A2P2) (A12P12) P n  \
2  U \  (A 4 P 4 )  (A 34P 34) P 34  I
(2 i3fj13)(A24//2.) \  ( ^ n P n )  (A 24P 24) ( A p )  P i 3,24 (
Pl3 P 2 4 P l3 .2 4  / I .  / I . . . .
7?
(A,P4) (5.16)
(A P ) p  a^  ' l  3,24
and from the coupling scheme a) to the coupling scheme c)
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(  (■ A iP i) (^ 2 /^ 2 )  (^12 /^12) P12
S  ul M ,  M  % •>  7" > X ^ s,((^),(AA);(ViJ4))
U |4 P |4 )W 2 3 P 2 3 >  I ( ^ 14/ ^ 14)  ( ^ 2 3 p 2 3 )  ( ' t y P  P l 4,23 |  P34
P14P23P14.23 (  Pi 4 P 23  Pi 2,34
(A/iV, a
^  14,23
(A3U3) (5.17)
5.4 Irreducible Tensor Operators
A set of quantities {T } form irreducible tensors with respect to 5(7(3) if 
the elements of {T} transform under 5(7(3) in the same way as the corresponding basis 
states transform under 5(7(3). On the algebraic level this means the following:
[ c T ^ H  = ^  {(Mi  C '  I (5.18)
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where a,ft, and y are respectively the irrep and intra-irrep labels of SU(3), the latter 
being (kLM ) for the SU(3)z>SO(3) reduction or (eAM a ) in the SU(3)z>SU(2)®U(l) 
case. For example, the oscillator creation operators b t  transform as a (10) SU(3)- 
tensor. Note that even though realizations of pure SU(3) tensors may not be found in 
nature,12 one can always decompose a physical operator into linear combinations of 
SU(3) tensor operators. This decomposition is analogous to the expansion of the 
Coulomb-like Hr potential in a multipole form. As a simple example, we note that the 
coordinate x  is a linear combination of and ;t(01)=5 (see also Ch. 2.) If we
include spin degrees of freedom, we deal with a direct-product structure, 
SU(3)®SUs(2), with its representations labeled by a pair of irrep labels, {(Ap),S}. In 
the following paragraphs in this section, the spin quantum numbers are suppressed for 
brevity and also to emphasize the SU(3) content. Similar results for spin are available 
in almost any angular momentum textbook (VarMos 88).
Irreducible tensors may be coupled according to the C-G rules for coupling 
SU(3) irreps in the following way
fTa xU(^ X * m) = a§ 2 <(M )a,\ M o2I (5-19)
Notice how the outer product p-multiplicity of SU(3) again enters (as for states) as a 
non-trivial extension of the usual coupling rules for angular momenta. In general, 
coupled tensors are written as [/ra i^> xGU2/,2)]pa3/i3> (components suppressed) and for 
more complicated cases, which involve more than two tensors, the internal couplings
12A11 non -relativ istic  operators are a lw a y s fun ctions o f  the coord in ates x ,  m om enta p , and spin s; and 
w h ile  the first tw o  o f  these  are a com bination  o f  fet(10) an(j £(01)^ ]a st js an S U {3) scalar.
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must also be specified. The recoupling for tensors can be done just as for states, but if 
the recoupling involves a change of order of the tensors one must apply the appropriate 
commutation rules. The commutation (-) and anticommutation (+) relations for two 
irreducible tensors is defined by
and hence one can write the coupled (tensorial) commutator and anticommutator as
where the phase matrix as defined in Eqn. (5.14) enters the second coupled
product because the order of the tensors in it is inverted (U x 7) from the order in the 
first term (T x U )  and on the left hand side of the equation.
5.5 Reduced Matrix Elements: The Wigner-Eckart Theorem
When evaluating matrix elements of an irreducible tensor operator, spin degrees 
of freedom must be included explicitly, that is, we must deal with irreducible 
representations of SU(3)®SUs ( 2 ) ^ S O l (3)®SUs (2)-^SU j (2). Note that the final 
quantum number is total angular momentum so to begin with, we use the usual SUj(2) 
factorization. The matrix element of an irreducible tensor operator T ^ " u°'kq 13 between
13T his notation is a little aw kw ard becau se  it in v o lv es cou p lin g  sch em es at d ifferent lev e ls . N orm ally , 
the superscript d en otes the tensorial character b e lon g  to the largest group and the subscript is for its 
co m p on en ts . H ere, l0 is a tensor label for  S O (3 )czS U (3 )  w h ich  m ay occu r Komax tim es in the (X0H0 ) 
representation; then, l0 and s0 are co u p led  to k w ith its projection q. W e put K0 l0 and q  as subscripts
(5.20)
£ya2/'2>j01 -|p(A3 fi3)
± E  0 pp< a </u M _ i h y x ^ h ) )  [ u ^ x T ^ ' f ^
(5.21)
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the states {j{X[i )kL,S',JM | and | y(X'//)K'L',S,',J'M/) , where 7 and /label all additional 
quantum numbers, follows from the usual Wigner-Eckart (W-E) factorization,
{yiXjj)KL,S\JM\ T (^ sy  \Y(X'ju') k/L',S';J'M') =
(J'M';kq\ JM)(y(XjU)kL,S\J\ | | \ Y W ) k'L 'J V ' ) ,
where the (double-barred) reduced matrix element (commonly abbreviated DRME) 
{yiXji) kL,S\J\ I T{KAjY'hs°M 1|/( A'/f) k'L’,S'\J') is independent of the spatial orientation of 
the system. In other words, this W-E reduction factorizes the matrix element into a 
C-G part that carries information about the spatial orientation of the system and another 
(DRME) part that is independent of the spatial orientation. The convention we use here 
follows the one of Merzbacher (Mer 70) which emphasizes the unitarity rather than the 
symmetry of the coupling coefficients. This convention is more convenient, especially 
when the W-E theorem is extended to larger symmetry groups like 517(3) where 
because of the multiplicity and phase matrix issues insuring the unitarity of the coupling 
coefficients is a primary consideration (Hec 65, Ver 68, DraWil 69, Mil 78).
As an extension of the above, now consider the reduction for tensors that have 
components which act in different subspaces of the full space. This situation arises 
when working in a direct product representation, like space-spin configurations in 
heavy nuclei. The first step is a standard reduction that is found in most books on 
angular momentum theory, but the second uses an extension of the W-E theorem that 
factorizes out the dependence of the DRMEs on the intra-irrep labels of SU(3). In
sin ce  they are the com p on en ts o f  (X0q.0 ) and k , r esp ectiv ely . A nother w ay  to w rite this is by putting  
K0 l0 as superscripts to em p h a size  the l0s0 co u p lin g . W e  prefer the first c o n v en tio n , s in c e  w e  are 
prim arily interested  in focu sin g  on  the SU (2))® SU ^{2) group structure.
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keeping with the DRME notation, this further reduction leads to the concept of a triple­
barred reduced matrix element (TRME):
( x  A y  kl ,s -,j \ | | | / a y )  k'l 's -j ')
( L' l o L]
= u {  S' sa s  ( x  A y k l ,<\ I r g f I  l / a y ) *?L’,S')
\ r  k j  ]
( L ' l o L )
= u{ S’ s„ S £  {(X'll’)K'L'-a0^ K m ^ L ) p
\ r  k j
(5.23)
5.6 Second Quantization
The properties and construction of many-particle states and operators can be 
unified into a common formalism by employing the techniques of seco n d  
quantization.14 A vacuum state with no particles is denoted by 10). By acting with an 
operator aa on this vacuum, a particle in the quantum state | oc) is created and is denoted 
by
|a)=at)0). (5.24)
'^Sorne m any-b ody p h y sic is ts  d o  not lik e  th is term in o logy  and prefer to u se  the “occu pation  num ber 
representation” term ino logy , as they con sid er  this term  b elon gs to fie ld  theory (H ey  9 0 ). O n the other  
hand, so m e  fie ld  th eorists prefer to u se  the term “ fie ld  quantization” for “ their” seco n d  quantization  
(C h eL i 8 4 ). I person a lly  lik e  the s e c o n d  q u a n tiza tio n  term in o logy  as th is fo rm a lism  is  a point o f  
contact betw een  quan tum  f ie ld  th eo ry  and m a n y-b o d y  p h y s ic s  (M er 70).
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nucleon (s=l/2) is included, a  will be (rf))ljm where j  is the total angular momentum.
A m particle state can be constructed from single-particle ones by using a build-up
procedure
| a„ 02..., o). (5.25)
The a t  and a operators are used respectively to denote second quantized creation and 
annihilation operators which obey the usual anticommutation (commutation) relations 
for fermion (boson) systems:
K> 4]± = K ’ ap\±= °> (5.26a)
[aa, a'p}± -  8ap. (5.26b)
where the subscripts a  and indicate a complete set of single-particle quantum 
numbers. Note that the required permutation symmetry for many-particle states (like in 
Eqn. (5.25)) is built-in automatically through the (anti)commutation relations of the 
creation and annihilation operators.
Likewise, in a second-quantized formalism any operator can be expressed in 
terms of creation and annihilation operators. For example, for one-body operators
F = Z f { i )  = ^ ( ( iF \P ) a la p  (5.27)
with i running over all particle indices, while for two-body operators
G = g  g(i,j) = 1 (aj3) G |y8) a l a} as ay (5.28)
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with no restrictions in a, /?, y, and 8 and | a(3 ) is a normalized antisymmetric 
(symmetric) two-particle state for fermions (bosons). In general,
0  = ^ T ( « S y, 0  < •  ' • <  ^
a,}\0\[Pj}) I I  a l a p
normal 
order i n  ( i,  j)
l O K A O ^ M  (5.29)
where in these expressions the normal-ordered product of creation and annihilation
m 1
operators is defined as U(m,n) = ]"{«„ ap = f l a« F I a 0 anc* =oc\ a 2 In
n o r m a l  / = !  j - n
Eqn.(5.29) the coefficients ( a ,a 2 . . .a j0 |/ J 1/?2.../?fl), where in general m need not to 
be equal to n, determine specific features of the operator while the product of the 
creation and annihilation operators describe its many-body character. (Since U(m,n) 
and therefore O creates m and annihilates n particles and is called a (m,n)-body 
operator. Its particle transfer character is given by !m-«I, with m>n and m<n 
corresponding respectively to addition (or stripping) and subtraction (or pickup) 
processes. Hamiltonians conserve particle numbers so they are m=n objects: when 
n= 1 one has a single-particle shell model scheme whereas a standard 2 -body theory is 
realized when n<2.) As shown by Eqn.(5.29), the second quantized formulation 
allows an operator to be factorized into the sum of a product of its defining space matrix 
elements, ( a la 2 . . . a m|0|/31)32.../?;,), and an operator, U(m,n), which propagates that 
defining space information. The significance of this factorization can be cleary seen in 
the expression for the matrix elements of O between many-particle states <Pf and <Pi,
_ 1
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Note that the operator O (or the U(m,n) for that matter) is usually not an irreducible 
tensor, but as discussed above, it can be expanded in terms of an irreducible tensor and 
this result can then be applied to each term in that sum.
So far we have not combined group theory and second quantization -  the tensor 
operators and many-particle states have been given in a second quantized form without 
regard to their combined transformation properties under the SU(3) group. This is the 
so-called “m-scheme” or “m-representation” approach (DeSTal 63, Fre 65, McGWil 
81), and it does not require the technology of group coupling coefficients. This 
representation is what is employed in the Glasgow shell-model code. The shortcoming 
of this approach (as well as other full shell-model calculations) is that the number of 
basis states always grows combinatorially so one needs to address the issue of whether 
or not the physics justifies the application and whether or not there may be a smarter 
way to avoid non-essential configurations at the onset of a calculation rather than letting 
a computer program (when possible) make this determination algorithmically at the cost 
of huge amounts of CPU time. Note that even when using efficient algorithms, very 
little of the detailed information that is generated is actually used.
5.7 Tensorial Second Quantization
In the spirit of exploiting the power of group symmetries and second 
quantization in the shell model calculations -  namely, employing a full tensorial second- 
quantized formalism, in this section the coupled (anti)commutation relation of creation 
and annihilation operators are given. In Ch. 7 these results are used to explore 
approximate symmetries that are higher than SU(3).
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We will restrict this development to the spin-1/2 fermions as it is what is 
relevant for nuclear structure calculations, but the techniques can be extended to more 
sophisticated spin-like degrees of freedom, such as those found in elementary particle 
physics. As in Eqn. (5.22), we define a creation operator to be a proper tensor
n hm)= a tJ )ra'/210), (5.31a)
and determine that the corresponding annihilation tensor15 is related to the
annihilation operator by
= ( - r ' - " " 1- - (5.3 lb)
The coupled anticommutator of these elementary tensors under SU(3)®SUs(2) is
= {am  m, 0, (5.32a)
{ i m m , a "m -'aT " "  = 1 2  dim(,*))]'” Sm „ S w A -  <5-32b)
The factor of 2 in this expression comes from the dimension of the spin-1/2 multiplet 
and dim(A(X) = (A+/i+2)(A+l)(/f+l)/2 is the dimension of the (A/i) irrep of SU(3).
Before developing the tensor expansion for an operator of arbitrary complexity, 
like the one in Eqn. (5.27), the structure of many-particle states needs to be considered. 
We start with the two-particle case. As in Eqn. (5.31), where operating on the
15W e can u se , instead, a m ore p h y sica l creation (an n ih ila tion ) tensor o f  the a f]m j m ( a f ,ny,im) type. 
H ow ever , w hatever the c h o ice  is it is not really im portance b ecause in the end w e  are interested in the 
quantum  num bers. Furtherm ore, usin g  the latter in v o lv es  a recoup ling  c o e ff ic ie n t  that m akes  
everyth ing appear to be even  m ore com plicated . T he annihilation tensor is  d irectly  related to the 
annihilation operator: a}',0);(n =  m a f >n)]J_m.
^
vacuum is taken to be a single-particle state, we can generate a two-particle state with 
517(3) symmetry (spin degrees of freedom are now included)
\[{TlQ)(T]'Omn)KLML,SMs)
(5.33)
= -  ..I- %  {{riO)lm,\{riWm;\{^)KLML){\l2ms-,\l2m;\SMs)
+ O jjjj-
ms,ms'
where <(7)0)/m;;(7)'0)/VI (Xju)kLM l ) ={(t/0)/;(77'0)/'|| (Xjh) kL) LMt) . 1 6  In
general the oscillator shell numbers rj and rf are not the same, however for SU{3) shell 
model applications they can be restricted to be the same. Following a build-up 
procedure, many-particle states with good 517(3) symmetry can be constructed
where At(m) is an m-particle creation tensor (differing from it by the indicated 1/a[N 
particle normalization factor which is introduced for later convenience) and y  stands for 
all other quantum numbers that are required to ensure a complete set of orthogonal 
states. In this expression N  is the number of permutations of particles occupying the 
same shells. In the two-particle case, for example, we have
| yiXfi) kLMl,SMs) = - J =  0), (5.34)
kL M l , M s
(5.35)
16T he ( - )  sign  appears in Eqn. (5 .3 3 ) b ecause o f  the order particles are created out o f  the vacuum .
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Here the particle normalization factor entering Eqn. (5.34) N = I + 5nrf-
After invoking coupling and recoupling coefficients for SU(3) and SUs(2), 
analogous to what was done in Eqn. (5.29), any irreducible SU(3) tensor can be 
expressed in the tensorial second-quantized form as
y2i h ^ 2
Pa
X (-)' X V^(m)A(,0[Ar,a'"|,'s'(m)xA/^^,'S2(/0]Po'aA)'^
Po
(5.36)
Specifically for operators that act within a single shell, like the Elliott quadrupole 
operators and the angular momenta, one-body tensors are expressed as
F <V„),„ = £  ((770),l/2|11 111(770),l/2)y^S(77+l)(77+2)
n m + o
x [a11':n0>’,/2xdm ’112 Y°x,,)'So
(5.37)
and two-body tensors as
(A2//2M2
Po
X ( - ) *  X  ^ wP„ - ( ( A „ / / „ ) ( ^ ) ; ( A i/7 1) )  ( 5 . 3 8 )
x ^[a+(r'0,'1/2X«t<,?0>I/2JCAi/' |)'vix ^ ( 0'7>'1/2xfl(0 '')'1/2| /J2'l2>''2jp"'aA )"v'-
In general one can define (m,n)-body unit tensors that annihilate n particles and 
creates m new ones,
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Up# f ^ ( m , n )  = [A\r\m )  x A 2r\n)]P M s ° (5.39)
where r  that stands for yiXji)s and f  is the SU(3)®SUs(2) conjugate of P, that is, 
r~y{fiX)s. These unit tensors17 are also called density operators and are obviously 
special combinations of the uncoupled U(m,n) that are used in Eqn.(5.29) (DraRos 
85). For examples, several one-body operators that are commonly used in the SU(3) 
shell model are expressed in the second-quantized form as follows (here and for the rest 
of the thesis, we use uffi'5 = U{^y2A07rn/2( \ f o r  one-body unit tensors):
i  = $  -{f>J<>l+3)}'“V/ M W ) ± 2 )
J = < ■ » + { | f .
X m  ■ Vi2±]X9±2)
X/JW = ?
+ \ / f "  " ( * ' 1 x w 1 y , m o . 2 ) ) \ p ^ X)2 ^ * 2) <'•"}■
e  = ?  {4
+ <(^2,0)| || B- 11 |(T70) ) s j  u r n  <5'4<
17O ne-b od y  unit tensor w ithin  the sh e ll tj, U f ^ n j 0tl)m( l is  not norm alized  to  a sp ec if ic  num ber  
o f  particles, but rather to the sh ell-degen eracy  [(77+i )(r /+ 2 )]'l/2.
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where B+ (B~) in Q is a quadrupole-phonon creation (annihilation) operator which 
transfers a particle from the shell 77 to the shell that lies 2hat higher (lower). These 
operators enter the symplectic extension of the SU(3) theory. (All projection quantum 
numbers like L, M i, Ms for the tensors are suppressed.)
In general, the TRMEs of any irreducible 5/7(3) tensors can be written down as
11 T a M -’-11 | / a y ), s ' ) , = <r , |  1 | ,,,
Po
x s/N(m) N(n) (y(fyi)JS111 Uprf f ^ { m , n )  111/ ( X t f  ),S%,
(5.41)
which is analogous to Eqn. (5.30).18
18W e can a lso  write dow n  the second-q uan tized  tensor form ulation o f  the T R M E s in a sym m etric  w ay  
so  w e  m aintain the sym m etry o f  the m atrix e lem en ts in the uncou p led  form  and the norm alization  o f  
the unit tensors:
( x  AM),5l j I 111/( rS 2 <^,111 11
Po
x  (-)* £  <PPnf,r;((A,pil)(l2p2y,(Xt/Jl)) (5 .39a)
x  (X A W ,S ||| W ^ ^ '' ' ' (m ,« ) | | |y (A '/ t ' ) ,5 ' ) '™ ,
T h is  co n v en tio n  is  co m m o n  for S U ( 2 )  R M E  and is used  in m any tex tb o o k s, (D eS T a l 6 3 , H ey  9 0 )  
where
( x a / a s i  11 111 y a ' n \ s f p m= ( y a w \  \ \ 11\ y x ^ , s f p a
=  7 d im (A //)(2 5 + l)  (K ^ //),5 l 11 j j \ y a ' / u ' ) S ) p,
and
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To find the matrix elements of an arbitrary operator 7* -  which is a tensor of 
rank k under the rotation group SU/(2) -  between SU(3) coupled basis states, one must 
first decompose 7* in terms of SU(3) irreducible tensor operators:
T k -  ^  jp.tKM Kjn-'.yk  _ (5.42)
K0lo*S0
The DRMEs of 7* can then be determined by using Eqn. (5.41),
U  la L
(y ify )  kL,S;J\ | Tk | |/(A > ') k/L',S'\J') = E ul S 's 0 S
I j f  J
X 5  ((W  x' ^ ' ; ( ^ A )  | (A/i) K-L),
^  (5.43)
* v l l S l i i f w' I
x ^/V(m) 7V(n) (j<A/t)„S| 11 Up$ ? ° u°(mji) 11 | ) W ),S')p.
Eqn. (5.43) can be rearranged into the form
(x  A/t) kl ,s -j \ I Tk 11/ (  A y ) K'L'S-J’) = E  7 ’[ { r 1r 2 }A/(A„//0)x-0/„,50;^]
' 1'2
x V/V(m) 7V(«) (}<A//)x-L,5;7|| | (/(A '/rO ^L '^V ')
where the coefficients 7f...] is defined by solving a linear equation
(5.44)
(5,39c)
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I  m r xr 2} ( a y ) K ' L ' - a ^ M \ \ a ^ L ) p
K (>
= r { { r , r 2}p/(A„A,)A,} X ( ( A y ) ^ ' ; ( ^ 0)K-0/ j | ( ^ ) K-i)p,
(5.45)
with a factor T{... \
T (( P~P\ n  '(2 / / tv 1 — —L—i /  ^ m(^ 'iAti)(2.?i+l)
({ ' 2' P " ( oP")’ " } ~  m ! n ! V  dim(A„//„)(2.v„+1)
X ( r , | | I r ^ l l l r ^ X (-)* 0 PoP, { ( X M ^ y , M ) .
(5.46)
The coefficients T[...] (square bracket) are identical to those used in previous SU(3) 
calculations (Dra73, Hec 73, RatDra 73). For the special case where /comax= l, which 
normally holds for two-body interactions as well as most of one-body operators, Eqns. 
(5.45) and (5.46) reduce to
m n r j p M ' / u M ^ - k ]  = t { { r ^ p ^ M M , }
 !__/  dim(A||fi)(2ji+l) y  / r  111 Ta„/u*„ 111r  \ (5 47^
m ! n ! \ /  dima„/x„)(2 s„+l) K ’
5.8 Discussion
We have shown that calculating the matrix elements of any physical operator 
can be reduced to calculating TRMEs of SU(3) unit tensors. We have also shown how 
to extract TRMEs of few-body operators (in general in the (m,//)-body space, but in 
practice up to two-body operators) in an /V-particle space. In short, the first task in an 
SU(3) shell model calculation is to construct the SU(3) tensor equivalent of all physical 
operators. Some operators like x , p ,  and cr have easily recognizable tensor
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characteristics but others like nj, the operator that counts the number of particles in 
particular /-shell, the pairing do not have trivial SU(3) tensor decompositions, in fact, 
for these particular operators the expansions are shell dependent. Nevertheless, they 
can always be determined and one can therefore evaluate the matrix elements of any 
such operator by following the coupling-recoupling procedures (or derivative thereof) 
introduced in this chapter.
CHAPTER 6
CALCULATIONS OF THE REDUCED MATRIX ELEMENTS 
FOR SU(3) UNIT TENSORS
6.1 Introduction
As was shown in the previous chapter, shell model matrix elements of any 
operator can be reduced to a linear combination of the matrix elements of that operator 
in its defining space and the matrix elements of unit tensor operators (propagators) of 
the same (m,«)-body structure in the many-particle space. In general a (m,n)-body 
operator annihilates n particles and creates m new ones. For example, an operator that 
describes a single-nucleon stripping reaction has m=l and n= 0  while for a-particle 
pickup m=0 and n=4, etc . ) 19 Hamiltonians conserve the number of particles so m=n 
and for most shell model theories, n<2. This structure means that TRMEs of a 
Hamiltonian are linear combinations of no more than 2-body unit tensors acting in the 
many-particle space. In this chapter we will discuss a mechanism for generating the 
RMEs for unit tensors built from various combinations of creation and annihilation 
operators ( a t ,  a t a t ,  a ,  a a ,  a t a ,  a t a t a ,  a t a a ,  a t a t a a )  (BahDra 9 4 )  that are a 
necessary part of any extended 517(3) shell-model application.
The usual approach, which employs a recursive procedure for generating 
coefficients of fractional parentage first and then a determination of the required RMEs, 
is not followed here (HecBra 75, Bra 78a, Bra 78b); rather, a direct calculation of the
,9 O ne can a lso  say  that the m atrix e lem en ts o f  the unit tensors m easure the relative im portance o f  that 
particular (» i,n )-b ody  structure in the m any-particle space.
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required matrix elements, with all the required quantum labels provided by the user via 
an input data stream, is made through a computerized implementation of a second- 
quantized formulation of the problem. The programs, in principle, can also be used to 
calculate matrix elements of various other combinations of creation and annihilation 
operators, including more complex coefficients of fractional parentage that are required 
when studying, for example, alpha particle (a ta ta ta t) transfer reactions. 2 0  The same 
programming logic can also be used to evaluate RMEs of operators coupling 
configurations with particles distributed among different shells, even though the present 
implementation is only applicable for particles within the same shell. As indicated 
above, the logic that is employed in the programs is essentially the same as that 
introduced in a related work that was published some years ago (see catalogue numbers 
ABKG and ABKH, (Bra 78a, Bra 78b)), however, the current implementation exploits 
sophisticated logical operations and bit manipulation procedures together with a new 
weighted search tree (WST, (ParDra 90)) technology to save disk storage and 
computing time.
6.2 Single-particle states
The most convenient representation of particle states in the «-th shell of the 
isotropic oscillator for computer applications is a Cartesian U{3) geometry. The 
advantage is that the state labels are then all non-negative integer numbers. 
Specifically, as discussed in Ch. 2, the 17(3) irreps are labeled by [A1A.2 A3 ] where by 
convention A]=(/Vz)max, A2 =:(A(x)max for Nz—(Nz)max, and A3=(/7y)max=lV—(/Vz)max- '
20T he ex ten sio n  can be m ade ind irectly  through the use o f  S £ /(3 ) and S U ( 2 ) recou p lin g  procedures or 
directly  by a straightforward exten sion  o f  routines that are part o f  the current package.
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(^c)max. where Na  is the eigenvalue of which counts the total number of oscillator 
quanta (referring now to a many-particle system) in the a-th  direction (see the 
following section). Generic U(3) states are labeled by the N a  in addition to the 
(iVa)max with the corresponding group reduction being t/(3 )3 f/z(l)®[f/x(2)z3f/jC(l)  
®t/-y(l)]. Under a unimodular restriction, the U±(2) in this reduction reduces to the 
SU(2) subgroup used in the previous discussion. The highest-weight state is the 
special configuration for which the basis state and irrep labels coincide. The ( A / i )  irrep 
of SU(3) that corresponds to the U(3) irrep [A ]  A 2 A 3 ] is given by A = A i - A 2  and / t = A 2 -  
A 3 . Note that N=Nz+Nx+Ny=X 1+ A 2 + A 3 , so specifying N  and ( A / i )  is equivalent to 
giving [ A 1A 2 A 3 ] .  For single-particle states of the n-th oscillator shell, the U(3) irrep 
labels reduce to just [nOO] and the basis states, which are labeled by (nz,nx,ny), can be 
arranged in speedometer order: (n,0 ,0 ), (n-1 ,1 ,0 ), (n-1 ,0 , 1 ), (n-2 ,2 ,0 ), (n-2 , 1 , 1 ), («- 
2,0,2), ..., (0,0,n) -  see Fig. 6.1 for the gd.s-shell (n = 4) example. The pattern is the 
same for any shell, only the A  -band termination changes with n:: there is 1 state of the 
nz = n type, 2 with nz = n - 1, ..., out to n + 1 states with nz = 0. In general, there 
are m + 1 states of the nz = n - m type, where m = 0 , 1 , ..., n.
This means a generic pattern of the type
. . .  )
can be used for a unique labeling of the allowed single-particle basis states. (If one 
integer word is not enough, the program logic allows for the use of multiple integers.)
For example, the pattern | -  - -  + - - -------------- )fo r the g<is-shell indicates one
particle (fermion) occupying the fourth level which is then completely equivalent to
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Figure 6.1 a) The SU(3)z>SU(2)®U(l) scheme for single-particle states of the 
gd'j'-shell (n=4) with 517(3) representation label (4,0). Each level is doubly degenerate 
for an identical spin ! / 2  fermion scheme -  spin up and spin down -  or four-fold 
degenerate in the SU(4) Wigner supermultiplet case. (For the general U(kQ)nU(Q)® 
U(k) case, the degeneracy is k.) b) The Cartesian (nz,nx ,ny) labels -  which 
correspond to a decomposition U(3)z>Uz( l)® U x( l)® U y(l)  -  for the U{3) rep­
resentation, [4,0,0]. The Cartesian scheme is more convenient for the programming 
applications and is therefore used in the RME package.
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specifying | [4,0,0] nz=2 nx- 2 ny=0) for U(3) or I (4,0) e=2 A=1 nij\=+1) for SU(3). 
(The symbol -(+ ) is replaced by 0(1) in the computer to indicate an unoccupied 
(occupied) level.) For particles with spin the notation extends to multiples of the above 
structure. For example, for s=^/2 fermions, the single-particle state | [4,0,0] nz=2 
% = 2  ny=0 , ms=-^/2) can be represented as simply | p=4 r= 2  ) where p  indicates the
column in the spatial U(Q) representation while r denotes the row of the associated
S (7(2) irrep. This particular state is described in the bit representation (using the 
symbols t  and 1  for occupied spin up and down levels, respectively) as:
nz 4 33  2 2 2  1 1 1 1  0 0 0 0 0
nx 0 10 2 1 0  3 2 1 0  4 3 2 1 0
nr 0 01 0 1 2  0 1 2 3  0 1 2 3 4
|fc) = | p=4 ^ 2 ) = _ _  I ---------
A binary representation of single-particle basis states works for both boson and fermion 
systems. However, an extension of this simple logic to a many-particle dynamics is 
only straightforward for fermions because it is only in that case that the 0  (vacant) and 1 
(occupied) interpretation suffices for describing allow configurations. This structure 
can be extended to accommodate multiple occupancies by adding row dimensions to the 
system, just as is done above for the spin * /2  case ( 2  levels) and can be done for a spin- 
isospin formalism (4 levels). (For the SU(3)®SU(3) case found in elementary particle 
physics there are 3 levels.) With bosons, however, the depth in the row dimension is 
not fixed so a generic code would have to assign a full integer to each of the allow 
SU(3) configurations and this in turn would negate gains realized in the codes by 
exploiting special purpose logical and bit manipulation procedures. For fermions, the 
binary representation not only reduces disk storage and memory requirements but the
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run time as well since computers normally perform logical and bit functions faster than 
arithmetic operations.
6.3 Many-particle states
As indicated above, for example see Eqn. (5.33) and the discussion following 
it, one can construct many-particle states by coupling single-particle states recursively 
with the proper coupling coefficients. But this procedure is cumbersome and time 
consuming for computer intensive applications. It is far faster to generate the highest- 
weight state of a particular f/(3) representation directly and then apply lowering 
operators to reach the desired final configuration. The many-particle generalization of 
the single-particle picture was anticipated in the discussion of the Cartesian 
representation of U(3), see Fig. 6.1 and related material. It can be achieved most 
directly by simply replacing the single-particle operators na by their many-particle 
generalizations Na = «o(i) where the i-sum extends over all the valence particles.
Note that in the SU(3)z>SU(2)®U(l) representation the £ and MA quantum numbers 
are additive but A  is not. For example, for a two-particle state A  assumes the values 
A \® A 2 = I A ] - A 2 I , I A \ - A 2 1+1, ..., A \+ A 2 - A convenient parameterization for 
generic SU(3) representations was introduced by Hecht (Hec 65):
£ = 2NZ -  Nx -  Ny = 3NZ -  N  = 2A + fl -  3p -  3g 
A  = ( n + p -  q)!2
where
Ma  = {Nx - N y)H = A - r
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0 < p  < A, 0 < q < /l ,  0 < r  < 2A. (6.1)
Fortunately, the calculation of reduced matrix elements only requires the construction of 
highest-weight (HW) states [(p«gr)=(000)] which have unique projections in both the 
SU(3)^SU(2)®U(l) and t/(3)=>t/z(l)® t/A-( l)0 t/v(l) representations:
£ h w  = 2 A+p, A hw  = 2 ^> (Ma ) hw = ^P- (6 . 1 a)
and
(Nz )hw=A, =} (N+2 X+I1 ), (Nx )hw=A2= ~ (W-A+p), (Ny )Hw=A3=4 W -X-2/i) ,
respectively. Given these projection quantum numbers, the highest-weight state can be 
obtained (by definition) by imposing the conditions that the action of raising operators 
on that state must produce zero. The raising operators of U(3) are Czx, Czy, and Cxy 
where the U(3) generators are defined by
c «/j = ] [ X ( 0 6 /J( 0 ,  a,(5 = z ,x ,y  ( 6 . 2 )
i
where b ^ i )  and bp (i) respectively create and annihilate oscillator quanta associated 
with the /-th particle. (A uniform sum over the particle index i in Eqn. (6.2) ensures 
that the operator does not change the particle permutation symmetry of the system.) As 
an illustration of the action of the Cap on basis states, see Fig. 6.2.
The generators of 17(3) introduced in Eqn. (6.2) can be related to those of 
U(Q), which are given in the fermion second-quantized formalism by
APo = Y j alra°r- (6-3)
r
[The generators of U(2Q) are simply apraas\ and a sum over r=s yields generators of 
U(Q), as shown in Eqn. (6.3) above, while a sum over p=cr results in generators of
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F igure 6.2 The action of the Czx raising operator on various many-particle states 
given in binary form, a) Four particles occupy sites (p,r) = (1,1), (6,1), (1,2), and
(4,2). Destroying an oscillator phonon in the x  direction and creating one in the z 
direction means moving the particle at site (4,2) to a new location at site (2,2). The 
positive phase factor indicates that the moved particle hops over even (0 ) number of 
other particles. The V8  factor arises from the usual oscillator normalization term: 
V [«z(*)+1]«a:(0 where nz=3 and nx- 2 . b) Five particles occupy sites (p,r) = ( 1 , 1 ),
(2.1), (1,2), (3,2), and (4,2). In this case the operator moves the particle at site (4,2) 
to site (2,2). The negative phase factor indicates that the moved particle hops over an 
odd (1) number of other particles, namely, the particle that is located at site (3,2). 
c) Six particles occupy sites (p,r) = (2,1), (3,1), (6,1), (1,2), (3,2), and (4,2). In 
this case the action of the operator gives rise to two new states: one by moving the 
particle at site (2,1) to site (1,1) and the other to moving the particle at site (4,2) to site
(2.2). The first involves an even (0) number of hops and the second an odd (1) 
number.
U(k), as can be seen in Eqn. (6.4) below.] The relationship of the Cap to the A p(y 
follows from the usual prescription, see Eqn. (5.27):
CaP = 2  (p r| bl bp |cr r) a\r aar
= i ( f i b ia bp\o-)Apa. (6 '4)
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The coefficients in the expansion are matrix elements of the creation and annihilation 
operators between the single-particle basis states. The sum over r in Eqn. (6.4) 
collapses because the U{3) generators are spin independent.
a )A*: 
b m ; 2 
c )A*n
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Figure  6.3 The action of the A 52 raising operator on various many-particle states 
given in binary form, a) Four particles occupy sites (p,r) = (1,1), (6,1), (1,2), and
(4.2). The operator moves the particle at site (4,2) to site (4,1). The positive phase 
factor indicates the particle hops over an even (2 ) number of other particles, namely, the 
particles at sites (1,2) and (6,1). b) Four particles occupy sites (p,r) = (1,1), (2,1),
(1.2), and (4,2). The operator moves the particle at site (4,2) to site (4,1). The negative 
phase factor indicates that the particle hops over an odd ( 1 ) number of other particles, 
namely, the particle in the site (1,2). c) Five particles occupy sites (2,1), (3,1), (6,1),
(1.2), and (4,2). The operators gives rise to two new states: one by moving the 
particle in the site ( 1 ,2 ) to site ( 1 , 1), and the other by moving the particle in the site
(4.2) to site (4,1). The first move involves an odd (3) number of hops and the second 
an even (2 ) number.
In addition to knowing how to apply the U(3) raising operators, one needs to 
know how to apply the generators of U(2) for an identical fermion (,v = 1 /2 ) formalism 
(or for U{k) if each (7(3) level is &-fold degenerate):
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A '=  ^ a l raps, (6.5)
where atpr and cipr are respectively the fermion creation and annihilation operators for 
the state I pr) with p  the occupation number related to the spatial U(Q) representation 
and r the occupation number related to the spin U(2) representation, see Fig. 3.3.
A general procedure for the construction of highest-weight SU(3) states with 
fixed [/] symmetry will now be given. The [/] of U(Q) is guaranteed by considering 
only bit patterns that are highest-weight in U(k) with symmetry |/* ]. (Overall 
antisymmetry means that [/] and (/*] are conjugates of one another.) Let | k) denote 
distinct bit patterns (configurations) for states with fixed quantum numbers [/], Nz, Nx, 
and Ny. To qualify as a highest-weight SU(3) state, these quantum number must 
satisfy the following constraints (see Eqn. (6.1) and its discussion):
Nz +Nx + Ny = N  = n J j f i,
i
A = N: - N x, 
p =  Nx - N y,
eHW = IX  + p  = 2Nz - N x -  Nv, 
A hw = (Ma )hw = p  = j ( N x — Nv)
(6 .6)
where the //s are labels of \f\=\fif2---fd\ and the last (redundant) equations involving 
the e, A and My\ labels of the SU(3)z>SU(2)® U (\)  reduction are given for 
completeness. Hence, the highest-weight state can be expressed as a linear 
combination of the bit states | k):
\ a )  =  \ [ f ] ( t y ) e Hw K w W A ) HW) =
k
(6.7)
The action of SU(3) raising operators on the states with [/], Nz, Nx, and Ny are easily 
determined in term of their bit representations. For example, the action of Cu  is given 
by
C j A W A ) = C j l  I n,(i) nx(i) nv(i))
= X  (-)m  s /K (0 + l] nx(i) 111,(1) nx(i) ny(i))(l-Snzii)J ( l - S nxUX0) 
x  I I  | niJ) nXJ) nv(j)),l*j ' '
where <p(i) is a phase factor determined by the occupation numbers of particles in the 
levels. Indeed, the action of all the U(3) and U(2) [or U(k), in general] raising 
operators can be written symbolically as
^ >  = 2 X 1 0  (6.8)
/
for each bit pattern k, where d^i incorporates both the numerical value and phase 
factor generated by the A+ operator [A for f/(3) and A* for U(2)]. The highest-weight 
state can then be obtained by solving for the q  of the following homogeneous system 
of equations
X ckdkl=Q. (6.9)
k
This can be written in matrix notation as
since
drc = 0 (6.9a)
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A +\cc) = A+Y lck\k)
k
= X c*£/«l/)= ° - (6 .8 a)
kt
The solution to this set of (simultaneous, homogeneous, and linear) equations may be 
trivial (non-existent), unique (one), or multiple depending upon the number of 
independent equations and the rank of the corresponding coefficient matrix. This 
number determines the a-multiplicity of the U{Q)zdSU(3) reduction; that is, the number 
of occurrences of the SU(3) representation (Xfi) in the representation [/] of U(Q). (The 
multiplicity can be determined independently by using the CPC program ABLJ (DraLes
6.4 O pera to r bases
A general construction for operator bases for physical group is given in Ch. 5. 
Here, we explore more explicitly in the canonical chain of group SU(3). A basis for 
operators with SU(3)®SUs(2) irreducible tensor character can be constructed in a 
similar fashion. First the tensor character of the single-particle creation operators needs 
to be defined:
where a - 1/ 2  is understood. From this definition and the fact that the number operator 
afla is a scalar under SU(3)®SUs(2) transformations, where a  = (£AMa,M s), 
the tensor character of single-particle annihilation operator can be deduced:
89).)
(On),1/2 
-CA (6.11)
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The proper tensor t(a)^)n) is also sometimes denoted a ^ n\  Coupled operators can then 
be built by using SU(3) and SUs(2) coupling coefficients. For example, one-body 
operators are generated in the following way:
k  x 4 *ma.ms = 2  (-)42-"M2H ' /2-m'2((nO)e,yl, ;(0 n) -< y l2| | {X&eA)
£2A 2m A2'm s2
x ( A tmAt-A2 -m A2\ AM a){ 112 msi; 1/2 -m j2| SMs) < ^ /22,ra,  •
(6 . 12)
= 2  ;(0n) -e 2A 2 -m A2\ (Aju)eAM a)
£ \ A \m A \-m s\
£2A 2"‘A2'm s2
x (1/2 m.„; 1/2 -m s2\ SMs) < ^ l2,
where the single-barred St/(3) coupling coefficients, denoted by 1 -), are related to 
double-barred, denoted 1 I - )  and called reduced coupling coefficients or isoscalar 
factors, as follows:
(U liul)£iA lM M\(Xjil)e2A 2M a\ (kn)£AMA)Pu
= <(A1//,)eIyl, ;(^ u 2)e2yl2| | (A.fj)£A)Pu(A ]M Ai;A 2M a2\ AM a)
where the last factor in this expression is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for SU(2).
The coupling of two functions of creation operators, each function being a 
proper SU(3) tensor, is given by:
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T ^ X s  = H aX [f,'ls' x \eAMa,Ms
_  (6.13)
L  {(X]Mi)e[A ]M A];(X2/^)£2A 2M A2\Ufi)£AMA)
C\ A \ M  A \ ' M s\  e2A2M A2'Ms2
x (5,M„ ;52M.,215M5) / . ( a ^ X , * , ,  t2(a') e2A 2M A2’M s2~
The coupling of a function of creation operators to a function of annihilation operators, 
each function being a proper SU(3) tensor, is very similar:
rrp\2^M)<S /  t',('l|/<i).S] v  f ( n \iP2^ ^ 2 W '12^ ^  
I e A M A , M s - [ h K a  )  X h \ a )  \ £a m a ,m s
— ^  ^ _ ^ \ f ^ 2 - P 2 ' > - } ; E2 - M A 2 + S 2 ~  m S2
elAlM m ,M ,|
£2A2MA2'Ms2
x ((A1//,)e 1yl,M/ll ; ( ^ )  - M j  ( ty)£AM A)Pi2
x (5,Mtl ;52 - M j  SMs) h i a Y t f & t *
(6.14)
[The phase factor, |(A-jtt)-^e - M 4 , that enters in this case is a generalization for 
of the one introduced in Eqn. (6.12): |(/l-jU)-g£-> A  whenever fl=0, which applies 
for the single-particle case because then [Xjl) -> (Z7O).J
6.5 Matrix elements
Matrix elements of generic tensor operators between highest-weight 5(7(3) and 
SU(k) states can be evaluated as follows:
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([/]a(A M )eA M ,,[/*]|r“:;^ ; j [ / '] a '( A > ') e 'A 'M ; ,[ / '* ] )  
norm al 
o rd er in ( i j )
b,k
KH/* ;}
norm al 
o rd er in ( i , j )
where the label a Q stands for all additional quantum numbers that are required to 
distinguish independent operators that carry the same SU{3) tensor character and the 
HW designation in the bra and ket have been suppressed to simply the notation. 
Specifically, a0 includes the U(Q) and therefore the U(k') irrep labels, running indices 
associated with the imbedding of SU(3) in U{Q), and multiplicity labels associated with 
the internal SU(3) couplings. The W{ai}{/3j} factors involve sums and products of 
coupling coefficients for the group(s) used in building the tensor operator, for example, 
as can be seen from Eqn. (6.14), SU(3) isoscalar factors appear. In Eqn. (6.15) the 
products clib,a)w[a m )c[kel) are numbers while |fc)ket is a phase factor that
can be determined from the bra and ket particle occupancies. Labels associated with the 
U(k) subgroup chain have been suppressed because they are unique for [C/(f2)3 5 t/(3 )] 
®SU(k) highest-weight states.
The SU(3)®SUs(2) case is of special interest since the RME code is for it:
( y ] a a t i ) e A M A,SMs\rt
(6.16)
b,k  norm a! 
o rd er in ( / , ; )( a ,  H P ,)  
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In this expression the [/*] quantum numbers (which are fixed by the [/]s) have been 
replaced by 5 and M s . Likewise, the operator itself is now characterized by its 
SU s(2) labels in addition to its 5(7(3) quantum numbers. The p 0 label carries 
information about the coupling of the various 5(7(3) multiplets -  it is the p \2  in Eqns. 
(25) and (26). (For one-body and two-particle transfer operators pQ can be suppressed 
since these are multiplicity free cases, p Qmax = !)■ The matrix elements 
|/c)ket are easily evaluated using logical operations and bit manipulation 
procedures and results in an elementary phase factor for each term in the sum. (Recall 
that a^a (aa) are the creation (annihilation) operators that carry the occupation numbers 
related to the spatial [U(Q) and p] and spin [U(k) and r] configurations.
6.6 Reduced matrix elements
Matrix elements can be factorized into the product of reduced matrix elements 
(RMEs), which are independent of subgroup labels, and coupling coefficients for the 
corresponding group-subgroup chain by applying an extended version of the Wigner- 
Eckart theorem. This means the RMEs can be extracted from matrix elements that are 
evaluated in the most convenient group-subgroup geometry. For 5(7(3) applications, 
the canonical 5(7(3)z>5(7(2)®(7( 1) scheme is the simplest to use. The factorization for 
identical spin- ' / 2  particles in the 5(7(3)®5(7s(2) scheme is as follows:
(lf]a(Xp)£AMA,SMs\
= £  (a 'p ') ^A 'M A'-AXp<>)£,AMAo\ (Ap)eAMA)P(S'M/ ; S„M5 J SMs) 
x ([ /]« (Ap),5j 11 11 j [ f f] cf( A'p'),S')p.
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When the bra and ket in Eqn. (6.17) are highest-weight states, so the subgroup labels 
like e, A, M a , and M s  are unique, the e0, M , \0 and M s0 labels of the tensor must 
satisfy
and the (7l0p 0) follow the rule for coupling 5(7(3) representations, namely, 
(71 'p0®(7toPo) => (A/x)P, where p  is the number of distinct ways (Tl'pO and (Tip)
can be coupled via the (X0p 0) representation. The p  and A0 quantum numbers in Eqn. 
(6.17) are in one-to-one correspondence. Specifically, the number of matrix elements 
on the LHS of Eqn. (6.17), with A0 ranging over its allowed values -  see Eqn. (6.19), 
equals the number reduced matrix elements on the RHS of Eqn. (6.17) -  p  = 1,2, ..., 
Pmax:
£„ =  £ - £ ' ,  
m a = m a - m \ ,
Ms = Ms — M's,
(6.18)
while Ao and Sa follow the usual triangle rule for coupling 5(7(2) irreps,
A 0 = A + A ', A  + A '  - I ,  ...,\A -  A'\, 
S0 = 5  + 5 ' , 5 + 5 '- l , . . . , |5 - 5 ' | ,
(6.19)
(6 .20)
where ( ~ \ T_an_ |- )  are full matrix elements, the WA0p are a product of 5(7(3) and 
5(7(2) coupling coefficients, and ( - 111 T~ 111 -  )p are the reduced matrix elements. For
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highest-weight states the number of matrix elements (LHS) is the same as the number 
of reduced matrix elements (RHS); in other words, WA0p is a square matrix W of 
dimension pmax. The calculation of RMEs is therefore reduced to the task of solving a 
matrix equation
m = W r  (6.20a)
where the components of vectors m and r  in this equation are the full and the reduced 
matrix elements, respectively.
6.7 Algorithm in the SU3RME package (BahDra 94)
The SU(3) reduced matrix elements (SU3RME) package contains three separate 
main programs: H W SG E N , O P B G E N , and R M E G E N . These programs are illustrated in 
the block diagram shown in Fig. 6.4. They share some peripheral subroutines: the 
SU(3) coupling (Wigner and Racah) coefficient (SU3) package (AkiDra 73), the 
weighted searched tree (WST) package (ParDra 90, ParBah 94), and U T I L I T I E S  for 
handling error messages, expressing bit representations, generating input/output files, 
etc. A schematic for the full package is shown in Fig. 6.4. Details concerning each 
program in the package will be given below, but before proceeding it is important to 
point out a number of general features.
Firstly, all three main programs have been given a generic structure in order to 
support portability of the package; specifically, each has a front-end, which may require 
modification depending on the machine environment, and a kernel, which should not 
need changing. The only possible exception to the latter is an increase in the size of 
some internal arrays for special (large) applications. The kernels can be incorporated as
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subroutines into any program, for example, if it proves to be advantageous to generate 
output on the fly. An example of a required modification for the front-end programs 
would be when implementing the package in batch mode on an IBM-360 series 
machine running under an MVS operating system -  the standard input/output would 
then require a job-control-language file. And as for the kernels, the front-ends must be 
modified whenever a dimensionality overflow condition (which is flagged) is 
encountered.
Secondly, and this is important, the external SU3 and WST packages that are 
used require no modification. The SU3 package (catalogue number ACRM) (AkiDra 
73) used in this implementation of the SU3RME package is the latest X-version of that 
package [see documentation on the SU3 package by one of the authors]. The SU3 
package is used mainly for building tensor operators (O P B G E N ) and generating reduced 
matrix elements (R M E G E N ). The primary subroutines from the SU3 package are 
X E W U 3 and X W U 3. The WST package (ParDra 90, ParBah 94) — an extension of the 
balanced binary tree code BBTREE (catalogue number ABJR) (ParDra 89) — is used 
extensively for data storage and retrieval. It employs the AVL (Adefson-Velskii- 
Landis) binary tree logic (AveLan 62). Specifically, the WST package is a numerical 
database that is based on an AVL binary tree logic with a weight (value) assigned with 
each of its elements. The weight is defined by a user-supplied base-priority that gets 
updated (increased) every time the element is used. The lowest priority element in the 
tree is eliminated when the tree array is full and it becomes necessary to add another, 
higher priority entry. Each node in the tree consists of a set of integers: a subset for 
the key, another for information, and one integer each for the priority, left link and right 
link. It is important to note that the key may consist of one or more integer words and 
that data associated with the nodes can actually be stored in a separate array with the
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node information, which may also be more than one integer word in length, then used 
to point to the location in the external array where the node data (integer, real, logical, 
etc.) is actually stored. Users need only be concerned with the first two attributes: the 
key and its associated information. After a tree has been initialized using the subroutine 
TSET, the routines TCHK, TIN S, and TDEL are used to search, insert a node, and 
delete the lowest priority node from the tree, respectively.
Thirdly, the SU3RME package uses bit operations to implement a second- 
quantized formalism. Two techniques are employed in the present package. The first, 
which is called BIT TECHNIQUE I, employs generic bit procedures which are 
available in C/C++ as shift, and, or, and exclusive or operations and in FORTRAN77 
as the ISHIFT(m,n), IAND(m,«), IOR(m,n), and IEOR(m,n) functions. The second, 
which is called BIT TECHNIQUE II, uses the special bit functions IBSET(/?z,«) and 
IBCLR(m,«) that are part FORTRAN77. The function IBSET(m,«) sets the n-th 
(0<n<N) bit of the variable m to 1 (on) so it acts as a creation operator, while the 
function IBCLR(ra,n) sets the n-th (0<n<N) bit of the variable m to 0 (off) so it acts an 
annihilation operator. (N  is the maximum number of bits in an integer word, usually 
N= 32.) The only real difference between these special bit functions and the fermion 
second-quantized creation and annihilation operator language is that the former start 
with bit 0 while for the latter the counting normally starts with level 1.
In addition to using bit manipulation techniques for evaluating matrix elements, 
the programs use specially designed packing functions for tagging results with quantum 
labels and occupation numbers. The use of these packing functions saves storage and 
time in executing WST calls.
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(opb) 
standard input
hwsir.XX(hws)
standard input
OPBHWS
initlz su3cp
alopgenmpb
optlmappaij
sparse
(rme) opbw.XXhwsw.XX
standard input
su3cp
su3tlm
wigmat
melbar
rm3bar
rmew.XX
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F igure  6.4 Algorithms in the SU3RME package with standard input and named 
output files. There are three main programs in the package: HWSGEN, OPBGEN, and 
RMEGEN with primary subroutines HWS, OPB, and RME, respectively, and their 
secondary routines as indicated.
H W SG EN
The program  H W S G E N  generates highest-w eight states of the 
[U(Q)r>SU(3)]®U(k) scheme. The states are labeled by (A/r)[/*]. The [/*] labels of 
U(k) are used instead of the [/] of U(H) because k is always fixed whereas Q  depends 
on the shell number, Q={n+\){n+2)H. The kernel of this program is the subroutine 
HWS:
HWS ( i n f i l e ,  l o g f i l e ,  irm e , d s o lm a t ,  k e t s ,  l b t r e e ,  
m x so ln , m x k e ts , m x tr e e , i k e t s ,  i s o l n ,  n e t a  )
i n f i l e :  input file (formatted) unit number for specifying
quantum number sets. If i n f i l e  = 5, the unit is the 
default input device (terminal). See Section 5 for 
additional details.
l o g f i l e :  output log file (formatted) unit number for writing out
intermediate results. For no output log, set l o g f i l e  = 
0. See Section 5 for more details.
irm e  = 0: RME calculation is not executed; only one set of
quantum numbers is needed.
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d s o lm a t (* ):
k e t s  (* ): 
l b t r e e (—1 0 :* ’
m xsoln :
m xkets:
m x tree :
i k e t s :
i s o ln :
n e ta :
= 1: RME calculation is executed; two sets of quantum 
numbers, one for the final (bra) and another for the initial 
(ket) states, are required.
array for storing coefficients of highest-weight bit states, 
the c/c of Eqn. (6.7).
array for storing the bit states | k) of Eqn. (6.7).
a WST array for storing all quantum labels as keys with
indices pointing to k e t s  and d s o lm a t as data.
maximum array dimension of d so lm a t.
maximum array dimension of k e ts .
maximum array dimension of l b t r e e .
number of elements in k e ts .
number of elements in d so lm a t.
harmonic oscillator shell number n.
The three arrays l b t r e e ,  k e t s ,  and d s o lm a t  are stored in an unformatted file 
for possible later use.
Step 1 initializes all single particle bases of U(3)®U(k) states for a shell n and 
all coefficients for the raising operators Q * and C*y of Eqn. (6.4). This 
is done in the subroutine i n i t l z .
Step 2 generates all possible | k)s of Eqn. (6.7) in the subroutine genmpb.
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The following three steps are carried out in the subroutine a p p a i  j :
Step 3 applies the raising operators Czx and Cxy of £7(3), and Ay of U(k) to 
states generated in the subroutine genmpb and stores the coefficient dy  
of Eqn. (6.8) in a linked-list with the index pointing to the last element 
in the list stored as data in a weighted search tree that uses the final bit 
states | /) as its key. If one of the raising operators generates a new bit 
state, the new state is stored in the tree; otherwise, a new coefficient is 
added to the list and the data pointer is updated to ensure that there is no 
over counting.
Step 4 sets up a homogeneous linear system of equations in the highest-weight 
state expansion, following Eqn. (6.9).
Step 5 solves the system of equations by a row-subtraction procedure using the 
subroutine s p a r s e .
OPBGEN
The program OPBGEN generates SU(3) tensorial components of various 
products of creation and annihilation operators. Specifically, it constructs tensors for 
products of the type with 0<np<2 and 0<n/,<2 where np and tift are
independent (not necessarily equal) integer numbers. In this expression operator (atyv 
represents (np  times), etc. Since only SU(3) coupled tensors are generated in
the program, it is a generic routine that is not restricted to a specific internal spin 
structure and therefore can be used for various applications. The kernel of this program 
is the subroutine OPB.
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OPB( logfile, 
mxwcof,
logfile:
mltree(—10:
lbtree(-10:
lctree(-10:
mxtree:
m l t r e e ,  l b t r e e ,  l c t r e e ,  m x tr e e ,  dwigsu3, 
nx )
output log file (formatted) unit number for writing out 
intermediate results. For no output log, set logfile = 
0. See Section 5 for more details.
*): a WST array for storing S£/(3)-coupled products of
creation operators which uses (A/i), 2A, and Nz as keys 
and an index which points to a linked-list of Nx and Ny 
values as data. Recall that Nz and e are related to one 
another in a simple way, see Eqn. (6.1). This tree is 
used to generate tensors for ( a t ) n />+1 from those for
( f l t ) « P.
*): a WST array for storing 5(7(3)-coupled tensors, using
and particle occupation 
numbers as keys and an index which points to dwigsu3 
and the maximum p \ 2  value as data.
*): a WST array for storing SU(3) tensors, using (Aju), 2A,
and particle occupation numbers as keys and an index 
pointing to dwigsu3 as data. This tree is used in the 
construction of new 5(/(3)-coupled tensors in RMEGEN 
whenever required tensors have not been previously 
calculated.
maximum dimension of m l t r e e ,  l b t r e e ,  and 
l c t r e e .
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dw igsu3  (* ): an array for SU(3) coupling coefficients of the coupled
tensors.
m xw cof: maximum array dimension of d w igsu 3 .
ik e t s :  number of elements in k e t s .
nx: number of elements in d w igsu 3 .
The arrays l b t r e e ,  l c t r e e ,  and d w igsu3  are stored in an unformatted file for 
possible later use.
Step 1 generates in the subroutine su 3 cp  all possible St/(3)-coupled operators 
for the product of creation (annihilation) operators of interest.
Step 2 generates the action of a single creation operator a t which is represented 
in terms of coefficients (a  | a t | /3) of the single-particle operator. This 
process is carried out in the subroutine called a lo p .
Step 3 generates the action of a 5f/(3) irreducible tensor of x-particle creation
operators represented by the coefficients of the operator. Tensor
operators are built up recursively from 2-particle, 3-particle, etc., 
constructions in the subroutine op tlm .
Step 4 generates the action of a SU(3) tensor [tiX ^] represented by the 
coefficients of the operator of Eqn. (6.13) or (6.14) without the SU{2) 
coupling parts. This is also done in the subroutine o p tlm . If t2  is a 
SI/(3)-coupled product of annihilation operators, the n 2 a  variable is set 
to be equal to the negative of the number of annihilation operators. For 
shell numbers n > 2 and except for one-body operators, this step is
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omitted, due to storage limitations, and is carried out as needed in the
program RMEGEN.
RM EGEN
The program RMEGEN calculates the matrix elements of the highest-weight 
states in the [St/(3)z>St/(2)®£/(l)] ® [Sf/s(2):r>t/(l)] scheme as well as the triple­
barred reduced matrix elements in the SU(3)®SUs(2) scheme. The kernel of this 
program is the subroutine RME.
RME( i n f i l e ,  l o g f i l e ,  n p , n h , d s o lm a t ,  k e t s ,  i s t r e e ,
d w su 3 , lw s u 3 , i b t r e e ,  i c t r e e ,  m xcop, m x top , d rm e, 
i r m t r e e ,  mxrme, m xtrm e, irm e , n e t a ,  m ltp  )
i n f i l e :  input file (formatted) unit number for specifying
quantum number sets. If i n f i l e  = 5, the unit is the 
default input device (terminal). See Section 5 for 
additional details.
l o g f i l e : output log file (formatted) unit number for writing out 
intermediate results. For no output log, set l o g f i l e  = 
0. See Section 5 for more details.
nh:
np: number or creation operators, 
number or annihilation operators.
The np  and nh determine the structure of the operator. 
For example, for a one-body operator np  = 1 and nh  = 
1, while for a two-body operator np = 2 and nh = 2.
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dsolmat(*):
kets (*): 
istree(—10:*)
dwsu3(*):
lwsu3(*): 
ibtree(-10:*)
ictree(—10:*)
mxcop:
mxtop:
id:
drme:
array for storing coefficients of highest-weight bit states, 
the Ck of Eqn. (6.7),
array for storing the bit states | k) of Eqn. (6.7). 
a WST array for storing all quantum labels as keys with 
indices pointing to kets and dsolmat as data. (Same 
as Ibtree in the program HWSGEN.) 
an array for 5(7(3) coupling coefficients of the coupled 
tensors. (Same as dwigsu3 in the program OPBGEN.) 
linked-list array for dwigsu3.
a WST array for storing Sf/(3)-coupled tensors, using 
[(A i//i)(A 2 / /2 ) ]p i2 ( ^ ) 2 A and particle occupation 
numbers as keys and an index which points to dwigsu3 
and the maximum p \ 2  value as data. (Same as Ibtree 
in the program O P B G E N .)
a WST array for storing 5(7(3) tensors, using 2A, 
and particle occupation numbers as keys and an index 
pointing to dwigsu3 as data. This tree is used in the 
construction of new 5(7(3)-coupled tensors in RMEGEN 
whenever required tensors have not be previously 
calculated. (Same as Ictree in the program OPBGEN.) 
maximum array dimension of dwsu3. 
maximum array dimension of ibtree and ictree. 
the current pointer for dwsu3. 
an array to store 5(7(3) reduced matrix elements.
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i r m tr e e :
mxrme:
m xtrm e:
irm e:
n e ta :
m ltp :
a WST array for storing 5(7(3) reduced matrix elements
which uses quantum numbers of the reduced matrix
elements as keys and an index pointing to drm e as data.
The quantum number [/] is omitted since it is unique for
a given 5 in the SU(3)®SUs(2) scheme.
maximum array dimension of drme.
maximum array dimension of i r m t r e e .
number of elements in drme.
harmonic oscillator shell number n.
number of internal symmetries associated with each level
(k=2 in this application).
The arrays i r m t r e e  and drm e are saved in an unformatted file for subsequent 
shell-model applications.
Step 1 generates all possible 5(/(3)-coupled operators for the product of the 
creation (annihilation) operators called for in the subroutine su3cp .
Step 2 generates all (some) possible 5f/(3)-coupled operators [t\xt2 ] where t\ 
(t2 ) is the 5(7(3)-coupled product of creation (annihilation) operators. 
This is done in the subroutine su 3 tlm .
Step 3 sets up the parameters for calculating the 5(7(3) reduced matrix 
elements.
Step 4 construction in the subroutine w ig m a t 5(7(3) W igner-coefficient 
matrices W ^ p -  where the subscript A  (p) indicates the 5(7(2) 
subgroup-chain quantum label (the 5(7(3)-coupling multiplets) -  which
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are used to extract 517(3) reduced matrix elements from the matrix 
elements of operators between the highest-weight states.
Step 5 calculates in subroutine m e lb a r  matrix elements of operators between 
highest-weight states of the SU(3)z>SU(2)®U(l) scheme, see Eqn. 
(6.16).
Step 6 extracts the reduced matrix elements in the subroutine rm 3 b a r  using 
L£/-decomposition, see Eqn. (6.20)
Input and output
The input and output for this package are described in Fig. 6.4. Three types are 
used: standard input and output (default unit numbers, 5 for the terminal and 6 for 
screen, are used), formatted files, and unformatted files. Each program (HWSGEN, 
OPBGEN, and RMEGEN) has its own standard input. All input variables can be entered 
as free-formatted data.
Only one formatted file is used as input for the HWSGEN and RMEGEN 
programs. This formatted file is for specifying quantum number sets of bra and ket 
states between which the reduced matrix elements of operators are to be calculated. The 
generic name that is used for this input file is h w s i r . XX, where XX is provided by the 
user. The first line (record) of this file is the title “o s c i l l a t o r  s h e l l  num ber 
( e ta )  ” which is followed (second record) by its actual numerical value n . The third 
record is the title assigned to the quantum numbers of the highest-weight bra and ket 
states, for example, for the SU(3)®SU(2) case the title “ lm mu f  *1 f  *2 lm mu 
f * l  f  *2” is an appropriate label. Records four, five, and so on, are the actual 
quantum number sets for the highest-weight bra and ket configurations. Note that the
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irreducible representation for the highest-weight states is determined by the 
quantum numbers. The file unit number is called i n f i l e , and in this case its default 
value is 15. If users run the programs interactively the value of this variable is set to 5.
The formatted output files are used to show intermediate results of a calculation. 
These output files, which are only generated when called for by the user, are stored for 
HWSGEN, OPBGEN, and RMEGEN under the code names hws . log, op b . log, and 
rme. log, respectively.
Unformatted files are used for storing information in WST arrays that can then 
be used in subsequent steps of the program. Each of the main routines, HWSGEN, 
OPBGEN, and RMEGEN generates this type of output. For an IBM/MVS environment 
these data sets (files) are allocated to have a block size of 32760 bytes with a record 
length of 1724 bytes. On UNIX-based systems there is no similar requirement. 
Subroutine w r d a ta  is used to store all arrays in an unformatted form. To keep this 
subroutine generic, the arrays are stored as 4-byte words. For integer arrays this is the 
usual method, but for real (double precision) variables whose arrays consist of 8-byte 
words, an extra dummy integer array is used to address each real array using an 
e q u iv a le n c e  statement.
1) The file hwsw. XX (unit 8) contains a single WST array and an associated data 
array. These two arrays are stored immediately following the oscillator shell 
number which is the first record in the file. The keys of the WST are packed 
quantum numbers with four folded into each 4-byte integer word. Specifically, 
the packing scheme uses the following inline function:
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ipack( i, j , k, 1 ) = ior( 1, ishft( ior(k, ishft( ior( j, 
ishft( i, 8)),8)),8))
(6 .21 )
In the SU(3)®SUs(2) scheme, the key is symbolically written as (X,nJ1/ 2 )- 
[The total number of particles is given by Np=f\+f2 and the spin by S=l/2(f\- 
/ 2 ). Recall that for highest-weight states, M$=S.] The first data entry in this 
tree is a packed integer which consists of: a) a pointer that points to where the 
starting state is located, and b) its size; similarly, the second data entry is a 
packed integer which consists of: a) a pointer to another data array where the 
coefficients of these states are stored, and b) the a-m ultiplicity of the 
U(Q)z2SU(3) reduction.
2) The file opbw . XX (unit 9) contains two WST arrays with a common data array 
consisting of SU(3) isoscalar factors which have the oscillator shell number as 
its first entry. The first WST is for quantum labels of unit tensor operators and 
an index pointing to where the corresponding data can be found. This set 
requires four integer-word keys: which are 
packed quantum numbers for the creation operators; and similarly, packed 
quantum numbers for the annihilation operators. The second WST is for 
quantum labels of tensors with two integer-word keys (0,X,p,2A) and packed 
particle occupation numbers and a pointer to the same data array. The second 
WST array is used as an intermediary for constructing new coupled tensors. 
All packed keys use the same inline function.
3) The file r m e .XX (unit 10) contains a WST array and its associated reduced 
matrix element data array. As above, these follow the oscillator shell number
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which is the first record of the file. The keys for this WST are five integer 
words: (A/^,A,/i,2S)bra> (Np,X,}i,2S)'ket, (np ,2S \,X \,fi \ ,c i\)Ta), (n/j52S2, 
2^>A*2>otket)> and {2S0,P \2 ^ o^ o^P)- The packing of four quantum numbers 
follows Eqn. (6.21), while when five quantum numbers are packed into a 
single word the following inline function is used:
ipack( i, j, k, 1, m ) = ior( m, ishft( ior( 1, ishft( ior( 
k, ishft( ior{ j, ishft( i, 4)),8)),8)),8))
(6 .22)
CHAPTER 7 
PAIRING AND QUADRUPOLE INTERACTIONS
The pairing and quadrupole-quadrupole interactions are important elements of 
the nuclear Hamiltonian. Indeed, the pairing-plus-quadrupole model (Bel 59) has been 
widely used to simulate both few-particle non-collective and many-particle collective 
features of nuclei (BesSor 69). Incorporating these residual two-body interactions into 
a shell model theory represents a big step towards the inclusion of truly realistic 
nucleon-nucleon interactions, especially as compared to a naive single-particle picture. 
The simplicity as well as the power of the pairing-plus-quadrupole model lies in its 
separability into particle-particle and particle-liole parts (RinSch 80). In this chapter we 
study the role pairing plays in determining the structure of strongly deformed nuclei. 
The traditionally held view that pairing favors spherically symmetric distributions is 
challenged: by working in a complete (untruncated) shell model space we demonstrate 
that pairing correlations favor strongly deformed triaxial shape distributions.
7.1 Pairing Interaction and Its Symmetry
The pairing that is employed in nuclear physics is a superconducting interaction 
for particles in rotational motion (BohMot 58). The Hamiltonian for the pairing 
interaction is normally expressed as
HP = - G  J fe Qalaiaapap = - G P  (7.1)
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where a  and /3 are sets of single-particle quantum numbers with a  and [i are their time- 
reversed partners, respectively, and the sum is over positive orientations only21 (i.e., 
m a> m p > 0 ,  where m labels the angular momentum projection of the single-particle 
basis states). The fermion creation (annihilation) operators a t  (a) obey the 
anticommutation relation of Eqn. (5.24). Eqn. (7.1) is the particle-particle 
representation of the pairing interaction. In the .//-coupling scheme, this Hamiltonian 
reduces to
HP = %  X  (-)MVo' + i ) ( /  + i ) K  x a+T  x W  x al' f  (?-la)
where I is the single-particle orbital angular momentum corresponding to the single­
particle total angular momentum j. For a single 77-shell, the phase factor drops out 
because the orbital angular momentum values are then either all even or all odd. (If the 
pair-creation (annihilation) operator couples to a tensor with angular momentum 7=2, 
one gets quadrupole pairing.)
Evidence in support of a superconducting picture for nuclei is the existence of 
an energy gap between the ground state (JK = 0+) and a nearly degenerate low-lying set 
of states (J K = 2+, 4+, 6+, ...) in the spectra of even-even nuclei that are just a few 
nucleons from being closed shell systems. The energy gap due to pairing is normally 
on the order of 1 MeV in contrast to about 10 MeV for the shell separation distance and 
about 100 keV for the excitation energy of a typical collective J n = 2+ rotational mode. 
This situation is different from the one found in odd-A nuclei where the single-particle 
features couple to the collective degrees of freedom and in so doing yields a much more 
complicated picture.
21T he other orientation is  included by taking into account tim e-reversed partners in the sum .
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Pairing correlations are normally attributed to the short-range part of the 
nucleon-nucleon interaction, as this part of an interaction is most effective between 
(7=0)-coupled pairs. This can be understood by considering the density distribution of 
the time-reversed states \jm) and \j-m). Apart from a dependence upon spin, it should 
be clear that the spatial overlap of two nucleon densities is a maximum if the nucleons 
have the same j  and \m\ values. For a short-range attractive interaction the configuration 
in which the two nucleons orbit with opposite m values is therefore energetically 
favored (a configuration where the two nucleons orbit with the same m values is not 
allowed by the Pauli principle). The additional requirement of rotational invariance 
means that 7=0 pairs are energetically favored. In a coordinate representation (angular 
part only), a paired configuration is described by
{nlj,nlj}7=0,M=0) °c I  S  jm)(l -m ,\ \  -m \ j  -m)
{ 12 )
x ( - r y n',;( ^ ) y ' m;( A )  %m(\)x-mp )  ~  2 i ± ±  />(C0s e n ) s 12,
where 0 \ 2  is the angle between the two nucleons and S 12 is the singlet two-nucleon 
spin function. Notice that the second proportionality sign in Eqn. (7.2) hides all the 
required Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.
The fact that a paired nucleon configuration has a dependence on the relative 
orbital angular momentum of the particles suggests that pairing could be associated with 
the concept of deformation, specifically for MO states. However, in the laboratory 
system, one sees a spherically symmetric distribution because there is no preferred 
orientation for the system. What we have is a linear combination of orbitals that are 
oriented in three different spatial directions for p-states, five for 7-states, seven for/-  
states, and so on. Hence, a spherically symmetric state in the laboratory frame of
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reference does not necessarily imply a spherical intrinsic geometry. To properly sort 
out the notion of shape one must introduce the concept of an intrinsic frame of 
reference. (See. Ch. 2 for the general case.) This result is different from what emerges 
from a mean-field analysis of short range correlations (KumBar 68).
For a system with only pairing as a residual interaction, one can solve the 
problem exactly by using the seniority coupling scheme (Rac 43, Flo 52) which can be 
expressed elegantly in terms of the quasi-spin formalism (Ker 61). We will not discuss 
this formalism in detail, except to write down some basic definitions and the result for 
the total energy of such a system. We define the quasi-spin operators by
where N  is an operator that counts the number of particles and Q  is one-half the 
degeneracy of the shell (£2=j+\/2 for fermions in a single /-shell or £2=(ri+l)(r]+2)/2 
for fermions in a single 77-shell of the oscillator). These three operators satisfy the 
usual angular momentum commutation relations and we can apply angular momentum 
coupling techniques to construct many-particle basis states. The application of the 
raising (lowering) operator S+ (S_) increases (decreases) the number of particles by 
two. Finally, we can express the pairing Hamiltonian as
S+ cCffla,
a >  0
(7.3)
H P = -  G S+S_
= -G(s2-sl  + s0),
(7.4)
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with total energy eigenvalues
E(S) = - G  { S ( S + l ) - \ ( N - n ) ( N - £ 2 - 2 ) } ,  (7.5)
where the quasi-spin quantum number S can take on all values 12/2, (I2/2)-l, (£2/2)-2, 
\(Q/2)-(NI2)\. As an alternative to 5, we can use the so-called (generalized) 
seniority quantum number v (Rac 43) which is given by the relation
S = ± ( Q - v ) ,  (7.6)
where v=0, 2, 4, ..., N  for N  even, or v= 1, 3, 5, ..., N  for N  odd. The total energy is
then given by
E { v ) = - Q ( N - v) { 2 Q - v - N  + 2) .  (7.7)
The seniority quantum number refers to the number of unpaired particles. The 
excitation energy from the ground state (v=0) to the first excited state (v=2) is called the 
pairing gap and is given by the expression
A -  E(v=2) -  E{v=0)~ G Q. (7.8)
The energy spectra for particles in the ds and ^ -shells are shown in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2.
For the case of a single j-shell with j=l/2  or less, the basis states can be 
uniquely specified using the 4 quantum numbers (N  v, J  and M) of the seniority 
scheme: 0  < %) v J M j . In general the states are labeled as | (jj ,. .  ,jk) NocvJM), for 
example j (fp )4 oc=\, v=2, 7=2, M - 0), where a  is a running integer index that is used
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F igure 7.1 Energy spectrum for a pure pairing interaction among particles in the ds- 
shell. Not all angular momentum quantum numbers J  are shown because the 
degeneracy of the levels is very high. Recall that for the ds-shell 0=6. The energy 
levels for 8, 10, 12 particles have been shifted up by 2, 4, 6G, respectively, to display 
the particle-hole symmetry.
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Figure 7.2 A similar spectrum to Fig. 7.1 for particles in the ^?-shell. Energy 
levels for 12 particles are shifted up by 2G.
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to distinguish multiple configurations within the (NvJ) set. The labels are related to the 
group structure of the quasi-spin coupling scheme (Hec 73)
It is instructive to give an estimate for the size of the matrix elements of the 
quadrupole operator between the ground state (v=0) and the first excited state (v=2) for 
an even number of particles within a single degenerate shell. In quasi-spin space, any 
even-rank spherical tensor (in SUj(2) space), like the quadrupole operator, acts as the 
zeroth-component of a quasi-spin vector (S=l, So=0) (RinSch 80, Tal 93). Using the 
Wigner-Eckart theorem for quasi spin, we therefore find that
From this expression and known values for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients one can 
deduce the dependence of the quadrupole transition probability on N  and £2.
U(2£2) 3  Sp(2£2) id SUj{2) 3  £ / ( l ) ,  
N  a  v J  M
(7.9)
(N a  v=0, 7=0, M\ Q01N a  v=2, 7=2, M)
= (S=£2/2 S0| Q0 \S’=£2/2-\ S0)
= (S'=£2/2-\ S0; 1 0 |S=Q/2 S0)(£2/2-\\\Q\\£2/2).
(7.10)
| (V=0,7=0,M| Q0 |v=2,7=2,M) f oc | (S’=£2/2-1 S0; 1 0| S=£2/2 S0) f
(7.11)
This shows that the collective effect for quadrupole transition probabilities in the 
seniority coupling scheme is proportional to the product of number of particle pairs and 
hole pairs. Note also that the strength is greatest for mid-shell nuclei (N=£2) where the
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F igure 7.3 Relative quadrupole collectivity of ground states is plotted against the 
number of valence particles in the pseudo-#? shell (t]=3). The triangular labels indicate 
(Q-Q) for a pure pairing interaction and the crosses are for a traditional single-particle 
picture in which (Q-Q) is proportional to A4/3 (RinSch 80). This particular example 
corresponds to taking ,32Sn as a core (so A=134, 136, 150 for N=2, 4, ..., 18,
respectively). In each case the measure is with respect to the corresponding (Q-Q(2)) 
value, hence the values of unity for N=2 case.
number of pair condensates in the ground state is a maximum. Recall that the transition 
probability is also proportional to (Q-Q) which is an invariant measure of the 
deformation. A more detailed picture of the structure of these condensed states will
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emerge in the next section where we will investigate their geometry as revealed through 
a 517(3) shell model picture.
As an illustration of this, in Fig. 7.3 the relative quadrupole collectivity 
{Q-Q(N))/{Q-Q(2)) of ground states is plotted versus the number of protons in the 
pseudo-_/p shell. The example shown is for 132Sn as a core. (The corresponding 
nuclides are therefore 134Te, 136Xe, 138Ba, ..., 148Dy, assuming that the protons fill 
the normal parity space, only.) Using the sum rule prediction, the single- 
particlequadrupole collectivity (Q Q) is proportional to A4/3 (RinSch 80). (Recall that 
A is the total number of nucleons and that N  is the number of valence particles.) We 
will see later, in Sect. 7.3, that the pairing interaction favors the state with high 
asymmetry.
7.2 Quadrupole Interaction and Its Symmetry
Quadrupole-quadrupole interaction (abbreviated quadrupole interaction in what 
follows) is the leading term (besides a simple constant) in a multipole expansion of any 
generic long-range nuclear interaction.
where the quadrupole operator Q, which is the same as defined earlier, can be written in 
the second-quantized form (spherical coordinates) as
h q = - ^ x Q Q  
= - { x i 2 i-YQn Q-n
(7.12)
(7.13)
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From a physical perspective, this interaction is of high importance due to the strong 
B(E2) enhancement observed in experimental data across the periodic chart of the 
nuclides. The observed enhancement is from a factor slightly greater than one to over 
200 times the single-particle estimates for normally deformed nuclei and up to as much 
as 2000 in superdeformed structures. This interaction also has some very beautiful 
algebraic properties because it is composed of generators of the symplectic Lie algebra 
sp(3,R) (RosRow 80). (Some authors write sp(6,R) for sp(3,R) because the 3 
coordinates and 3 conjugate momenta are elevated to the same level in a symplectic 
theory.) As long as the quadrupole interaction is the dominant part of a realistic 
effective Hamiltonian, which is the case for deformed nuclei, the eigenstates of the 
system are dominated by leading irreps of the symplectic group.
The generators of the sp(3,R) algebra can be written in many ways, but only 
two are normally used in nuclear theory. The first expresses the generators as bilinear 
products of the coordinates and momenta (Cartesian geometry), namely
where K  is a kinetic energy tensor and D is a dilation tensor. The symmetric parts of 
the dilation tensors generate shear (deformation), and the antisymmetric parts are the 
usual orbital angular momenta. The second gives the generators of sp{3,R) as bilinear 
forms in oscillator creation and annihilation operators (RosDra 84):
(7.14)
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i , j  =  x , y , z
(7.15)
where as we encountered earlier in Ch. 5, the B+(B~) is are quadrupole-phonon22 
creation (annihilation) operators and the C are the usual SU(3) generators. The second 
form is easier to adapt to 5(7(3) shell-model calculations. The symmetric parts of the 
5(7(3) generators yield the Elliott quadrupole operators while the antisymmetric ones 
give the usual angular momenta.
The group structure for basis states of the symplectic shell model is
Even though Q is a generator of sp(3,R), the Hamiltonian in Eqn. (7.12) does not have 
sharp eigenvalues in this scheme because it cannot be expressed as a function of 
Casimir invariants of groups in the Sp(3,R) 3  5(7(3) 3  5(9(3) chain. Moreover, since 
the Sp(3,R) group is non-compact,23 shell-model calculations for this Hamiltonian are 
extremely time-consuming. Nevertheless, an 5(7(3) analysis of calculated ground 
states shows that the 0 tico shell accounts for typically 70% of the multi-shell 
distribution (BahDra 90, CasHes 91, TroDar 94). In what follows, we will restrict our 
space to a single major oscillator shell.
22T his realization  is valid  for large sh ell num bers; sp ec ifica lly , in these  ca se s  the algebra generated by 
B + and B~  contracts to  the W ey l a lgebra w (6 ) (R o sR o w  8 3 ). In practice, th is app roxim ation  w orks  
w ell even  for shell m odel ca lcu lations for  24M g (B ahD ra 90).
23P h y sica liy , sy m p lec tic  sh ell m odel c a lcu la tio n s are eq u iva len t to in c lu d in g  m u ltip le  2 f l (0  o n e-
particle-on e-h ole  excitation s into the basis.
5p(3,R) 3 5(7(3) 3 50(3) 3 50(2). 
N(kjjQ p  (Afi) k  L M l
(7.16)
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When we restrict the action of Q to a single major oscillator shell, it possesses 
SU(3) dynamical symmetry. In fact, the Hamiltonian in Eqn. (7.12) then reduces 
trivially to (Ell 58, Ell 58)
He = ~ \ %  (4C2(/l/f) -  3L2). (7.17)
One sees immediately that the origin of a L(L+1) rotational spectrum within each (Afi) 
arises due to the deformation (see Fig. 7.4), specifically the energy levels are given as
£(A ,//,L ) = - i ^ [ 4 { A 2 + Zfi + y 2 + 3(A + / / ) } - 3L(L + 1)]. (7.18)
Assuming a quadrupole strength parameter that is constant across the shell, we can also 
study the enhancement of B(E2) values — which can also be characterized by the 
quadrupole collectivity (Q-Q) — due to the quadrupole interaction (see Fig. 7.5). As 
was done above for the case of pairing, in this analysis the collectivity is again 
normalized to the value for 2 particles. The results show that the collectivity due to the 
quadrupole interaction is more pronounced than that due to the pairing interaction.
Figure 7.4 Energy level spectrum for a pure quadrupole-quadrupole interaction 
with 6 particles in the ^ p-shell. Only the five lowest SU(3) irreps are shown in the 
diagram. A few orbital angular momentum quantum numbers L are given to the left of 
the level they correspond to help sort out the rotational structure. To obtain the total 
angular momenta J, L must be coupled to the intrinsic spin S according to the rules of 
angular momentum vector addition. The spin for SU(3) irreps (12 0), (6 6), and (8 2) 
is S=0, while for (9 3) and (7 4) it is 5=1.
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Figure  7.5 The same as Fig. 7.3, but now including the collectivity generated by 
the quadrupole interaction. In generating this schematic diagram, the quadrupole 
strength x  was ta^e to be a constant, independent of N. For comparison, the 
collectivity of the paired ground states as well as the single-particle collectivity are also 
given. In each case the collectivity measure is normalized relative to the corresponding 
2 particle result. Recall that the collectivity of the quadrupole interaction is the 
maximum that can be achieved in the space under consideration.
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7.3 Pairing and SU (3) ... Pairing-Plus-Quadrupole Model
If one wants to study the pairing-plus-quadrupole model (PQM) in a shell 
model context it is best to do it in the SU(3) scheme rather than a seniority or some 
other coupling scheme. Why 5(7(3)? First of all, the observation of strongly enhanced 
quadrupole transition strengths teaches us that the quadrupole interaction is the 
dominant component of the two-body interaction. Putting pairing in serves to soften 
(not destroy) the goodness of the 5(7(3) symmetry. Secondly — which is more 
interesting — in the SU(3) scheme we can very easily assign a geometry (up through 
quadrupole degrees of freedom) to calculated eigenstates. (In other coupling schemes 
this would require the use of a projection prescription, taking overlaps of calculated 
eigenstates with other calculated eigenstates that have sharp eigenvalues for the 
quadrupole operator.) In short, the SU(3) scheme is in keeping with the geometric 
collective model picture initiated by Bohr and Mottelson. Specifically, one can 
interchange the (/Jy) variables with the (Xfi) quantum numbers for measures of the 
deformation. In this sense the SU(3) shell model bridges the gap between the 
macroscopic collective model and the traditional microscopic shell model.
First we will consider the evaluation of the matrix elements of a pure pairing 
interaction in the SU(3) shell model. In the SU(3) basis this interaction spans nearly 
the complete set of two-body 5(7(3) tensors that are rotational scalars (l0=0 and so=0). 
Because of this feature, the pairing interaction couples different 5(7(3) irreps, but 
without mixing spatial and spin symmetries associated with U(Q) and SUs(2), 
respectively. The 5(7(3) tensor decomposition of the pairing interaction is given by
* ’•— ‘'aftsssesr'ta (7-ib)
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where {/ (2) is a two-body SU(3) unit tensor and P {...} is
,_____________  (7.19)
- S ( - ) WV (2 / + m i ' + \ ) ( m h m i \ \ a ^ n  o)
0)((A,/t,)l 0 ; ^  ^)1  0||(Ao//o)l 0)Po.
The expression for P{...} in Eqns. (7.1b) and (7.19) is obtained from Eqn. (7.1a) 
using j j —>ls recoupling and then 5’f/(3)r)5<9(3) coupling. Table 7.1 gives numerical 
values for P {...) for the r}=3 (/p-shell).
From Eqns. (7.1) and (7.12), the Hamiltonian for the pairing-plus-quadrupole 
model is given by
H  = H0- G P - \ x Q Q  (7 -20>
where H0 is just the spherical harmonic oscillator — which is simply a constant for a 
fixed shell 77. To study the effect of each part of the interaction, we vary the values of 
G and %. A reasonable value for G in the ^ p-shell is G = 0.10 MeV as this yields an 
energy gap of A = 1 .0MeV,24 while for the quadrupole interaction 2  = 0 . 0 1  MeV 
produces a typical rotational band with = 0.09 MeV.
As already shown in Fig. 7.4-5, ground states of a pure pairing interaction 
show enhanced quadrupole collectivity (see also Table 7.2). Moreover, as we shall see 
in Sect. 7.5, the decomposition of a seniority zero state in terms of SU{3) basis states 
shows that the leading 517(3) irrep — which is the ground state of the quadrupole
24T he determ ination o f  G  depends strongly  on h ow  o n e  inclu des the m odel sp a ce  into  the calcu lation , 
sp ec ifica lly  on  the degeneracy o f  the sh ell (single-y vs s in g le -T] sh ell). A  m ore general treatm ent o f  the 
pairing interaction a llo w s for the G  param eter to have a depend en ce on sh ell num bers but this is  outside  
the sco p e  o f  the present d iscussion .
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Table 7.1 Tensor decomposition of the pairing interaction. The coefficient P {...} 
is defined in Eqn. (7.19) of the text. Note that no single term dominates the expansion 
and there is an unexplained vanishing of the second occurrence of the (2 2 ) x (2 2 ) —> 
(22) coupling in the,/p-shell (rj=3).
(h P i) pUoPo) P {- }
7 7= 3
( 6  0 ) ( 0  6 ) 1 ( 0  0 ) -0.66143
( 2  2 ) ( 2  2 ) 1 ( 0  0 ) -0.28868
( 6  0 ) ( 0  6 ) 1 ( 2  2 ) 1.19059
( 6  0 ) ( 2  2 ) 1 ( 2  2 ) -0.91652
( 2  2 ) ( 0  6 ) 1 ( 2  2 ) -0.91652
( 2  2 ) ( 2  2 ) 1 ( 2  2 ) 0.54772
( 2  2 ) ( 2  2 ) 2 ( 2  2 ) 0.00000
( 2  2 ) ( 2  2 ) 3(2 2) 0.64808
( 2  2 ) ( 0  6 ) 1 ( 0  6 ) -0.79372
( 2  2 ) ( 2  2 ) 1 ( 0  6 ) 0.61101
( 6  0 ) ( 2  2 ) 1 ( 6  0 ) -0.79372
( 2  2 ) ( 2  2 ) 1 ( 6  0 ) 0.61101
( 6  0 ) ( 0  6 ) 1(4 4) -1.69926
( 6  0 ) ( 2  2 ) 1(4 4) 1.34164
( 2  2 ) ( 0  6 ) 1(4 4) 1.34164
( 2  2 ) ( 2  2 ) 1(4 4) -0.83666
( 2  2 ) ( 0  6 ) 1 ( 2  8 ) 1.40712
( 6  0 ) ( 2  2 ) 1 ( 8  2 ) 1.40712
( 6  0 ) ( 0  6 ) 1 ( 6  6 ) 2.73998
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Table 7.2 The expectation value of quadrupole collectivity and its uncertainty (see 
Eqns. (7.22) and (7.27)) in seniority zero ground states of the pure pairing interaction. 
Note that the collectivity is a maximum for a pure quadrupole interaction.
N (Q'Q) pair {Q'Q)max (Q'Q)pair/(Q'Q)max
2 180±55 (30.5%) 216 83.3+25.5%
4 320±130 (40.6%) 456 70.2±28.6
6 420±182 (43.3%) 720 58.3±25.3
8 480±213 (44.4%) 792 60.6±26.9
1 0 500±224 (44.8%) 792 63.1±28.3
1 2 480±213 (44.4%) 792 60.6±26.9
14 420±182 (43.3%) 720 58.3±25.3
16 320±130 (40.6%) 456 70.2±28.6
18 180±55 (30.5%) 216 83.3±25.5
interaction — contributes an appreciate amount to the ground state of a pure pairing 
interaction. To study the transition from the pure pairing limit to a pure quadrupole 
interaction, an increase of the quadrupole strength parameter x  must be accompanied a 
corresponding decrease in the pairing strength G.
We now take a closer look at eigenstates of the pairing-plus-quadrupole model. 
First consider the two particle case. Under a pure pairing interaction there are only two 
energy levels: a non-degenerate v= 0  ground state and a collection of highly degenerate
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v=2 excited states. With a pairing strength G=1 unit (and £=0), these two sets of 
levels are separated by A=10 units (/p-shell with f2=10). At the other extreme (a pure 
quadrupole interaction with G=0 and £=0.16), we find several rotational sequences 
with many distinct energy levels. One can trace the transition from a pure pairing 
scenario to a pure quadrupole limit by increasing the quadrupole strength £  and 
simultaneously reducing the pairing strength G (see Fig. 7.6-7). Without giving a 
detailed SU(3) basis state decomposition, one can see from the figure the result of 
strong mixing between the (A/l)L = ( 6  0)0 and (2 2)0 irreps in the calculated 7=0 
eigenstates. This mixing is indicated by a strong level repulsion between two of the 
7=0 states as one increases (reduces) the quadrupole (pairing) strength. The other 
eigenstates spread out more or less linearly from the degenerate set found in the pure 
pairing limit. Notice that the particular combination of £=0.125 and G=0.23 displays 
an energy spectrum that is similar to a vibrational band (equally spaced energy levels 
for 7=0, 2, 4, and 6 ) of the geometric collective model (GCM). (This is especially true 
for the first three of these levels, see Fig. 7.8). One difference between the PQM and 
the GCM is that for the former the levels are limited at the top by 7=6. A second 
difference is that the O2  and 2 2  states of the GCM are not present in the PQM. A third 
difference is that the degenerate O3 , 2 3 , 3j, 4 2 , and 6 1  levels of the GCM are not 
degenerate in the PQM.
One can also learn about the nature of the PQM by considering changes in its 
eigenvalue spectrum as a function of the total angular momentum and particle number. 
Fig. 7.9-15 show energy level systematics for 4 and 6  particles in thefp-shell.
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Figure 7.6 Energy levels o f the pairing-plus-quadrupole model are shown as a 
function of the parameters % and G which range from the pure pairing limit (%=0) to the 
pure quadrupole limit (G=0) for (fp)2 with 5=0. The paired states are characterized by 
the (generalized) seniority quantum number v. There is strong mixing between the 
(A/x) = (6 0) and (2 2) irreps of the 5£/(3) basis states in the paired eigenstates. The 
eigenstates of the pure quadruple interaction are characterized by 517(3) irreps labels. 
(For realistic applications, 1 unit = 0.1 MeV.)
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F igure  7.7 The same as for Fig. 7.6 but with a smooth variation in the parameters. 
Notice the vibrational-like band for ,£=0.125 and G=0.23.
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Figure 7.8 Comparison of energy levels of the pairing-plus-quadrupole model 
(PQM, ^=0.125 and G=0.23) with those of the vibrational limit of the geometric 
collective model (GCM, vibrational parameter taken to be 2.87 units).
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F igure  7.9 Energy levels for ifp)^J=0 states as a function of the parameters % and 
G  of the pairing-plus-quadrupole model.
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Figure 7.10 The same as Fig. 7.9 but for ( f p ) 4 J =  2.
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Figure 7.12 The same as Fig. 7.9 but for ( f p ) 4 J = 4.
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Figure 7.13 The same as Fig. 7.9 but for ( f p ) 4 J = 6 .
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Figure 7.14 The same as Fig. 7.9 but for (/p)6y=0.
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7.4 Degeneracy Rem oval in the a-  and ic-M ultiplicities of S U (3) and for 
SU (3) C onjugate P airs
A pure quadrupole interaction does not distinguish multiple occurrences of a 
given (X/i) irrep in the U(£2)z>SU(3) reduction. This a-multiplicity, as it is called in 
this dissertation, is associated with distinguishable particle configurations that give rise 
to the same deformation. For example, the (4 4) irrep of SU(3) for (fp)6 occurs 5 times 
within the [23] irrep of 17(10) (see Table 7.3 for the complete labeling scheme). The 
structure of a many-particle state with multiplicity a  is determined through a Gram- 
Schmidt orthogonalization procedure that is part of the SU3RME package (BahDra 94) 
without regard for any underlying physics;25 nevertheless, for a given (Xp) in [/] of 
U(Q) the a  label that is attached to each and every state is unique and independent of 
the angular momenta L (and consequently, J).26
Figs. 7.9-15 show that the pairing interaction lifts the a-degeneracy. The 
energy separation of levels with different a  values changes as the parameter strengths 
X  and G vary, with the levels converging into a degenerate set in the limit of a pure 
quadrupole interaction. In Fig. 7.9 for | (fp)4,J= 0) states (where a-multiplicities first 
occur, with « max=2 for the (4 4) and (2 2) 517(3) irrep, respectively), the 0=2 state lies 
lower than the a= 1 state whenever there is a-multiplicity. A similar behavior shows 
up in Fig. 7-14 for | (fp)(\J=0) states, specifically the a max states lie lowest. (The re­
labels are not shown in the figure because the separation of the energy levels is not big 
enough.)
25T he determ ination  o f  a  is  d on e  in the h ig h est-w eig h t-sta te  part o f  the S U 3 R M E  p a ck age . E ven  
though this determ ination  is a ccom p lish ed  by purely num erical m ethods, the HWSGEN program  o f  the 
package p icks the least com p lica ted  configuration  in term s o f  sin g le -p a rtic le  state projection  (nz, nx , 
iiy) first, the next least com plica ted  o n e  second , and so  on , out to the m ost com p lica ted  one.
2i5T he spin S  is  uniquely determ ined from  [/].
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The second type of degeneracy that occurs in the pure quadrupole interaction is 
the so-called ^-multiplicity.27 As mentioned in Ch. 2, the fc-multiplicity is attributed to 
different projections of orbital angular momentum L  on the principal axis. The K -  
degeneracy is also lifted by the pairing interaction for systems with more than two 
particles. (The energy levels with different sr-multiplicity remain degenerate for two 
particles, see Fig. 7.6-7.) Fig. 7.10 and 7.15 show the energy levels for 4 and 6 
particles having 7=2. Generally the k =  1 state lies lowest, as for | (fp)4,J=2) and 
I (fp)6,J=2) where the ^'-multiplicity is observed first, but there are exceptions such as 
the | (fp)6,(6 6),7=2) states where the k=2 state lies lower than the /e=l state.
The third type of degeneracy that occurs with a pure quadrupole interaction is 
due to conjugate pairs of 5/7(3) irreps, that is, (A/t) irreps have the same energy spectra 
as (jlX) irreps. This is easily understood because the Hamiltonian is composed of 
second order Casimir invariants of 5/7(3) and SO(3) groups which are symmetric 
under the interchange of A and (i. The pairing interaction lifts this degeneracy as well.
7.5 Geometry of Ground States of the Pairing-Plus-Quadrupole Model
In addition to the spectrum of energy levels (see. Fig. 7.1 and 7.2), by using 
the (A//) (fif) correspondence — see Eqns. (2.57) and (2.58), we can associate a 
geometry with any calculated eigenstate. Since the pairing interaction mixes 5(7(3) 
irreps which are associated with a definite intrinsic geometry, for a mixed configuration 
scenario we can introduce effective quantum numbers (AeffjUeff) which need not be 
integer and can be determined through the following relations
27T h is  d eg en era cy  can  b e  rem o v ed  by in troducing  L 2 , X 3 , and X4  in tegrity  b a sis  operators o f  the 
en v e lo p in g  algebra o f  the su (3) w ithout altering the (X p)  irreps (L es8 7 ) (se e  Ch. 2).
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(C2) — 4 s  f f  + -^e ft Me ft ■*" Meff ■*" 3 ( ^ t e f f  + Mef f X
( C 3)  =  ^ 7  [ ( ^ f e f f  ~  / ^ e f f ) ( ^ f e f f  "*■ 2 ^ e f f  ■*■ 3)(2Aeff + / x e ff  + 3)],
where the expectation value of an operator O in an eigenstate I y/v ) is given by
(7.21)
(0)v = {y/v\0\ \j/v)
(7.22)
= X  c'vCvjiti | O | <pj)
and where the basis states are
\4>) = \ N [ f ] c c a s ) K L ,  S - J M ). (7.23)
Since C2 and C3 are diagonal in the S’(7(3) basis, their expectation values in any 
calculated eigenstate are particularly simple:
where i runs over all possible SU(3) irreducible representations (A,•//,). By equating the 
results of Eqn. (7.24) with those expressed by Eqn. (7.21), a (Aeff//eff) f°r any state 
can be determined.
The variance or the second central moment of O in an eigenstate is another 
important quantity that is used in this analysis:
/ (7.24)
(7.25)
with its generalization, the n-th central moment, defined as
M„ = (vv\ ( 0 - ( 0 ) vy  \yrv). (7.26)
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In particular, the uncertainty or width of the operator O in an eigenstate, is determined 
by the square root of the variance,
AO = a  = s / (W v \{0 -{0 )v)2 \ y/v)
,___________ (7.27)
To give an even better characterization of the distribution, the skewness or normalized 
third central moment and the excess (kurtosis) which is determined by the fourth central 
moment can also be used (Cra 74), that is,
A
(7.28)C3 = ~ ^ ’
c = & - - 3  4 a 4
These normalized measures enter into a Gram-Charlier series approximation for the 
corresponding observable, specifically, a continuous distribution for the operator O can 
be constructed according to the probability (distribution) density
f (x)  = (l - h 3(x) + %  HJx))  <p(x), (7.29)
where Hn(x) is the Hermite polynomial of degree n , and (p(x) is a Gaussian. The
argument of the functions, x, is the standardized variable ^  ~( ®>v where the variable (0
is a c-number defining the observable O and cov = (0)v. The Gaussian (p{x) is explicitly 
written as
« x } = v k M - iJ^ \  a M )
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To make a connection with the geometric picture, Eqn. (7.24) can be expressed 
in the terms of (^-variab les (see Eqn. (2.57) as well):
<C2>v = f(A:2/J ;-3 ) ,
(7-31)
(C3)v = k'Pvcos (3 y„),
where for any particular nucleus k is a constant that is determined by the mean square 
radius, k = \ f i ^ A ( r 2') and the width of the (/fy)-variables can also be derived
a a 1 a AC2v 
^ " I ^ ( C 2)„ + 3 ’
(7.32)
Acos (3yv) = cos (3/^)
3 AC,„ 1 (A C3vY
[2((C2)v + 3)j " [ (C 3)VJ '
Fig. 7.16a displays the SU(3) basis state decomposition of calculated ground states 
(v=0) for a pure pairing interaction in this geometry. Notice that it is dominated by the 
most asymmetric 5/7(3) configuration {X,fi=X) or ( p 30°). Similar results, but with 
the quadrupole interaction added in (see ahead for further discussion of this matter) are 
shown in Figs. 7.16b and 7.16c. For the pure pairing case shown in Fig. 7.16a, the 
explicit decomposition of the paired state in terms of SU(3) basis states is given in 
Table 7.3.
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% basis state decom position for | ( fp )60+)
^ = 0 .0
6.60
4.18
25.03
28.13
6.48 14.10
1.32 3.34 10.83
0 2 4 6 8 10
Figure 7.16a The SU(3) basis state decomposition of \(fp)6 oc= 1, v=0, J=0), the 
ground state of pure pairing interaction. The area of each circle is proportional to the 
percentage of the corresponding basis state with the actual number written underneath. 
Whenever there is an a-multiplicity in the reduction U(C2)—>SU(3), the sum of all 
percentages is the number that is given.
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% basis state decom position for | ( fp )60+>
£=0.2
1.87
0.18 17.06
2.19
0.13 3.38
0.02 0.17
0 2 4 6 8 10
kfi
Figure 7.16b The 5/7(3) basis state decomposition of |C/p)60 |), the ground state of 
the pairing-plus-quadrupole model with relative strength £=0.2. Notice the dominance 
of quadrupole interaction over the pairing.
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%  basis state decom position for | ( fp )60 +) 
£ = 0 .4
0.36
0.02 4.05
0.32
0.01 0.66
0.00 0.02
0 2 4 6 8 10
kj3
Figure 7.16c The SU(3) basis state decomposition of | (fp)6 0 |), the ground state of 
the pairing-plus-quadrupole model with relative strength £=0.4. Notice the dominance 
of quadrupole interaction over the pairing.
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Table 7.3 Decomposition of | (f p )6 «= 1, v=0, J=0) in terms of St/(3) basis states 
for a pure pairing interaction (no single-particle energies).
i [/] a (A^) tc L,S;J \ci \2(%)
1 [23] 1 (12 0) 1 0,0;0 10.83
2 1 (6 6) 25.03
3 1 (8 2) 2.54
4 2 (8 2) 10.20
5 3 (8 2) 1.36
6 1 (2 8) 6.60
7 1 (4 4) 5.93
8 2 (4 4) 4.58
9 3 (4 4) 2.59
10 4 (4 4) 0.63
11 5 (4 4) 14.40
12 1 (6 0) 0.04
13 2 (6 0) 0.01
14 3 (6 0) 2.07
15 4 (6 0) 1.22
16 1 (0 6) 0.01
17 2 (0 6) 4.05
18 3 (0 6) 0.11
19 1 (2 2) 0.00
20 2 (2 2) 0.18
21 3 (2 2) 2.08
22 4 (2 2) 0.33
23 5 (2 2) 3.88
24 1 (0 0) 0.10
25 2 (0 0) 1.22
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Applying the averaging procedure of Eqns. (7.24) and (7.21) we find that the 
fully paired states are quite deformed — see Table 7.2 and use the fact that (Q Q) = 4 
(C2 ) for J%-  0+ ground states. Even though the width of the distribution is not very 
sharp, these measures show that the pairing induces significant deformation. By using 
Eqn. (7.29), Fig. 7.17 was generated and it shows a similar picture for /? which is 
proportional to the square root of the quadrupole collectivity.
To study the structure of the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian for a pairing-plus- 
quadrupole model it is useful to rewrite (7.20) as a single-parameter reduced 
Hamiltonian with interaction strength £ =%/G:
h = - P - ^ Q Q .  (7.33)
The quadrupole term dominates the interaction quickly even for small £ values (see 
Figs. 7.18 and 7.19). The parameter £, in principle, can span a wide range of values, 
for example, for ^/?-shell nuclei one can argue for values between 0.04-0.6. In 
addition to Fig. 7.17, we can see from Table 7.4-5 that the deformation due to the 
pairing interaction is not sharp as it displays an appreciable width in both the /3 and y 
variables. The width in (3 can be associated with a “/3-vibration” mode while the one in 
y corresponds to a “y-vibration” mode. The contribution of the quadrupole term 
decreases the widths as we expect; however, the relative width in yis still larger than 
that of /3 for £>0.6 where A/3//3<3%. Note that a vibrational-like spectrum emerges 
when £=0.54.
Table 7,4 Dependency of k/3 and its width on the pairing-plus-quarupole parameter q. The sign of the coefficients of 
skewness and excess are given in the parentheses and they do not change as tq increases. These signs are the ones from the 
expectation value of C2  operator. The positive (negative) value of the skewness signifies the tendency of the k(5 distribution 
toward more (less) deformed shape. And the positive (negative) excess signifies the peakedness (flatness) of the distribution. 
Because of the particle-hole symmetry nature of the interaction, the values for 12, 14, ..., 18 particles are identical to those 
for 8, 6, ..., 2 particles, respectively. See also Fig. 7.17.
% 2 prt. 4 prt. 6 prt. 8 prt. 10 prt. 12 prt. 14 prt. 16 prt. 18 prt.
0.0 4.61+0.66 6.07±1.19 6.93±1.46 7.39±1.60 7.54±1.65 7.3911.60 6.9311.46 6.0711.19 4.6110.66
(- ,-) (- ,-) (- ,- ) ( - - ) (- ,-) (- ,-) (- ,-)
0.2 4.94±0.34 7.01±0.57 8.70±0.64 9.18+0.61 9.26±0.57 9.1810.61 8.7010.64 7.0110.57 4.9410.34
0.4 5.00±0.21 7.15±0.33 8.96±0.29 9.37±0.31 9.39±0.30 9.3710.31 8.9610.29 7.15+0.33 5.0010.21
0.6 5.02±0.15 7.18±0.22 8.99±0.18 9.42±0.20 9.4210.20 9.4210.20 8.9910.18 7.1810.22 5.0210.15
0.8 5.0210.12 7.19±0.17 9.00±0.13 9.43±0.15 9.4410.15 9.43+0.15 9.0010.13 7.19+0.17 5.02+0.12
1.0 5.03+0.09 7.20+0.13 9.01+0.10 9.44±0.12 9.44+0.12 9.4410.12 9.0110.10 7.20+0.13 5.0310.09
CT\
Table 7.5 Dependency of /a n d  its width on the pairing-plus-quarupole parameter g. The sign of the coefficients of 
skewness and excess are given in the parenthesesand they do not change as £ increases. These signs are the ones from the 
expectation value of C3 operator. The positive (negative) value of the skewness signifies the tendency of the /distribution 
toward triaxial (symmetric, prolate) deformed shape. The values for 12, 1 4 ,..., 18 particles are identical to those for 8 , 6 , 
..., 2  particles, respectively, except for the opposite sign of the coefficients of skewness; hence, the positive (negative) value 
indicates the tendency toward symmetric, oblate (triaxial) deformed shape.
1 2  prt. 4 prt. 6  prt. 8  prt. 1 0  prt. 1 2  prt. 14 prt. 16 prt. 18 prt.
0 . 0 10.5±15.9° 20.0+15.4° 24.3+15.4° 27.3+16.0° 30.0±17.1° 33.7±16.0° 35.7±15.4° 40.0±15.4° 49.5±15.9°
(- ,-) (- ,-) (+.+) ( -+ ) (0 ,-) (+,+) (-,+) (+,-) (+ - )
0 . 2 7.4±10.0 15.0±7.9 11.4±12.4 21.5+9.8 30.0±12.9 38.5±9.8 48.6±12.4 45.0±7.9 52.6±10.0
0.4 6.9+7 .0 14.3±4.8 6.1±8.9 19.2±6.6 30.0±12.5 40.8±6.6 53.9±8.9 45.7±4.8 53.1±7.0
0 . 6 6.7±5.4 14.1±3.4 4.8±7.0 18.5±4.8 30.0+12.4 41.5±4.8 55.2±7.0 45.9+3.4 53.3±5.4
0 . 8 6.7±4.5 14.0+2.7 4.3+5.8 18.2±3.8 30.0+12.3 41.8±3.8 55.7±5.8 46.0±2.7 53.3±4.5
1 . 0 6.6±3.8 14.0±2.2 4.1±4.9 18.1±3.1 30.0±12.3 41.9±3.1 55.9±4.9 46.0±2.2 53.4±3.8
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F igure 7.17 A plot of the probability distribution of calculated ground states for 2,4, 
and 10 particles in the j/?-shell as a function of the deformation parameter /) for a 
pure pairing interaction (strength ratio £=0.0). Because of the particle-hole symmetry, 
the P values are symmetric with respect to mid-shell (10 particles). The area under the 
curve is normalized to unity. The proportionality constant k is related to the size of the 
nucleus, see Eqn. (7.30); specifically, k(3 sets the polar magnitude of (/Wf/reff)
(Xu)-plane. The parameter (3 is also proportional to the square root of the quadrupole 
collectivity. The number of particles is given on the top of the probability density 
function. The inset shows how the quadrupole interaction drives the system to be more 
deformed shapes and sharpens the eigenstates (ground states) in favor of purer SU(3)- 
like eigenstates. Notice that quadrupole interaction dominates very quickly.
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10/
654320
kj3
F ig u re  7.18 A plot of (/WfiUeff) for calculated ground states — which correspond to 
the (Pf) variables — for 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 particles in the ds-shell as functions of the 
normalized coupling strength Each grid circle (or point) corresponds to a possible 
(A/i) basis state in the cfc-shell. Circles of different size are used to indicates different 
numbers of particles. There are some common values, for example, some of the basis 
states for 2 particles overlap with some of those for 8 particles. The effective (A/i) 
values were obtained by the averaging procedure given by Eqns. (7.19) and (7.22). 
Crosses indicate an increment of 0.1 in £
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-o-
1086420
k/3
F igu re  7.19 A similar plot to Fig. 7.18 for ground state (Aeff/ieff) values of 2, 4, ..., 
and 18 particles in the^p-shell. The numbers are given as a function of the normalized 
coupling strength £  Instead of crosses as in the previous figure, the triangles are used 
here to indicate the increment of 0.1 in £
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7.6 Pairing Interaction in Multinomial Form
We have seen that the expression for the quadrupole interaction is more compact 
if it is written in the multinomial form; in fact, it is then just one simple operator. Can 
we do a similar thing with the pairing interaction; namely, will it simplify when it is 
expressed in multinomial form? As we will now show, the pairing interaction in SU(3) 
multinomial form possesses extra symmetry that is not transparent in the yy-coupled 
scheme. Understanding this matter suggests a possibility for truncating to a simpler set 
of SU(3) tensors so long as the quadrupole interaction remains dominant.
Let us begin with the U{2Q) symmetry group where Q, as defined earlier, is the 
degeneracy of the shell Q=(ri+l)(rj+2)/2. Since the particles in the shell model are 
fermions, the unitary irreps for A-particles must be [1^]. The generators of this group 
can be expressed as bilinear combinations of fermion creation and annihilation 
operators, uap = a'a ap- (In the language of group theory, the u belong to the adjoint 
representation of the group while the a t transform as the, fundamental representation of 
the group (BarRac 86).) Any normal Hamiltonian operator can be expressed in terms 
of the spectrum generating algebra of u(2Q) — which simply means it can be written as 
a polynomial function of the generators of this group — because the 
creation/annihilation operators that enter can always be ordered into products of 
generators using their anticommutation properties. An expansion in terms of generators 
is a multinomial form. Specifically, we rearrange the Hamiltonian (up to two-body 
interactions for simplicity and for most applications) from
H  = (oj 7/, \ft) afa ap + ^  (aft H 2 \yS) a fa afp as ay (7.34)
In the 5'C/(3)-coupling scheme, the generators of the u(2Q) algebra,28 which 
satisfy the usual commutation relation,
(7.36)
can be expressed as SU(3) tensors and satisfy the tensorial commutation relation
where At- can take on the values of 0, 1 ,..., rj. The Racah coefficients in Eqn. (7.37) 
are kept in the form of 9-(Xji) and 9-j symbols to maintain the symmetry of the system 
as the 9-(Aju) symbols do not reduce to Racah (either U- or Z-) coefficients in a 
particularly simple way.
From the complete set of tensors in Eqn. (7.37), we can find the generators of 
subgroups of U(2£2), but in general this is not a trivial matter. To begin to understand 
the structure of the system, we select the two subsets h(AA),0 and 1 (the subscript
28 In current .//-co u p lin g  sh ell-m o d e l c o d e s , lik e the O ak R id g e -R o c h e ste r  co d e , the largest group  
U( 2£2)  is reduced to S U j ( 2), the group o f  the total angular m om entum . It can be sh o w n  that in j j -  
c o u p le d  form , the = [ a t ; x 1 a c ts lik e  the g en era to rs o f  S U j ( 2 ) , that is , as J  w ith  
p rop ortion a lity  factors d ep en d in g  upon the particu lar j  sh e ll. In other w ords, the u)j c lo s e  w ith  
com m u tation  relations lik e  that o f  the s u j ( 2) algebra. S o  it su ffic e s  to sh o w  that U ( 2 Q ) z : S U j ( 2 )  is 
the ph ysica l group chain.
(-) V(77+l)(77+2) { l -  (-)'V,+'V2"3 (-)*■“-*’}
(7/0) (07/) ( M ) -  
(077) m  (00) -  
( A , A , )  ( A j A j )  ( A 3 A , )  p
(7.37)
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r\ is suppressed because it is fixed for a given shell.) It is then clear that either subset 
forms by itself a subgroup because commutes with 1. The set of
tensors generates the unitary group on the spatial degrees of freedom U{Q) and the set 
of acts like the spin S. Next, we can also show that the set of wU U,0 tensors
forms the SU(3) subgroup of U(Q) which together with generate 17(3). (The set 
M(00),i ancj M(00),0 ajso generate a subgroup, namely the f/(2) group.) The complete 
group decomposition for the oscillator shell 7] is given by the following chain
U(2 0 )  3 U(C2) ® SU(2) 3 U(3) ® SU(2) 3 SU(3) ® SU(2),
N  [ / ]  a  m  (fa ) S
which is the same structure we encountered in the SU(3) shell model calculations.
Using the SU(3) tensorial second-quantized formalism, from Eqn. (5.39) we 
can write down the one-body part of the Hamiltonian as
77,= X  7/,{{(7?10)(07?2) } a M,),.v„}[«t(",O)',/2x (7.38)7?l 772 «- -*
and the two-body part as 
H 2 =  -  H o A H X M / ^ ^ p ^ i u J A s ^ s , , }  ^ ( 1  + SniIli.)(\ +  d ^ )
(7.39)
The sum is taken over {0} = {all 77s; (A,^,)^,; (^t/,),*-,; p„(A„/7„),^,}. All redundant 
quantum numbers are suppressed for clarity. In writing the Hamiltonian, we have 
assumed a generic case where there are possibilities for transferring particles between 
different shells. Using recoupling techniques, we can arrange the two-body 
Hamiltonian into a multinomial form:
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h 2 = v/(i + ^ l,.)(i + ^ )
X  U r « x / ‘, P - A a ,).',,
L ' / i ' / :  M '/i V l
- / / ^ 1){ { ( 7 7 l O ) ( O 7 7 20 } ( A f, / / f)) , ^ } v / ( l  + ^ |r7l. ) ( l  + ^ 2^ v )
X < V „ 2 v/ 2 d i m ( 7 7 , ' 0 )  w < ^ A \
where T  stands for (A/r),.s as defined in Ch. 5. The weight factors / / 2  {- - -} of the 
multinomial form are related to the one of two-body tensor via 9-(Ap) and 9-j symbols
i i j ( |  f (n>0) (0t]2') (Ajia) -
H ? 'i{ r Jr l )P„ a M S,) = y ,  u l  l l s A u l !? \0’
r{r2 ( A m o  (m- A )  (A,m„) p . '
Pa ( 1^ S 2 S 0  j  I — — P„
x H2 { {Fj F2} p„ (A„M0),s0}
( 1 1  ^ ) ( (p fi) (Opi) ( A m,,) -  ] (7.4i)
X  <->* J  \  \  o ' W g S " - ,I * 2
Po
x H2{ { r ir 2}p0,(AMoM
where the phase factor <AP2+P2'-A~M2 enters because of the interchange of the order 
of the annihilation tensors. It turns out that the pairing interaction has some special 
properties in the 517(3) multinomial form:
•) Pair states have to be in the same shell, so p=p'.
•) Because of the scalar nature of the interaction — (lo=so=0) — the (X0Mo) only
take on (even-even) values.
•) Within a single shell (so pair scattering from 772 to 771 where P\*P2 is not
included), A i-M a  and A>~Mb- 
•) Within a single shell, if the two-body forms couple to (A0,/t0=A0) and it occurs
more than once (i.e. p0max> 1), only odd p0s (pa= 1, 3, 5, ...) occur.
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•) Within a single shell one-body forms only exist if rj=3k where k is integer.
The last three points are related to a special identity of the product of a 9-(A/i) and 9-j 
symbols that is non-trivial. To be more specific, for a single shell model calculation the 
pairing interaction can be written as
The new tensors R and R' are shell dependent due to the dependence of unit tensors u. 
on the oscillator shell number. The R tensors may form a set of spin scalars or spin 
vectors. In either case the (Xji)s of the Rs are the same. In other words, the (11) 
tensor does not interact with the (22) but with the (11) only. The same applies for other 
tensors. This feature does not apply for other interactions, in general. In the Table 7.6 
we show that the coefficients of the SU(3) two-body multinomial form for pairing do 
not depend on the shell number (at least up to 77=7). The shell structure only gives the 
limit on the existence of such tensors because of the maximum possible coupling of 
one-body and two-body tensors. For example, a one-body tensor of (44)-type does 
not exist in t)=3 shell but it does in 77=4, 5, .... Similarly, a two-body tensor of (12 0)- 
type does not exist in 7 7 = 3  shell but it does in rj=4, 5, .... The situation is different for 
the one-body form R'. Table 7.7 shows this for two shells.
which can be symbolically condensed to the form
(7.42)
H P = - £ { R tl-R n+ SnMR \) . (7.42a)
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Table 7.6 Coefficients of the SU(3) two-body multinomial form for the pairing 
tensors P(2){ ...} of Eqn. (7.34). The values given are for spin-independent tensors 
(sa=0, scalar R). For the corresponding spin-dependent case (sa= 1, vector R), one has 
the same results with an overall extra factor of a/ 3 . The coefficient P' is normalized to 
unity for the (0 0) tensors so P'=4P(2^  (Xa+ 1 )/(dim(/l0/t0)).
{^aXa) Po i^of J- o) /*(2) {..., sa=so=0} P '
(0  0 ) 1(0  0 ) 0 .2 5 0 0 0 1.00000 1 .0 0 0 0 0
(1 1) 0 .1 7 6 7 7 1.00000 1.00000
(2  2 ) 0 .1 4 4 3 4 1 .0 0 0 0 0 1.00000
(3 3) 0 .1 2 5 0 0 1.00000 1 .0 0 0 0 0
(4  4 ) 0 .1 1 1 8 0 1.00000 1 .0 0 0 0 0
(5  5 ) 0 .1 0 2 0 6 1.00000 1.00000
(1 1) 1(2  2 ) -0 .6 8 4 6 5 -0 .7 4 5 3 7 0 .5 5 5 5 6
(2  2 ) 1 0 .4 5 6 4 4 0 .6 0 8 5 8 0 .3 7 0 3 7
(2  2 ) 3 -0 .2 7 0 0 3 -0 .3 6 0 0 4 0 .1 2 9 6 3
(3 3) 1 0 .3 9 3 6 6 0 .6 0 6 0 8 0 .3 6 7 3 4
(3 3) 3 -0 .2 2 2 2 7 -0 .34221 0 .1 1 7 1 1
(4  4 ) 1 0 .3 5 0 4 5 0 .6 0 3 2 4 0 .3 6 3 8 9
( 4 4 ) 3 -0 .1 9 6 0 5 -0 .3 3 7 4 7 0 .1 1 3 8 8
(5 5) 1 0 .3  i 893 0 .6 0 1 3 7 0 .3 6 1 6 5
(5 5) 3 -0 .1 7 7 9 9 -0 .33561 0 .1 1 2 6 4
( 2  2 ) 1 (0  6 ) 0 .3 8 1 3 3 0 .5 0 0 0 0 0 .2 5 0 0 0
(3  3) 0 .3 2 4 0 4 0 .4 8 9 9 0 0 .2 4 0 0 0
(4  4) 0 .2 8 7 2 3 0 .4 8 5 5 0 0 .2 3 5 7 1
(5 5)
:
0 .2 6 0 9 5 0 .4 8 3 1 9 0 .2 3 3 4 7
(table cont’d)
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(AaA fl) P o ( ^ o P o ) P W { . . . , s a = s o = 0 } P ' I p ' I 2
(2  2 ) 1 (6  0 ) 0 .3 8 1 3 3 0 .5 0 0 0 0 0 .2 5 0 0 0
(3  3) 0 .3 2 4 0 4 0 .4 8 9 9 0 0 .2 4 0 0 0
(4  4 ) 0 .2 8 7 2 3 0 .4 8 5 5 0 0 .2 3 5 7 1
(5  5) 0 .2 6 0 9 5 0 .4 8 3 1 9 0 .2 3 3 4 7
( 2  2 ) 1(4 4 ) 1 .0 4 5 8 3 0 .6 4 8 0 7 0 .4 2 0 0 0
(3  3 ) 1 -0 .7 1 0 5 0 -0 .5 0 8 3 9 0 .2 5 8 4 6
(3 3) 3 0 .4 4 5 3 3 0 .3 1 8 6 5 0 .1 0 1 5 4
(4  4) 1 0 .5 9 4 4 5 0 .4 7 5 5 6 0 .2 2 6 1 5
(4  4 ) 3 -0 .3 0 5 4 9 -0 .2 4 4 3 9 0 .0 5 9 7 3
(4  4 ) 5 0 .2 9 2 9 8 0 .2 3 4 3 8 0 .0 5 4 9 3
(5 5) 1 0 .5 3 7 2 2 0 .4 7 0 7 9 0 .2 2 1 6 5
(5  5 ) 3 -0 .2 8 7 5 5 -0 .2 5 1 9 9 0 .0 6 3 5 0
(5 5) 5 0 .2 4 6 5 7 0 .2 1 6 0 8 0 .0 4 6 6 9
(3 3 ) 1 (2  8 ) -0 .7 0 3 5 6 -0 .4 4 2 2 2 0 .1 9 5 5 6
(4  4 ) 1 0 .3 9 4 3 6 0 .2 7 7 1 3 0 .0 7 6 8 0
(4  4 ) 2 -0 .3 7 5 9 0 -0 .2 6 4 1 6 0 .0 6 9 7 8
(4  4 ) 3 -0 .2 7 9 8 8 -0 .1 9 6 6 8 0 .0 3 8 6 8
(5 5 ) 1 0 .4 1 9 9 0 0 .3 2 3 2 3 0 .1 0 4 4 8
(5 5) 2 -0 .1 4 2 4 7 -0 .1 0 9 6 8 0 .0 1 2 0 3
(5 5) 3 -0 .3 2 8 3 7 -0 .2 5 2 7 8 0 .0 6 3 9 0
(3 3) 1(8  2 ) -0 .7 0 3 5 6 -0 .4 4 2 2 2 0 .1 9 5 5 6
(4  4 ) 1 0 .3 9 4 3 6 0 .2 7 7 1 3 0 .0 7 6 8 0
(4  4 ) 2 -0 .3 7 5 9 0 -0 .2 6 4 1 6 0 .0 6 9 7 8
(4  4 ) 3 -0 .2 7 9 8 8 -0 .1 9 6 6 8 0 .0 3 8 6 8
(5 5 ) 1 0 .4 1 9 9 0 0 .3 2 3 2 3 0 .1 0 4 4 8
(5 5 ) 2 -0 .1 4 2 4 7 -0 .1 0 9 6 8 0 .0 1 2 0 3
(5 5 ) 3 -0 .3 2 8 3 7 -0 .2 5 2 7 8 0 .0 6 3 9 0
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Table 7.7 Coefficients of the SU(3) one-body multinomial form for the pairing 
tensors P0){ ...} of Eqn. (7.34). The coefficient P' is defined the same as in Table 7.6.
a 0A0) Po(A0/to) P(D{...} P' If ' I 2
7) = 3
( 0  0 ) 1 ( 0  0 ) -0.33541 -1.34164 1.80000
( 2  2 ) 1 ( 2  2 ) -1.09301 -1.45734 2.12385
77 = 6
( 0  0 ) 1 ( 0  0 ) -0.33408 -1.33632 1.78575
( 2  2 ) 1 ( 2  2 ) -1.13681 -1.51575 2.29749
(4 4) 1(4 4) -1.46038 -1.16830 1.36493
( 6  6 ) 1 ( 6  6 ) 0.05422 0.03098 0.00096
For each two-body tensor (X0p 0)> the contribution of (XaXa) decreases as Xa 
increases. This is shown in Fig. 7.20. Fig. 7.21 shows the logarithmic plot of IPK2) 
(normalized to the dimension of (X0fi0) tensor) against Xa. This plot shows that the 
decrease is slower than exponential decay.
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Figure 7.20a Contribution of the one-body (XaXa) tensors to the two-body (0 0) 
tensor for the pairing interaction in the multinomial form. The ordinate shows the 
quadratic form of the pairing strength | P(2){...} | 2.
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Figure 7.20b Similar to Fig. 7.20a but for the two-body (2 2) tensor. Notice that 
the occurrence of p-multiplicity for (XaXa)=(3 3) and above splits the strength. The 
p=2 tensors do not contribute to the pairing interaction.
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Figure 7.20c Similar to Fig. 7.20a but for the two-body (0 6) tensor as well as for 
the (6 0) tensor.
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Figure 7.20d Similar to Fig. 7.20a but for the two-body (4 4) tensor. Notice that 
the occurrence of p-multiplicity for (XaXa)=(3 3) and above splits the strength. The 
p=2 and 4 tensors do not contribute to the pairing interaction.
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Figure 7.20e Similar to Fig. 7.20a but for the two-body (2 8) tensor as well as for 
the (8 2) tensor.
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Figure  7.21 Logarithmic plot of Fig. 7.20, except for a normalization factor which is 
related to the dimension of each tensor. (In this figure, the (0 12) and (12 0) tensors 
are also included.)
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The weight factor P {...} is one factor that determines whether one can truncate 
the tensorial character of the interaction in the model space . 29 Before we discuss a 
possible truncation scheme for the pairing interaction, let us evaluate the matrix 
elements of the Hamiltonian in Eqn. (7.40). The TRMEs of the Hamiltonian within the 
same shell 77 are written as
(N[f] a m , S \  11H 2 j | |/'/f/'J a'a'M '),S')r =
^ Z  [ / /2®{...} ( « ( A/r),5j!| [ < « x 1 1 | / V [ / ' j a W ) , S ' ) r (7.43) 
}^2dim(770)
Notice that because of the conservation of number of particles N =N '. Using 
recoupling techniques, the two-body form of Eqn. (7.43) can also be written as
(N[f]aUM\S111[ u ^ x  11\N[f'Wa'M'),S')z =
x z  „ msxs^s'x)ay-),s'
(7.44)
x (N [ /M A h )A  11 unYaUa 11 \N[f”W 'a"tl"),S")Ta 
x (Nlf]cSU"ju"),S"\ 11 11 \N [f]M '/n ') ,S ')Zh,
where JTs have been explicitly written as (Xu),s. As we see from Eqn. (7.44), there are 
three factors that determine the truncation scheme:
2 9 T h e  m eth o d  o f  tru n cation , h ere , is  a n a lo g o u s  to  the s o -c a l le d  m u lt ip o le  e x p a n s io n  in 
electrom agnetism .
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•) the weight factor that enters the two-body form in Eqn. (7.43) (or (7.40)),
•) the relevant {/-Racah coefficient;
•) and the TRME of one-body unit tensor u^«.
If the decrease in two (or one) elements compensates the increase of the other(s) as the 
\a  (A-b) character of the one-body SU(3) tensors increases, one can safely truncate the 
tensors. Among these three criterion, / / f ^ . . .}  is the only interaction-dependent 
factor. And for the pairing interaction, P(2){...} decreases as Xa increases (recall that 
^a=^b)- Moreover, the {/-Racah coefficient also decreases as Xa increases for the 
same triplets of SU (3) irreps — (AX),(A/t), and (/I"ju") — in Eqn. (7.44). The 
TRMEs of one-body unit tensor have the same order of magnitude and they do not 
seem to follow any particular rule.
Apart from a spin vector set, notice that the tensors Q and R altogether with the 
number operator span the (00), (11), (22), ... (rjri) tensors that generate the u(Q) 
algebra. From the fact that the R(^),s  interact only among themselves for the pairing 
interaction and that the quadrupole interaction dominates for realistic systems, it seems 
possible to truncate the R tensor at /?(22)>° as long as the TRMEs of the one-body unit 
tensor for other tensors like (33), (44), ... are not too big. If this is done, we have the 
(00), (11), and (22) spin-scalar tensors that generate u(6) algebra. Even though the 
algebra of this interaction is «(6), it is certainly not the w(6) of Interacting Boson Model 
since the latter is based in a boson algebra generated by s and d  boson pairs. 
Nonetheless, it would be interesting to consider whether or not the two are related in 
terms of a complementary dynamics.
CHAPTER 8 
C O N C LU SIO N S
The main focus of this dissertation is on symmetries, dynamical as well as 
exact, of heavy {A > 100) atomic nuclei. The first symmetry that was considered is 
pseudo-spin which leads directly to pseudo-S£/(3). Pseudo-spin is an exact symmetry 
when the ratio fl = 2v///v/s of the single-particle orbit-orbit to the spin-orbit coupling 
constants is equal to 0.5. The origin and consequences of the [i ~ 0.5 result was 
examined. Actual estimates for ji are (0.60 and 0.65) for protons with (50<Z<82 and 
Z>82), and (0.42 and 0.33) for neutrons with (82<7V<126 and A6>126), respectively. 
These values are sufficiently close to fi = 0.5 that the many-particle extension of the 
single-particle picture is expected to have good total pseudo-spin symmetry, provided 
the residual interaction is a pseudo-spin scalar operator. Examples of the latter include 
pairing, the surface delta interaction, and Q Q, which generates Z(Z+1) rotational 
sequences in a decoupled pseudo-space representation. At a more fundamental level, 
good pseudo-spin symmetry is shown to be consistent with relativistic mean field 
results for v/s and v//.
Further consequences of good pseudo-spin symmetry were noted; particularly, 
the appearance of identical bands. Strong deformation in the pseudo-space part of the 
many-particle basis gives rise to Z(Z-l-l) rotational sequences for each of the (2S+1) 
orientations of the pseudo-spin. That these bands yield strongly enhanced B(E2) 
strengths follows because Q e ~ Q e ■ A prediction of the theory is that many 
additional, strongly deformed (identical) bands should be found when the detectors
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with high efficiency and multiple-coincidence capability that are currently under 
construction come on line.
Since the algebra of the rotor can be realized as the contraction limit of the 
SU(3) algebra, it is possible to replace the irreps of SU (3) by those for the rotor. 
When intrinsic spin degrees of freedom come into play, the rotor picture can be 
extended to two cases: the 7-rotor and an L-rotor. An L-rotor picture is important 
when strongly deformed configurations are favored and the coupling between spatial 
and spin degrees of freedom is weak. The model gives rise to L(L+1) rotational 
sequences associated with each of the (25+1) spin orientations, and this allows an 
identification of a spin alignment band label D=J-L. The L S  coupling in the system 
determines any deviation from the reference band (T>=0) -  which can be significant for 
low L values but is negligible for high L values -  and its strength can be extracted by 
examining energy shifts in the transition spectra. A value h=2a for the L S  strength 
leads to integer alignment, and this choice produces 7(7+1) rotational sequences as 
well. Specific cases for superdeformed bands of Hg isotopes can be explained in this 
scheme.
Finally, the pairing interaction — which is a pseudo-spin scalar — was 
examined within the context of pseudo-5f/(3) symmetry. Contrary to what is obtained 
in a mean-field limit of the theory, the pairing interaction is shown to favor deformed 
many-particle configurations. Specifically, from an averaging procedure over 517(3) 
basis states, each of which can be characterized by a simple geometry, the most 
asymmetric states were found to be the favored ones. This feature even shows up in 
the two-particle case. The notion of the sphericity of seniority zero states comes into 
play when the states are examined in the laboratory frame, not in the intrinsic frame 
which is characterized by (A//), and hence ((if) variables.
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A number of questions remain open, for example: 1) what is the fundamental 
origin of pseudo-spin symmetry in nuclei; 2) is pairing responsible for gamma softness 
and the appearance of vibrational like spectra in nuclei near closed shells, or can the 
pairing be replaced by elements of the w(6) subalgebra of u(£2) where u(6) is of the 
IBM type; and 3) can a practical shell-model code based on the SU(3) symmetry be 
constructed, and if so, what can one expect it to do and what will be its limiting 
features? These are topics for future research work which the technical developments 
that are an integral part of this dissertation have helped to put in the realm of what can 
be answered and achieved.
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